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CHAPTER 1

the heart of helping
how to real ly help others learn

and grow

After tying off the final sutures, Greg Lakin thanked the

operating room staff for another job well done. He

removed his surgical mask and felt pleased that the

procedure had gone well. Yet at the same time, he

noticed that the joy he used to experience in his work as

a plastic surgeon just wasn’t there. He wondered: When

—and how—did I lose that excitement?

He decided to get some help from a coach. An

overachiever since childhood, Greg had attained one

success after another on the road to becoming a surgeon.

When he began working with a coach, he shared that

this drive for success was partially fueled by the feeling

that he needed to constantly prove himself. In the

process, however, Greg had lost sight of his true passions

and life aspirations. For instance, he wished to have a

more balanced life with time for travel and getting back

to his running. He also expressed a desire to get back to

South Florida, where he had grown up, so he could be

closer to his family and childhood friends. Yet his

current path had him working seventy to eighty hours a

week, leaving little time for the other things he cared

about.

Picking up on these things, Greg’s coach asked him to

spend time reflecting on and articulating the details of

his personal vision—and to try to separate his heartfelt

desires from the shoulds and oughts in his life. As he



gave himself permission to do that, a light switched on.

Greg discovered what he really wanted, and he

experienced the positive energy and motivation that

comes from such clarity. Working closely with his coach,

Greg began to change his life in ways he couldn’t have

imagined just a few months before. We’ll look at Greg’s

story in depth in chapter 2, but for now we will say that

his life, both personally and professionally, has changed

for the better in significantly meaningful ways.

how to really help others

Because Greg decided to fully explore his personal vision

and then actively pursue it, he eventually achieved the

work-life balance and closeness with family and friends

he desired. And he rediscovered joy in his life. When it

comes to coaching other people, our research shows that

excavating and articulating an individual’s personal

vision is crucial. More than resolving immediate

problems and more than trying to help someone achieve

a set of prescribed goals or meet certain standards,

uncovering a person’s hopes and dreams is the key that

unlocks positive emotions and intrinsic motivation—and

propels that person to genuine, lasting change.

But guiding others to achieve their hearts’ desires isn’t

just for coaches. Everywhere you look, you see examples

of people helping other people to learn or change. In

fact, when asked about the people who influenced us

most in life, many of us think first about our parents,

athletic coaches, or teachers—perhaps a teacher like Kyle

Schwartz.

When Kyle began teaching third grade, she suspected

there was more to know about her students than what

their enrollment data forms or their standardized test

scores revealed. To be a truly effective teacher, she

decided, she’d somehow have to learn what her students

were thinking about—what mattered to them.  She asked

them to complete the following sentence: “I wish my

teacher knew . . .”

1



Here’s what Kyle learned:

“I wish my teacher knew my reading log is not

signed because my mom is not around a lot.”

“I wish my teacher knew I love animals and I

would do anything for animals. I would love to

work at the MSPCA so I could help animals get

adopted.”

“I wish my teacher knew that my family and I live

in a shelter.”

The list goes on, each answer more moving and

revealing than the last. To say the least, the students’

words triggered Kyle’s compassion. Even more, they gave

her the information she needed to help them as their

teacher. Now she knew what mattered most to the kids—

and it had little to do with the standard daily lesson

plans found in third-grade classrooms.

Kyle’s question to her students has gone viral on the

Twittersphere, and it’s making its way into primary-

school classrooms around the world. Clearly, people are

hungry to find effective ways to understand and help

other people. Her question is simple, yet it isn’t often

asked by people who presumably want to help others. As

teachers, managers, colleagues, parents, and coaches of

all kinds, we become preoccupied with our tasks and

agendas and forget to ask such basic, revealing questions

—questions that will tell us something important about

the people we want to help. Or perhaps we don’t ask

such questions because we’re afraid of the answers and

what issues and emotions might surface. It’s sometimes

easier to ignore or deny them, to stay closed off to our

awareness or sensitivity to another person. We simply

proceed, undeterred by people’s needs and wishes

outside the scope of our schedule or lesson plan.

And yet, as Greg Lakin’s story illustrated, those

“distractions”—people’s hurts and sorrows, their dreams

and most heartfelt wishes—nevertheless remain. They

still affect our students, clients, patients, subordinates,

2



peers, and children on the deepest levels, the level on

which true learning and change occurs. In response to

her question, the students in Kyle Schwartz’s classroom

told her not only what was troubling them; they also told

her their aspirations and visions for themselves.

As we see it, that is how Kyle tapped into the possibility

of growth and transformation for those children. Rather

than placing the focus on herself as the teacher and

what she needed to teach her third-graders, she focused

on the students, the learners. This enabled her to build

better and more meaningful relationships with and

among the students. She was able to build a community

with a common or shared purpose of listening and

caring for each other.

The two stories we’ve just shared emerged from very

different contexts. But they are both about helping

others to learn, grow, and change, and that is the focus

of this book. The fact is that everyone needs help, not

only third-grade children and not only surgeons at an

impasse in their careers. We all need help to make

important changes in our lives and work and to learn

new things.

This book will show you how to help others more

effectively. Note that, although our focus as authors,

researchers, and educators happens to be on the

coaching profession (executive, career, life, team and

peer coaching), we intend this book for many different

audiences. That is, anyone who wishes to help people—

managers, mentors, counselors, therapists, clerics,

teachers, parents, athletic coaches, colleagues, friends—

will find an important guide here, including a number of

practical exercises to develop your helping skills.

Specifically, we’ll describe in this book what our

research has shown helps people most profoundly and

sustainably. That is, as Greg Lakin and Kyle Schwartz

learned, the best way to help other people to learn, grow,

and change is by helping them move closer to their ideal

self—their dreams and vision of their ideal future.



coaching with compassion

We’ve based this book on the premise that, when done

effectively, coaching and helping of all kinds create three

specific changes in people seeking help. First, they will

find or reaffirm and articulate their personal vision,

including dreams, passion, purpose, and values. Second,

they will experience changes in behavior, thoughts,

and/or feelings that will move them closer to realizing

their personal vision. And third, they will build or

maintain what we call a resonant relationship with the

coach or helper and ideally with other supportive people

in their lives.

But how do we get there? How do we go from having a

good intention to help someone to actually fulfilling the

promise of the three kinds of changes we’ve just named?

It isn’t always an intuitive or obvious process. Often,

when we try to help people, we focus on correcting a

problem. After all, we are often more experienced and

can see what the person should do to lead a better life, be

more productive, or learn more. We know what is good

for them. Or we see ourselves in the person or situation,

and we project what we once did, or would do, onto the

other person. Sometimes people come to us seeking a

solution to a problem. As helpers, we hear those people

asking for symptom relief, so we work with them on

something far short of their deeper desires and needs.

That is a mistake. In our attempt to coach a person

seeking help, most of us naturally take a problem-

centered approach, focusing on the gaps between where

they are and where we think they should or could be. We

are trying to fix them. This does not work well, if at all, to

motivate sustained learning, change, or adaptation. It

might, at times, lead to quick corrective action. But when

people do respond, they often do so out of a sense of

obligation and lack the inner motivation needed to

manifest the change they desire. Or they feel the need to

do something, even if it is not a sustainable solution.

That is the key: Is the effort sustainable? Will it last?



Does the person have the deep commitment needed to

continue the effort toward change or learning?

Of course, there are times when people have some

serious problems they must resolve. But our research tells

us that when the context is a gap or a shortfall that

needs addressing, the energy and effort needed to

sustain change is typically absent. Conversely, when the

context is a long-term dream or vision, people draw

energy from that vision and are able to sustain their

effort to change, even through difficult times.

When a coach or other type of helper is able to craft

such a context, we call this coaching with compassion—

that is, coaching with a genuine sense of caring and

concern, focusing on the other person, providing

support and encouragement, and facilitating the

discovery and pursuit of that person’s dreams and

passions. That is what Kyle Schwartz did when she

reached out to her students and asked what they wanted

to tell her. In this book, we contrast that approach with

what we describe as coaching for compliance—where,

rather than helping someone articulate and fulfill a

desired future, the coach attempts to facilitate the

person’s movement toward some externally defined

objective. Today, coaching for compliance is the default

approach in many kinds of helping, from athletic

coaching to teaching to parenting to the doctor-patient

relationship. This is especially the case in business

coaching and all too often for executive coaching, where

a coach is hired explicitly to guide the executive or

employee to meet specific criteria for success within the

organization.

In certain situations, coaching for compliance can be

effective in helping someone achieve a very specific and

predetermined goal, such as earning a promotion to a

certain role. But our research shows such coaching

rarely leads to sustained change in individuals, nor does

it help them strive toward their full potential, let alone

achieve it. Coaching with compassion, on the other

hand, does just that. It helps people discover the ways



that they would most like to grow and change in their

lives and provides them with a process and support to

make and sustain those changes. One of our students

put it this way: “All those that were important figures in

my life planted seeds of inspiration and ideas and then

allowed me the freedom to take that in directions that

worked best for me, all the while supporting and

encouraging my choices.”

We contend that this is what great coaches do. Great

coaches and the best teachers, managers, colleagues,

and friends engage us in conversations that inspire us.

They make us want to grow, develop, and change in

meaningful ways, and they help us to do so. They help us

pursue a personal vision rather than merely to dutifully

fulfill a life of shoulds and oughts.

the research: why coaching with
compassion works

To make changes stick, our research shows that it has to

be intentional and internally motivated rather than

imposed from the outside. That’s why coaching with

compassion starts with a person articulating his ideal

self or vision for himself—as Greg Lakin did when he

realized he wanted a more balanced life, connected with

his family and old friends. This anchored Greg, both

psychologically and emotionally, in what we call a

positive emotional attractor (PEA) that opened him up

to possibilities and the excitement that can come with

change. In the chapters to come, we will contrast the

PEA with the negative emotional attractor (NEA)—

usually triggered by shoulds or outside mandates—and

show how the one helps and the other inhibits the

process of lasting change.

Nevertheless, both the PEA and NEA are needed for

growth—it’s just a matter of getting the “dosage” and

sequence right in order to be effective rather than

inhibiting. In this book, we also will explain how the PEA

acts as a tipping point that helps a person move from



one step to another in an important developmental

process guided by Intentional Change Theory (ICT),

which we will explain in chapter 3. We will also share

here many other findings from our research. We’ll talk

about how the coaching process should always begin

with an individual’s personal vision, and how the

coaching process itself needs to be holistic,

encompassing the individual’s life as a whole—not just a

few discrete aspects.

An important note: We believe that in order for

coaches or anyone to help another person, they must

first feel inspired. Without recognizing our own

motivations and feelings, we can do little to truly connect

with another person in a helpful way. That is, coaches—

be they teachers, parents, doctors, nurses, clerics, or

professional executive coaches—should understand their

own emotions and develop a personal vision. That is the

basis for an authentic relationship between the helper

and person being helped or coached. Therefore, we

intend the exercises included throughout this book not

only for the coachee but also for the coach.

Everything we are writing about is based on in-depth

research that we have conducted personally—

individually and as a team—over the past fifty years.

That is part of what sets this book apart from many

other books on helping, management, leadership or

coaching: it is based on evidence. The research began in

1967, with studies on how adults helped each other

develop or didn’t. Longitudinal research (i.e., tracking

people over time) about behavior change in arenas from

management to addiction was completed in companies,

government agencies, nonprofits, graduate school

programs, and hospitals around the world. This research

was followed by almost twenty years of hormonal and

neuroimaging studies. We cite our own research as well

as studies completed by our doctoral students and those

of colleagues. In addition, we are each coaches and

educators, so our stories draw on our own personal and

professional coaching experiences.



As researchers and authors, the three of us work

closely together at Case Western University, and we

teach together in our Coach Certificate Program at the

Weatherhead School of Management. Moreover,

together we have launched several coaching initiatives.

The Coaching Research Lab (CRL) was formed in 2014.

The CRL brings together scholars and practitioners to

advance coaching research. Our massive, open, online

course (MOOC), “Conversations That Inspire: Coaching

Learning, Leadership, and Change,” was started in 2015.

The course focuses on a compassion-based approach to

coaching and has attracted more than 140,000

participants. An earlier MOOC on inspiring leadership

through emotional intelligence that introduced many of

these ideas has attracted more than 800,000

participants from more than 215 countries.

Our studies make the case clearly—specifically, the

behavioral, hormonal, and neuroimaging studies show

the differential impact of coaching others around their

dreams and vision (coaching with compassion) versus

coaching them around some externally defined objective

(coaching for compliance). Further, we’ve seen in our

own students how effective coaching with compassion

can be. Such coaching, in conjunction with a four-

month-long leadership development course, has resulted

in significant improvements, as observed by others, in the

emotional and social intelligence competencies the

students chose to develop to support their personal

visions. Together, these provide a sound, scientific

foundation for the development of how to effectively

coach and help others manifest sustained, desired

change.

a guide to this book

As you read this book, you’ll delve further into each of

the topics explored in this introductory chapter, gleaning

insight and practical skills along the way to help you

most effectively coach or help others in most contexts.



Throughout the book, we highlight specific takeaways

(key learning points), relevant research studies

(research spotlights), and provide references and more

detail in the endnotes. For the practical reader, we offer

specific, time-tested exercises at the end of most chapters

(reflection and application exercises). We want to

promote reflection as active and emotional learning, not

just knowledge. We also provide conversation guides at

the end of most chapters, which include questions about

these topics to mull over with friends and colleagues. The

benefits of the book come in part from personally

reflecting on the ideas and techniques and, as our

neuroimaging studies have shown, talking about these

reflections and experiences with others. Discussing ideas

with others is what makes them come alive in a more

accessible way. The conversation guides are a useful way

to make that happen. Although we hope we’ve written

this book in such a way that you’ll enjoy reading it from

cover to cover, you can also use it as a reference guide by

going straight to certain chapters or to the key learning

points, exercises, and the other items highlighted

throughout.

Briefly, the book unfolds as follows: Chapter 2

explores the uses and definitions of coaching and other

ways that people help one another. As the examples we

offer from real coaching cases illustrate, at the heart of

any such helping process is a set of experiences within

the relationship between the person being helped and

the helper. Chapter 3 delves more deeply into how to

coach with compassion versus coaching for compliance.

Our approach begins with the realization that people

can change when they want to change. We then describe

the five discoveries in Intentional Change Theory as the

model of sustained, desired change.

In chapter 4, we discuss what we’ve learned from

recent brain science studies that can enable us to help

others more sustainably. Specifically, we focus on how to

arouse positive versus negative emotional attractors

(PEA and NEA, respectively) in our brains to create a



more receptive and motivated emotional state. Chapter 5

takes a deeper dive into the science of PEA and NEA,

illustrating that while we need the negative emotional

attractor to survive, it is the positive emotional attractor

that allows people to thrive and flourish. We discuss how

to effectively invoke the positive and create the proper

balance between it and the negative, thereby initiating

growth and change that lasts.

In chapter 6, we explore the personal vision in depth.

Our research shows that discovery and development of

such a vision is the neurologically and emotionally most

powerful way to engage the positive emotional attractor.

A person’s vision is her image of a possible future. It is

neither goals nor strategy. It is not a forecast of what is

likely. It is a dream!

With chapter 7, we begin to focus on how to build

resonant relationships and learn to ask the right

questions of one another—while listening to the answers

—to evoke learning and change. Both style and timing of

questions can inspire the PEA and change, or the

opposite. Missing key moments and getting questions out

of sequence can turn a possibly motivating conversation

into a guilt-inducing grilling. Chapter 8 explores how

organizations can foster a culture of coaching by

changing company norms, for example: (1) encouraging

peer coaching; (2) using external and internal

professional coaches; and (3) developing managers to be

coaches for their units as well as other areas.

In chapter 9, we illustrate how to take advantage of

moments in which a person is ready to be helped, what

we call coachable moments, and we provide a practical

guide for creating a safe space for reflection and

openness. The chapter also examines some typical

“tough” cases in coaching and demonstrates how the

techniques of coaching with compassion can help.

Finally, with chapter 10, we end the book with an

inspirational appeal, returning you to an exercise first

offered in chapter 2, in which we asked you to reflect on

who helped you become who you are. After reading the



book and learning ways to help others develop, we ask,

“Whose list will you be on?” After all, connecting with

others as they pursue their dreams can be the greatest

and most enduring gift in life. It is our legacy!

a message of hope

With this book, then, we present a message of hope. The

way to engage and inspire people to learn and change in

sustained ways is not difficult, although it may seem

counterintuitive at times. We discuss how to stimulate a

person to explore new ideas in the context of his dreams

and personal vision while on the way to solving specific

problems. We will explore what effective coaches and

helpers do to help individuals make sustained, desired

change in their lives. We will examine not only an

approach for effective helping and coaching, but also

what it looks like and, perhaps more importantly, what it

feels like to be engaged in a meaningful coaching

relationship from the perspective of both the coach and

the person being coached. That’s why we use the word

coach in this book as an approach and a way of being

more than a title one holds or role that one fulfills.

We believe the ideas and practices in this book will

help change the way coaches, leaders, managers,

counselors, therapists, teachers, parents, clerics, doctors,

nurses, dentists, social workers, and others approach

conversations with their clients or patients or students.

What’s more, we want to inspire more research about

coaching and helping. We want to encourage tweaking

or modification of the hundreds of coach and manager

training programs, medical and nursing education, and

any other program aimed at developing individuals in

the helping professions to teach a different way to

inspire learning and change.

Perhaps most of all, in these recent times of polarized

conversation in so many areas of our lives, we want to

help people develop the skills to listen with empathy to

one another. We want people to be open to learn from



one another. We hope we can help people expand their

focus outside of themselves and be open to new ideas. By

focusing on others and truly helping them, we can build

toward a better future in our families, teams,

organizations, and communities. With this book, we

offer a way to tap into people’s desires to learn and

change, to motivate themselves and others, and to lead

in more compassionate ways.

So let us begin.



CHAPTER 2

conversations that inspire
discovering what is most

important

Emily Sinclair was the youngest of three daughters in a

family of great soccer players. Her mother played soccer

in high school and college, as did her two older sisters.

Following in their footsteps, Emily began her freshman

year of high school as a standout player on the soccer

team. Soon, however, Emily’s coach noticed that while

she had great skills, she just didn’t show the kind of

passion for the game he had seen in other star players

he’d coached over the years. He noticed something else

about Emily: she had an unusually graceful stride as she

ran up and down the field. And to his surprise, she

seemed to absolutely love the running drills that the

other girls dreaded during practice.

One day, acting on a hunch, the coach called Emily

over after practice. “Emily, why do you play soccer?” he

asked.

Somewhat puzzled, she responded, “Because everyone

in my family plays soccer. And because I’m really good at

it.”

Then the coach asked, “But do you love it?” He could

see the wheels spinning in her head as she processed his

question.

With a somewhat dejected look, she shook her head.

“No. I don’t,” she answered. “Playing soccer was really

fun when I was younger. But now it feels like something



I have to do. Everyone expects me to be like my mom

and sisters. I don’t want to let them down.”

That’s when he realized that his job as Emily’s coach

had, in an important way, just begun. Rather than

continue to try to get her to fit in as a soccer player, he

asked about her true interests. He wasn’t surprised to

learn that she had a passion for running. Running was

effortless for her, she said. When running long distances,

she felt relaxed and free from all the worries and cares in

her life. After several more conversations with Emily and

then an initially difficult discussion with her family, the

coach and her family gave Emily their blessing to leave

the soccer team and switch to running track for the

spring semester. By her junior year, Emily was the

number one runner on the girls’ cross-country team, and

as a senior, she led the team to the state finals.

While he lost one of his better players, the coach knew

he’d done the right thing by following up on his initial

hunch about Emily. In the process, he helped her find

her true passion.

This is what great coaches do. It’s what great

managers do and great teachers do and what others do

who know how to help people find and do what they

love. They engage us in conversations that inspire us.

They make us want to develop and change, and they

help us to do so. In this chapter, we will explore how to

help people by inspiring them to grow and change. We

call this coaching with compassion. Its objective? To

establish a resonant relationship between the coach and

the person being coached, which is crucial to creating

sustained transformation. Additionally, in this chapter

and throughout the book, we will ask you—as someone

who wishes to help others—to learn about yourself, your

emotions, and motivations. This is a critical step that

everyone needs to take before attempting to help others

change, and we provide an exercise in this chapter to

help you begin that process.

But first, let’s define what we mean by coaching.



what is coaching?

In this book, we will talk about coaching effectively both

as a profession (executive coaches and the like) and as

part of our daily lives and roles as managers, teachers,

doctors, clerics, parents, friends. Our definition, like

most, converges on coaching as a “facilitative or helping

relationship with the purpose of achieving some type of

change, learning, or new level of individual or

organizational performance.”  An alternative and useful

definition comes from the International Coaching

Federation (ICF): “Coaching is partnering with an

individual or group in a thought-provoking and creative

process that inspires them to maximize their personal

and professional potential.”

Unlike mentoring, which can sometimes last over

decades, coaching typically involves a shorter time

period and a more specific focus. In our work, we focus

on an explicit dyadic coaching process, which means

that there is a mutual agreement—formal or informal—

between coach and coachee that they are participating

in a developmental process. Sometimes coaching takes

place during predetermined coaching sessions, but it

also can occur while walking to or from meetings, at

lunch, or in other less formal settings. Note that

although the number of professionals using the actual

title of “coach” is growing at dramatic rates worldwide,

coaching as we use the word also might be an informal

or formal advisor, a boss, or a peer.

the coaching conversation

Coaching, when it is most effective, is essentially about

helping another person change, learn, or grow in some

way. It is about helping people figure out what might be

possible or desired in their lives and then helping them

figure out how to achieve it.

Like Emily Sinclair, most of us have had someone in

our lives who talked to us about our future or otherwise
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influenced us positively. In our graduate courses,

executive education programs, and in our

“Conversations That Inspire” MOOC, we ask participants

to recall the people who really helped them most in their

lives. One person referred to her blind step-grandfather,

who loved her unconditionally and instilled within her a

passion for learning. For another individual, it was a

friend who made him feel accepted—no matter what

issue he was struggling with or what outrageous goal he

had in mind. He always knew he wasn’t being judged but

rather encouraged and fully supported.

Many participants referred to individuals who actively

listened to them. They spoke of coaches or others who

asked reflective questions that helped them analyze and

delve deeper into their thought process and who—

through their care, concern, and insight—helped them

work through confusing emotions. Often these helpers

guided them to develop a realistic plan of action, all

while helping them feel understood and supported in

just the right way.

Managers in other courses, training programs, and

MOOCs described individuals who motivated and

inspired them to pursue their dreams and to ultimately

achieve more than they ever thought was possible. They

wrote about people who helped them grow by focusing

on their strengths and instilling within them a sense of

confidence and capability. They also described

individuals who weren’t afraid to give them honest

feedback, even when it was difficult to hear. In those

cases, however, the feedback (when effective) was given

with kindness and compassion, in a spirit meant to build

them up rather than tear them down. (For more specific

quotes from MOOC participants, see the sidebar “People

Who Have Helped Me the Most.”)

people who have helped me the most

“The people who have most helped me to grow as a person believed in my potential
and inspired my creativity and desire to learn. They have challenged me, and when
I have accepted the challenge, the results surprised even myself. Another common



pattern in their behavior was their genuine care for my well-being and their
emotional involvement in my success.”

—Stanley (Canada)

“These people not only see the spark, but they nurture it. They help bring out your
best by allowing you to flourish. Feeling my ‘spark’ acknowledged also made me
feel affirmed in a way I hadn’t experienced before.”

—Angela (USA)

“All those that were important figures in my life planted seeds of inspiration and
ideas, and then allowed me the freedom to take that in directions that worked best
for me, all the while supporting, and encouraging my choices. That gave me huge
confidence.”

—Beverly (USA)

“They valued me as a person in a way I had never seen myself, thus unleashing
completely new thinking, opportunities, and possibilities, which led to lots of energy,
and me driving for new changes which I would never have pursued without this
input.”

—Arjun (India)

“These persons believed in me, did not judge me, and showed compassion. They
did not refrain from telling me things I would not like to hear, but I always felt
respected. Another common pattern is that they did not want to impose their
opinion on me. To the contrary, they encouraged me to find the answers I needed
in myself.”

—Kwabena (Ghana)

“I think the single most important pattern that became clear in all these people was
that they inspired me to do something—they didn’t just instruct me as to what I
should be doing.”

—Malcolm (United Kingdom)

A number of pertinent themes emerge from these

statements. People who influence others most often (1)

serve as a source of inspiration, (2) show a genuine sense

of caring and concern, (3) provide support and

encouragement, and (4) facilitate the discovery and

pursuit of the dreams and passions of the people they

are coaching/trying to help. Collectively, these behaviors

represent what we call coaching with compassion, which

we introduced in chapter 1 and will discuss in greater

detail in chapter 3. We contrast this approach with what

can be described as coaching for compliance, where the

coach attempts to facilitate the person’s movement

toward some externally defined objective (rather than

helping them articulate and fulfill their desired future).

While common, coaching for compliance rarely leads to

sustained change in individuals being coached, and

rarely does it result in them striving for, let alone

achieving, their full potential. Coaching with

compassion, on the other hand, does just that. It helps



individuals discover the ways in which they would most

like to grow and change in their lives, and it provides

them with a process and facilitative support to make and

sustain those changes.

We have documented evidence of the effectiveness of

coaching with compassion through longitudinal studies

conducted with both MBA students and professional

fellows at Case Western Reserve University. When the

graduate students were matched with a coach trained in

coaching with compassion as a key part of a semester-

long leadership development course, they saw dramatic

and significant improvements in the emotional and

social intelligence competencies (i.e., behavior as seen by

others) that they chose to develop in support of their

personal vision. (See the research spotlight below for

additional details on these studies.)  To be specific,

coaching with compassion in this context is working with

people to build compelling personal visions, assess

themselves through 360-degree and other feedback,

develop a learning plan, and engage in peer coaching to

practice new behaviors (more of this will become clear in

the chapters that follow).

research spotlight

Richard Boyatzis, working over a number of years with different colleagues,
conducted thirty-nine longitudinal studies appearing in sixteen peer-reviewed articles

and book chapters.  The studies followed a graduate course based on coaching
with compassion, along with Intentional Change Theory (which we will explore in
detail in chapter 3). The findings showed that emotional and social intelligence (ESI)
competencies can be developed dramatically in adults (twenty-five- to thirty-five-
year-old MBAs, as well as professional fellows averaging forty-nine years old) and
that the improvement lasts from five to seven years. Specifically, the findings
showed an increase of 61 percent of ESI over one to two years after entry into the
MBA program for full-time students. Part-time MBAs improved slightly less at 54
percent at three to five years after taking the course. Two of the part-time MBA
cohorts showed sustained improvement of 54 percent two years after graduation,
which was five to seven years after entry into the program and taking the course.
This is in contrast to outcome studies of eight above-average MBA programs
showing about a 2 percent improvement over one to two years (which we suspect
would drop over time) and corporate and government training programs showing an
improvement of 11 percent that occurred three to eighteen months after training

(which again, we suspect would drop considerably over time).

rediscovering lost joy

4
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Recall our story of Greg Lakin, the plastic surgeon, from

chapter 1. When he realized he was unhappy, he turned

to a coach who was able to offer him unconditional

support throughout his process of growth and change.

Many of us experience times in life when we feel a sense

of being disconnected from who we really are. At one

such moment, Greg turned to get some help—in his case,

from a coach who was provided as part of a larger

leadership development program.

It wasn’t always easy. After all, Greg had been

pursuing a successful career, having attained at an early

age the positions of Chief of Plastic and Reconstructive

Surgery, and Director of the Craniofacial Center at

University Hospital’s Rainbow Babies & Children’s

Hospital in Cleveland, Ohio. As Greg began to work with

his coach, he realized that these accomplishments were

part of a trajectory, begun in childhood, of an insatiable

desire to achieve. Not only had he attended a leading

national Ivy League prep school where he’d been a

standout varsity athlete in three sports, he was also

recognized as one of the top students academically. His

drive for success continued through his undergraduate

experience at Duke University, then medical school

abroad, followed by plastic surgery residency, and

ultimately fellowships in craniofacial research at the

University of Pennsylvania and craniofacial surgery at

UCLA.

Yet the joy of achievement had long since vanished for

Greg. Through in-depth conversations with his coach, he

started to uncover his most heartfelt dreams and visions

for his life. He came to understand that in his focus to

become “successful,” he’d lost sight of his true passions

and life aspirations—things like running and living close

to family and friends where he’d grown up, in South

Florida. How would he ever find time to pursue these

things, when his current job had him working seventy to

eighty hours a week?

Greg’s coach asked him to spend some time reflecting

on and further articulating and exploring the various



aspects of his personal vision—and to try to separate his

wants and his true desires from the shoulds and oughts

in his life. Soon Greg began to achieve greater clarity,

which restored his positive energy and motivation. He

followed up on a lead he’d been given regarding a full-

service dermatology and plastic surgery practice in his

home town of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, that was looking

to add another plastic surgeon. Although he hadn’t even

been considering a new job, Greg quickly realized that

this was the ideal position for him. In time, he joined a

successful practice that would take him back to his

hometown, where he’d be surrounded by family and

close childhood friends. But rather than having to work

seventy- to eighty-hour weeks as he’d been doing for

years, Greg would be operating only one day a week—

and at a significant increase in compensation.

Finally, Greg would have the balance he’d sought. It

didn’t happen overnight, but it was still a much faster

and more satisfying process than he’d believed possible.

As he shared with his coach, he said, “I must be

dreaming. I’ve been offered what appears to be my ideal

job, making significantly more money while working

fewer hours, in my beautiful hometown of Fort

Lauderdale. How could it get any better than this?”

resonance and the coaching relat ionship

Had Greg’s coach been focused on coaching him for

compliance to some external standard, she might have

steered him toward finding ways to work more efficiently

in order to reduce his hours. Or, she might have worked

with Greg on how to most effectively position himself for

his next promotion at the hospital. Lucky for Greg,

however, his coach understood how to coach with

compassion and help him identify and move toward his

ideal self—his deepest hopes and dreams. In so doing,

the two developed a resonant relationship—one built on

positive emotion and genuine connection. That

relationship would ultimately help Greg create change



that would be holistic and sustainable, rather than

change-focused on solving a particular problem.

By helping individuals identify and pursue their

dreams, truly effective coaches and other helpers build

and maintain resonant relationships with the people

they coach. These relationships are characterized by (1)

an overall positive emotional tone and (2) a genuine,

authentic connection with the person being coached.

There is a sense of flow in the relationship, with the

coach being in tune with the person she is intending to

help.

In their 2005 book Resonant Leadership, Richard

Boyatzis and Annie McKee discussed those two elements

as pathways to renewal. They suggested that when

leaders experience mindfulness, hope, and compassion,

it can help them recover from the effects of the chronic

stress associated with serving in a leadership role. As it

turns out, these pathways to renewal also serve as

pathways to the creation of engaging coaching

relationships. When a resonant relationship is created,

the coach and the person being coached become attuned

as they operate on the same emotional wavelength. The

stress-reducing and life-enhancing benefits of

mindfulness, hope, and compassion flow seamlessly

between the two in a symbiotic fashion. Such was the

case with Claire Scott Miller and Neil Thompson.

the power of meaningful connections

Just as her plane was about to touch down at London’s

Heathrow Airport, Claire Scott Miller felt an anxious

excitement. She would soon meet for the first time face-

to-face with an executive with whom she’d developed a

rewarding coaching relationship over the past three

years, all via phone conversations.

When she’d begun coaching Neil Thompson, he was

Director of Strategic Business Development for a

Scotland-based global leader in integrated fluid transfer

and power and control solutions for industries such as



oil and gas, renewable energy, original equipment

manufacturers, marine, and defense. Claire had been

retained to help Neil reach the C-suite. From the

beginning, she took extra care to make a meaningful

connection. This entailed going beyond achieving an

understanding of Neil’s professional goals and objectives.

She also explored the dreams and aspirations he had for

his family and his life outside of work. After experiencing

positive results from his coaching relationship with

Claire, Neil requested a one-year extension at the

conclusion of the initial coaching contract, and the

following year he did the same. By the time Neil was

promoted to Chief Commercial Officer, Claire had clearly

become a trusted supporter, helping to facilitate his

ongoing pursuit of his personal and professional

aspirations.

And now, because of the quality of the relationship

Claire had established, she was about to meet Neil in

person. After visiting family in London, she and her

husband traveled to Edinburgh to attend the Edinburgh

International Festival and Royal Military Tattoo. Neil

was vacationing in Glasgow that week, but took time out

of his vacation to travel with his family (including a six-

month-old baby) to Edinburgh to spend some time with

Claire and her family. While this was their first time

meeting in person, the conversation was comfortable and

free-flowing, almost like spending time with longtime

good friends.

Clearly, her work as a coach had succeeded. She’d

sought to establish a resonant relationship with Neil and

to help him articulate and pursue his dreams. In the

process, she had built a quality relationship based on

genuine care and concern—essential elements of

coaching with compassion. She did this by asking Neil

meaningful questions and attentively connecting with

him around his responses. But she was also willing to

engage in a certain degree of self-disclosure, occasionally

sharing things about herself in the service of Neil’s

development and their coaching relationship. Claire’s



sharing and her willingness to demonstrate vulnerability

also served as a model for Neil, making him more

comfortable openly sharing things that became useful in

his development.

The kind of resonant relationship that Claire

established while coaching Neil typically involves at least

three elements: (1) the experience of mindfulness, (2) the

arousal of hope, and (3) the demonstration of

compassion.

When coaches are mindful, they are fully present with

the person they are coaching, staying in the moment

with full and conscious awareness. They are completely

tuned into that person and what they are saying, as well

as what they seem to be feeling. Coaches who are

mindful are also very self-aware, understanding what

they are personally thinking and feeling at any given

moment and being careful not to project their own

thoughts and feelings onto the person they are coaching.

This leads to a genuine and authentic connection where

the person being coached often feels as if he is having a

comfortable and relaxed conversation with a close

friend.

Great coaches also ignite a deep sense of meaning and

hope. Sometimes they are reigniting what the person

they are coaching once felt but has lost over time. For

people to become their ideal future selves, they have to

understand what gives them meaning and purpose in

life and feel hopeful that it’s possible to achieve. Thus an

effective coach poses questions that invite reflection and

uncover what is most important and meaningful to the

individual. Even with a deep sense of meaning and

purpose, however, people rarely can move forward

unless they also feel hope. Effective coaches therefore

help create that sense of hope, instilling a sense of

confidence in the people they coach that the ideal future

they envision is indeed achievable with intentional,

focused effort.

Finally, effective coaches demonstrate their care for

others. This goes beyond a general sense of empathy or a
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simple understanding of what the person is feeling.

Instead, such coaches care deeply and are willing to act

on that concern, offering guidance and support as

necessary to help the individuals they are coaching

achieve their dreams. Again, this is the essence of

coaching with compassion.

Ultimately, effective coaches inspire others. After a

coaching conversation, people should feel charged up,

excited, and full of purposeful movement toward their

dreams. But it isn’t only the people being coached who

will feel charged up. Effective coaches, too, will leave the

conversations feeling inspired.

This phenomenon, called emotional contagion, is a

tacit exchange that can occur between people in under a

second, in certain situations. It occurs on many levels,

including at the neural network level. We will explain

this phenomenon in more detail in chapter 4, but for

now, we’ll say that emotional contagion allows the coach

and the person she is coaching to literally affect and

infect each other with feelings of hope, compassion,

mindfulness, and exciting possibilities in life and work.

who helped you?

Earlier in this chapter, we shared some of the responses

from participants in our MOOC. Now it’s your turn.

Regardless of the specific relationship, many of us can

recall conversations where someone inspired us to figure

out what we cared about or really wanted to do with our

life—conversations that sparked deep reflections and

ultimately led us to take actions that shaped our future.

As we pointed out in chapter 1, doing the exercises in

this book is important for you as someone who wishes to

help others. It is key to helping you learn how to identify

your own motivations, emotions, and aspirations—and

therefore create resonant relationships with the people

you wish to help. Conducting these exercises should help

ignite a flame inside of you around your passions and

dreams of an ideal future. That internal flame should

8



create a positive emotional experience. And as you coach

others, it will be like touching a match to kindling—such

is the contagious nature of emotions.

So, think of a time in your life when someone coached

you in a way that really made you think, a time when

someone sparked that flame inside of you around your

passion and it changed the trajectory of your life. Maybe

it was an athletic coach, or a high-school teacher, a

parent or other relative, or a manager or mentor at work.

Maybe it was a close personal friend. Think about how

they made you feel—Hopeful? Motivated? Full of ideas

and possibilities? Most likely they also showed genuine

care and concern for you. Perhaps they helped you

realize and appreciate who you are when you are at your

best. They may have helped you envision a future for

yourself that was exciting and energizing. They also

probably offered their unconditional support to help you

achieve whatever it was you wished.

It’s important to distinguish those people who helped

you from others who perhaps tried to help you but

somehow fell short of the mark. Far from filling you with

hope, those people left you feeling discouraged,

inadequate, or forced into a box of their making—not

yours.

Now complete the reflection and application exercise

at the end of this chapter. Later in the book, we will

return to it.

In chapter 3, we will look more deeply at how to coach

with compassion (versus compliance), and we will

explore the five discoveries of Intentional Change Theory

(ICT)—critical for making sustained, desired change.

KEY LEARNING POINTS
1. Great coaches inspire, encourage, and support others in the pursuit of

their dreams and the achievement of their full potential. We call this

coaching with compassion. We contrast this with coaching for

compliance, in which a coach attempts to move an individual toward

some externally defined objective.



2. Coaching others to truly achieve sustained, desired change requires

developing a resonant relationship with them. A resonant relationship

is one characterized by an authentically compassionate connection

and a positive emotional tone.

REFLECTION AND APPLICATION
EXERCISE

Reflect on your past and think of the people in your life

who have most helped you to grow as a person, motivate

and inspire you, and accomplish what you have in life.

Think of your whole life, not just work.

Separate the path of your life into distinct stages or

eras. These would be approximate time frames that

denote major life changes or rites of passage. For many

people, this could be as follows:

Life stage 1: Childhood to mid-adolescence (0–

14 years)

Life stage 2: High school (15–18 years)

Life stage 3: University, college, military service,

or early workforce age (19–24 years)

Life stage 4: Early to mid–working career (25–

35 years)

Thereafter, add an additional stage for every block of

approximately ten years up to and including your

present age. (Please note that the stages listed above

should only be used as a rough guide and should be

modified according to your own upbringing, cultural

background, education, working history, and so forth.)

Create a three-column table with a heading for each

column, positioned left to right as: Life Stage, Person’s

Name or Initials, Notes. In turn, enter into the relevant

columns: first, the particular life stage in question;

second, the name or initials of the person(s) who

inspired you the most at each stage. Third, think of

specific events when these people helped you, comments

on what they said or did in the event, and how these

people made you feel upon reflection (not necessarily at



the time). Lastly, what did you learn or take away from

these events?

Once you have completed the table, take a few

moments to analyze your entries. Are there similarities or

differences in how people inspired or motivated you

across different life stages or within the same life stages?

What is the nature of these differences or similarities?

Are there patterns or themes? Write a short paragraph—

three hundred words or less—underneath the table

articulating the particular patterns you observed and the

significance you believe they have had in making you the

person you are and the person you aspire to be.



CHAPTER 3

coaching with compassion
inspiring sustained, desired

change

People tend to change their behavior when they want to

change and in the ways they want to change. Without an

internal desire to change what or how they behave, any

noticeable differences are often short-lived. We’ve seen

this time and again in our observations of managers who

coach employees to alter their behavior in order to

conform to organizational expectations, or with athletic

coaches coaching players to show more commitment to

the game by lifting more weights and studying films.

We’ve seen it in how physicians coach their patients

around lifestyle changes they should make in the interest

of their health and with career coaches who direct their

clients to specific opportunities based solely on their skill

sets or employment history.

All of those examples describe a common view of

coaching—as an activity where, based on your

experience, expertise, or authority, you advise

individuals on what they should do and how they should

do it. While there may be a time and place for it, this

type of coaching for compliance is unlikely to lead to

sustained behavioral change. Just look at the estimated

60–70 percent failure rate of organizational change

initiatives, which ultimately rely on individual behavior

change.  Or look at the nearly 50 percent of chronically

ill patients who fail to adhere to their prescribed

treatment plans.  Being told that we have to or need to
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change is simply not an effective means of helping us to

sustainably alter our behavior.

In this chapter, we will explore in detail the differences

between coaching for compliance and coaching with

compassion. We will also introduce a five-step process—

with coaching with compassion at its core—that’s been

proved key for creating sustained, desired change. Let’s

begin with a story that illustrates how one of this book’s

authors experienced firsthand the power of being

coached with compassion versus compliance.

unlocking the power of passion

After nearly fifteen years in sales and marketing

management, Melvin decided to return to school full

time to pursue a PhD in organizational behavior and

human resource management. He was excited at the

prospect of teaching at the university level as well as

engaging in corporate training and consulting. He

quickly learned, however, that the top PhD programs

sought to admit students interested in research—not

teaching and consulting. In his application, therefore, he

took the advice of a professor he knew and presented

himself as someone clearly interested in research, but

who was also interested in the practical application of

that research through teaching and consulting. His

strategy was successful, and he was admitted into the

doctoral program at the University of Pittsburgh, where

he performed well and honed his research skills,

positioning himself as a promising scholar.

Upon attaining his doctorate, Melvin landed a tenure-

track position at Case Western Reserve University,

solidifying his transition into an academic career. During

his first year on the faculty, he did what was necessary to

establish and pursue his research agenda. By his second

year, he’d also been pulled into teaching a couple of

programs for executives in addition to his degree-

program teaching responsibilities. Before long, he

realized that he was spending more and more of his time



and attention on teaching, which he enjoyed immensely.

He loved inspiring people to apply and use knowledge

from his own and his colleagues’ research. The

enthusiasm his students and program executives felt was

electric and contagious. But his research agenda had

begun to stall.

During this time, Melvin received informal coaching

advice from his department chair and others that he

should focus much more on moving his research forward

since he’d need to show progress on that front in his

upcoming third-year review. He knew this was important

and that it was what he ought to be doing, so he began

to shift his behavior. He progressed on key research

projects and put together a respectable packet for his

third-year review, articulating his research agenda and

demonstrating his progress. He passed his third-year

review but was cautioned about the amount of time he

spent on nonresearch activity. Teaching, advising

doctoral students, and working with executive education

should all be secondary if he hoped to gain tenure.

While he appreciated that advice, Melvin nevertheless

found himself continually pulled toward teaching in the

degree programs and executive education. Not only did

he enjoy helping people learn, but he’d also discovered

he was really good at it. He found himself straddling the

fence between what he knew he ought to be doing and

what his heart told him he really enjoyed. Yet he saw no

way around it.

In his fourth year, Melvin had a chance to work

formally with a coach as part of a grant-funded program

in his department.  He anticipated that, as he’d

experienced with past coaching, his new coach would

focus on what he needed to do to achieve promotion and

tenure. But he soon realized that she wasn’t pursuing

any externally defined agenda whatsoever. She was

simply there to help him articulate what he wanted to do

and who he wanted to be in the future—as he envisioned

it—and to help him figure out how to move in that

direction.
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It didn’t take the coach long to identify the tension

Melvin had been struggling with for quite some time. On

one hand, he expressed a desire to focus on his research

for the next few years and earn tenure. On the other

hand, however, he wanted to continue, if not expand,

the work he’d been doing in executive education. He also

expressed a desire to take advantage of the variety of

paid speaking opportunities he was now receiving on a

fairly regular basis. He hoped it would be possible to

“have it all.” But he soon understood that to have both,

he’d have to postpone teaching and paid speaking

opportunities until after tenure, which was still more

than five years away, given the school’s nine-year tenure

process. While he told himself that both the research and

teaching were important, he continued to feel frustrated

that he wasn’t fully applying himself to either endeavor.

While it would have been easy to coach Melvin in the

direction that his department and the school

encouraged, instead his coach challenged him to identify

which way his heart was telling him to go. She asked him

to engage in a hypothetical exercise.

“What if you had to make a forced choice,” she asked,

“and in choosing one option, you’d have to forgo the

other completely? Under that scenario, which would you

choose?” Watching him struggle with the decision, she

said, “What if you just choose one and hypothetically try

it on—like you would a coat—for a while to see how it

feels? If you don’t like it, take it off and try on the other

one for a while. Then we’ll get back together and talk

about it.”

Melvin “tried on” the research and tenure path first.

He imagined what it would be like if he did no executive

education or outside speaking engagements at all. He

began to pour all of his mental and physical energy into

his research. He stayed in that space for a short while,

but he soon realized he didn’t like how it felt. The

thought of remaining in that space for a long period of

time was actually uncomfortable. He felt he’d be missing

out on something he really wanted to be a part of.



At that point, as his coach had suggested, Melvin

switched his mindset toward the executive education

and speaking engagement option. Almost immediately,

he felt a difference. While the thought of not doing as

much research wasn’t something he viewed as ideal, he

was surprised at how much better this option felt than

the previous one. He felt a real excitement about the

various activities and opportunities he’d be pursuing

with this option.

There was no question what his heart was telling him.

“This is it!” he thought.

When he next saw his coach, Melvin shared his new

insight, and the remainder of his coaching sessions

focused on the steps he’d make to move toward his true

passion and ideal vision for his future. Soon he grew

comfortable with the fact that he was choosing to

primarily teach and speak as opportunities presented

themselves. If doing so meant he’d have less time for

research—and therefore would be less likely to get tenure

—he realized that he could live with that. The research

felt like more of a push, something he felt he ought to be

pursuing, rather than something he wanted deep down

inside. His coach had helped him see that.

For the next several months, Melvin was happier than

he’d been in quite some time. The tension he’d wrestled

with for so long had been lifted. He was pursuing what

he wanted to do in his heart and was comfortable with

wherever that was leading him. Then, unexpectedly, he

was approached about a new position being created at

the school—Faculty Director of Executive Education. If

he accepted the job, he’d get to play a significant role in

growing the school’s executive education business. The

only catch was that it was a non–tenure track position;

to take the job, he’d have to leave the tenure track.

Had it not been for the coaching he’d received and

making the discoveries he did about his ideal future,

Melvin likely wouldn’t have even considered the position.

As it turned out, however, he ultimately accepted the job,

which he has now enjoyed for more than twelve years.



He’ll tell anyone who will listen that it was one of the best

career decisions he ever made, and that he couldn’t have

written a better job description for himself. Not only has

it allowed him to accept speaking and training

engagements throughout the world, but he has also

continued to teach in the school’s degree programs he

enjoys the most while remaining involved with the

research and writing projects that truly interest him.

Had Melvin’s coach focused on pushing him toward

“compliance” rather than compassionately helping him

to identify and pursue his vision for his future, imagine

how different the outcome might have been. Fortunately,

Melvin’s coach essentially guided him through five

phases, or discoveries, of what we call intentional

change.

a model for intentional change

A proven method of coaching with compassion in a way

that leads to sustained desired change is to guide an

individual through Boyatzis’s model of intentional

change (see figure 3-1). Intentional Change Theory

(ICT) is based on the understanding that significant

behavioral change does not take place in a linear

fashion. It does not begin with a starting point and then

progress smoothly until the desired change has been

completed. Instead, behavioral change tends to occur in

discontinuous bursts or spurts, which Boyatzis describes

as discoveries. Five such discoveries must occur for an

individual to make a sustained desired change in

behavior.

FIGURE 3-1

Boyatzis’s Intentional Change Theory in fractals or multiple levels
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Source: Adapted from R. E. Boyatzis, “Leadership Development from a

Complexity Perspective,” Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and

Research 60, no. 4 (2008), 298–313; R. E. Boyatzis and K. V. Cavanagh,

“Leading Change: Developing Emotional, Social, and Cognitive

Competencies in Managers during an MBA Program,” in Emotional

Intelligence in Education: Integrating Research into Practice, ed. K. V.



Keefer, J. D. A. Parker, and D. H. Saklofske (New York: Springer, 2018),

403–426; R. E. Boyatzis, “Coaching through Intentional Change Theory,” in

Professional Coaching: Principles and Practice, ed. Susan English, Janice

Sabatine, and Phillip Brownell (New York: Springer, 2018), 221–230.

discovery 1: the ideal self

Helping people with the first of these discoveries begins

with an exploration and articulation of their ideal self,

answering such questions as “Who do I really want to

be?” and “What do I really want to do with my life?”

Note that this is not just about career planning. It is

much more holistic. It is about helping people envision

an ideal future in all aspects of their life, taking into

consideration but not being limited by their current life

and career stage. The helper or coach encourages them

to draw on their own sense of self-efficacy and tap into

feelings of hope and optimism about what might be

possible. They will also be encouraged to reflect on their

core values, core identity, and what they see as their

calling or purpose in life. As a result, they ultimately will

be able to articulate a personal vision for their future—

and/or a shared vision they might have that includes

their family, work group, or a larger social cause (more

on this below and in chapter 6). (See figure 3-2 for a

model of the ideal self.)

FIGURE 3-2

Components of the ideal self
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Source: Adapted from R. E. Boyatzis and K. Akrivou, “The Ideal Self as the

Driver of Intentional Change,” Journal of Management Development 25, no.

7 (2006): 624–642.

When coaching individuals toward discovering their

ideal self, be sure they are tapping into who they really

want to be and what they really want to do. Too often,

people think they are articulating an ideal self when, in

fact, they are describing what could be called an “ought”

self—who they think they ought to be, or what others

think they ought to be doing with their lives. We saw this

in Melvin’s story: when he was chasing what he thought

he ought to do (more research in pursuit of tenure)

rather than what he ideally wished for (more teaching

and speaking engagements), the energy and enthusiasm

needed for a sustained behavior change was just not

there.

Helping people genuinely discover their ideal self

involves more than guiding them through a series of

cognitive or mental exercises. Instead, it is about

facilitating a process (often through exercises or

reflections, which we will describe here and throughout

this book) that leads to an emotional experience where

they feel as if a flame has been ignited inside of them

around their passion. That’s how you and they will know

that they have truly tapped into who they are at their

best and what they care most deeply about.

An effective way to help people fully explore their ideal

self is to have them craft a personal vision statement. We

know that when organizations create clear and

compelling vision statements that are shared by members

of the organization, the results can be positive and

powerful. They can help motivate, engage, inspire, and

provide a sense of purpose and direction. We believe that

a personal vision statement for one’s life can be just as

meaningful for an individual. The adage, “The odds of

hitting your target go up dramatically when you aim at

it” sounds obvious. But it’s also true: Isn’t going through

life without a personal vision statement just like shooting

at a target without aiming at it?



In some of our programs and courses we show the

video Celebrate What’s Right with the World, narrated

by photojournalist and corporate trainer DeWitt Jones.

In it, Jones stresses the importance of having a personal

vision. He encourages viewers to boil that vision down to

a six-word statement that they can memorize and that

will inspire them each day. As a coach, that’s one of the

most powerful things you can do to help people make

meaningful, sustained change: help them find the

passion and enthusiasm associated with identifying their

ideal self and articulating a personal vision statement.

discovery 2: the real self

Coaching people on the second discovery of the

intentional change process involves helping them

uncover an accurate view of their real self. This is not

just about assessing strengths and weaknesses. Instead,

it is about helping them identify holistically and

authentically who they are relative to who they want to

be as expressed in their personal vision.

An important role for the coach during this discovery

is to help individuals identify the areas of their lives

where their ideal self and real self are already aligned.

Those areas are their strengths, which can be leveraged

later in the change process. Next, the coach should help

individuals identify any areas where their real self is not

currently aligned with their ideal self. These represent

gaps that can ideally be closed through targeted

behavioral change efforts.

A coach should also help individuals recognize that

their real self comprises more than just how they see

themselves—they also need to consider how others see

them. Some might argue that how others see them is

rooted in perception and doesn’t necessarily reflect who

they really are. But the truth of the matter is that others’

collective perceptions of us essentially represent how we

show up in the world, which is a key aspect of who we

are. Thus, to help the people they are coaching enhance
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their self-awareness and develop a more comprehensive

view of their real self, the coach should suggest they

periodically seek feedback from others. In other words,

regardless of their intentions, how do others actually

perceive them?

When we hear about self-awareness, especially relative

to leadership, the focus is often on people’s internal self-

awareness—their own views of their strengths and

weaknesses, as well as their values and aspirations.

While important, this focus neglects the other critical

aspect of self-awareness: how they are seen by others.

Without accurately reading how they are perceived by

others, their view of their real self is incomplete.

One way to enhance self-awareness is to receive multi-

rater feedback (also known as 360-degree feedback).

This process enables individuals to assess themselves on

a variety of behaviors, while also being assessed by others

from a number of relationships and/or contexts. The

traditional view is that comparing one’s self-assessment

to the assessment of others is a way to gauge one’s

degree of self-awareness. Our friend and colleague Scott

Taylor of Babson College, who has done considerable

work in the area of leader self-awareness, suggests that a

better indicator of self-awareness is actually people’s

prediction of how others see them measured against how

others actually see them.  A good coach will therefore

help individuals being coached gain a greater degree of

self-awareness, and hence a better sense of their real self,

by helping them develop their capacity to “tune in” and

effectively read how they are perceived by others. That

way, they can regularly assess how much their intentions

reflect the actual impact they have on others.

Not everyone has the resources or opportunity to

participate in a multi-rater feedback assessment process.

But there are other ways to accomplish the same goal.

First, a coach or other helper can ask individuals to

honestly assess the things that they tend to do well (or be

good at) and the things they tend to not do so well (or

not be so good at). Research suggests that this self-
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assessment may be biased—but it’s still an important part

of the process. Next, following the advice of Scott Taylor,

the coach should have the individuals predict how others

would assess them on key behaviors of interest. And

finally, they can actually seek informal feedback from

others to see to what extent their predictions of how

they’re perceived by others match others’ actual

perceptions.

Having individuals create a “personal balance sheet”

(PBS) is another way to help them capture a snapshot of

their real self at any point in time, whether or not they

have participated in a formal feedback process. With it,

they can categorize their short-term and long-term

strengths and weaknesses (or development

opportunities). They can then weigh those against their

ideal self and personal vision statement to determine

where they align and where there are gaps. Once they

recognize and acknowledge the strengths and gaps

between their ideal self and real self, they are ready to

move forward with the change process.

The feedback that Melvin received early on as a faculty

member suggested he had good teaching and facilitation

skills and was an engaging speaker. He recognized those

as strengths he could further develop and leverage to

become an effective educator and requested speaker.

Melvin also received feedback that his research

productivity was on the low side. At the time, he had a

relatively limited number of active research projects,

which were advancing at a moderate pace at best. Had

he viewed this feedback in an absolute sense and taken a

traditional development path as a result, he would have

likely focused his greatest attention on closing the gap

represented by a key identified development opportunity

—in this case, his research productivity. After working

with his coach to clarify his personal vision, however, it

became clear that he should direct his energy to working

with his identified strengths, which directly supported

the most important professional aspects of his vision.

That didn’t mean ignoring the feedback about his
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research productivity. He just put it in perspective,

deciding to first tap into the positive emotional energy he

felt around using his strengths in pursuit of his vision.

This is an important consideration when using a PBS.

Often, individuals will immediately turn their attention

to the weaknesses and begin thinking of ways to address

them. But a compassionate coach can help them see how

to make their change efforts more successful—by first

acknowledging and leveraging their strengths. Only then

should they attempt to address any identified

weaknesses, focusing primarily on those that help them

make the most progress toward their personal vision.

discovery 3: the learning agenda

The third step in the intentional change process is

crafting a learning agenda. The coach or other helper

first asks individuals to revisit the strengths identified in

the previous discovery and then think about possible

ways those strengths might be utilized to close any

relevant gaps. The key here is for people to think about

what they’re most excited to try in the way of behavior

changes to help them grow closer to their ideal self. This

is different than a performance improvement plan where

they focus on addressing all their shortcomings. That

begins to feel like work and can actually inhibit the

change process.

Rather, the coach should help individuals recognize

that if they continue to do what they’ve always done,

they’ll continue to be who they’ve always been. To

change, they’ll have to do some things differently. This

was the uncomfortable tension Melvin was experiencing

—straddling the fence between making teaching or

research his first priority. Although he felt that tension,

he continued to engage in the same behaviors of not fully

committing himself to either path. It was as if he

expected that tension to magically disappear over time.

Getting a feel for which path is most exciting is

another way to check that you are on the way toward



your purpose and vision rather than someone else’s

notion of what you should do. For example, whenever

Melvin was offered the opportunity to design a new

learning experience such as a workshop or course, he

jumped at it. If it was a choice between designing a new

learning experience or working on a research paper, he

always chose the learning experience first. This had the

most magnetic pull for him. It was a positive attractor

that had a stronger pull than the research.

Doing something differently is also the essence of the

first half of the fourth discovery (which we’ll describe

momentarily). It involves experimenting with and then

practicing new behaviors. While articulated as a distinct

discovery, these experimentation and practice efforts are

actually planned for during the creation of the learning

agenda. In essence, the third discovery entails planning

what one is going to do, whereas the fourth discovery

involves putting the plan into action.

discovery 4: experimenting with and practicing
new behaviors

This is the fourth discovery in the intentional change

process, where the coach encourages the individual to

continually try new behaviors and actions, even if they

don’t always lead to the intended outcome.

Experimentation efforts sometimes fail, and that’s okay.

That’s the nature of experimentation. If something

doesn’t work as anticipated, the coach should encourage

the person to either try it again or try something else.

Melvin’s coach asked him to focus on one of his two

competing professional pathways (teaching/speaking

versus research). She challenged him to choose just one,

with the understanding that he was doing so at the

complete expense of the other. As discussed earlier,

Melvin completed the experiment and realized that

although he didn’t like eliminating research and writing

completely, he got an empty feeling when he considered

making that the focus of his work. He realized that he



didn’t get that same empty feeling when he placed an

exclusive focus on teaching and speaking. He actually

felt energized—and this proved to be a breakthrough

toward Melvin’s sustained desired change.

To trigger the desired “a-ha” of this fourth discovery,

the key is to continue experimenting until people find

something that works for them. Then the coach can help

them shift their experimentation efforts into actual

practice, which is the second half of the fourth discovery.

At this point, it’s critically important to practice and then

practice some more. But many people stop short of that,

practicing only to the point where they feel comfortable

with the new behavior. That’s fine for temporary

behavior change, but it doesn’t work consistently when

we are rushed, overwhelmed, angry, sleep-deprived, or

under stress and aren’t thinking clearly. That’s when

we’re likely to fall back on old behaviors. But if we can

keep practicing until we move beyond comfort to the

point of mastery, we can change our behavior in truly

sustainable ways.

For Melvin, this meant practicing saying “no” to

requests to get involved with time-consuming, long-term

research projects outside of his primary research area.

Previously, he almost always said “yes” to these

opportunities because he felt they would help build his

research pipeline. Once he developed clarity around his

newly articulated focus, however, he had to develop a

new habit—being more disciplined with his time and

how he responded to such requests, accepting only what

interested him the most.

Several researchers and authors have offered views on

how long one must practice new behaviors to reach the

point of mastery. In his 1960 book Psycho-Cybernetics,

Maxwell Maltz suggested that it takes at least twenty-one

days to form a new habit.  Stephen Covey and many

others subsequently latched on to that same notion, that

habits could be formed in twenty-one days of repeated

practice.  Malcolm Gladwell, in his 2008 best-seller

Outliers, suggested that mastery requires about ten
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thousand hours of practice.  Phillippa Lally and her

colleagues at University College London studied the topic

and found that there was actually considerable variation

in how long it took individuals to form a habit, with their

study results showing a range of 18 to 254 days.

Regardless of the specific amount of time that’s

necessary, coaches and other helpers should encourage

individuals to practice behaviors they hope to solidify.

Individuals being coached should practice the behavior

until they don’t have to think about it to do it well, when

it becomes their new default.

discovery 5: resonant relationships and social
identity groups

In coaching to the fifth and final discovery of the

intentional change process, a helper or coach helps

people recognize that they’ll need continued assistance

from a network of trusting, supportive relationships with

others. Making significant behavioral change can be

difficult, and it’s even harder in isolation. Change efforts

will be more successful when embedded within what we

describe as resonant relationships, based on genuine,

authentic connection that has an overall positive

emotional tone. While the connection with the coach or

primary helper should be one of those relationships,

individuals should also have others they can turn to for

support, encouragement, and sometimes accountability.

That’s what they’ll need as they work through each of the

discoveries of the intentional change process. We often

refer to such a network as a “personal board of

directors.” Through trusting, supportive relationships

along with the formation of social identity groups (more

on this in chapter 8), a person benefits from a group of

people around her who care and help. These

relationships keep the change process alive.

Note that this network of trusting, supportive

relationships won’t always include the people closest to a

person in her everyday life. In fact, sometimes those who
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are closest to us may not be supportive of a particular

change we want to make. That doesn’t mean they

become less important in our lives. But perhaps they’re

not who you’ll turn to for help on that particular change

effort. As our good friend and colleague Daniel Goleman

has said in his books and papers, some written with

Richard, although emotional and social intelligence is

needed at every stage in coaching, establishing and

maintaining resonant relationships is perhaps the most

crucial.

Such was the case for Melvin when he decided to

make a significant career and life change, leaving the

corporate world to pursue a PhD and ultimately a career

in academia. His wife was his closest and most important

relationship, but she was not nearly as excited as he was

about the possibility of the change he was

contemplating, nor did she have the personal experience

and insight into the steps he would need to take to make

it happen. He therefore needed to also identify others in

his network who might provide relevant coaching and

support. Melvin reached out to an old college classmate

who’d recently left a career in marketing to pursue her

PhD. He also turned to others who had made a similar

career shift—including other individuals who were

married with children—with whom he could share some

of the specific issues of balancing family obligations

while transitioning from a corporate job to academia.

While Melvin’s wife remained the focal relationship in

his life, providing support in other areas, his expanded

network of trusted supportive relationships helped

facilitate his career change effort. Each relationship

offered a different perspective and played a unique role

in helping him with his desired change.

Such networks of trusted supportive relationships can

also help us move forward if we become sidetracked or

lose energy or focus around our desired change efforts.

For example, a senior executive at a major US financial

institution for whom we provided leadership training

and executive coaching told us he viewed his identified
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network as “accountability partners.” He asked the

people in his network not just to encourage him, but also

to support his change efforts by holding him accountable

to working on the changes he desired to make.

The coach and these other resonant relationships serve

many purposes. In addition to support, one function is

what we call reality testing. This means helping people

get beyond their own blind spots. David Dunning of

Cornell University, who studies the process of self-

deception, has repeatedly documented how people tend

to not know what they don’t know.  Specifically, without

conducting reality testing of other perspectives, people

often create delusional misinformation about their own—

and others’—expertise and capabilities.

how coaching with compassion works

For nearly three decades, we’ve been training coaches

with an approach based on the Intentional Change

Theory, which embodies coaching with compassion.

Again and again, we’ve seen individuals make profound

and sustained changes in their lives after being coached

in this way. But why and how does it work? And what

makes individuals more likely to make and sustain

changes in their lives when they are coached in this way?

A number of answers come to mind. For instance,

when we use a compassionate approach to help people

move toward a self-defined ideal image of their future,

our research shows they’ll likely change in a sustainable

way—far more than when they are told or feel that they

have to change. (Of course, it’s also possible that people

will make a sustained change when it’s required, as long

as they also feel a genuine, internally driven desire to

make that change.) The key here is that the desire to

motivation for change has to outweigh the obligation or

motivation.

Recall Emily Sinclair, the soccer player we described in

chapter 2. She felt that she ought to put her full

attention and effort into developing her skills as a soccer
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player. It became obvious to her coach that there was

something missing from that effort, however. When she

shifted her focus to running, which in her heart was

what she really wanted to do, her sustained effort to

develop as a runner and the result she enjoyed were at

an undeniably higher level. Melvin felt that he ought to

spend more time focusing on his research agenda. Yet

his department chair and others in the school saw clearly

that he continually spent time on activities that took him

away from his research. When he formally shifted his

focus to his teaching and speaking opportunities—what

he discovered his heart was telling him he really wanted

to do—he flourished in that space. The fact is,

individuals most often change sustainably in ways that

they want to change, and not in ways that they or others

believe that they ought to change.

But there’s something else at work here. It turns out

that a set of emotional, hormonal, and neurological

processes underlie what happens when a person makes

sustained change that’s driven by a true inner desire.

And these are different processes from changes

attempted when someone is merely responding to an

outside expectation. We will discuss this in greater detail

in subsequent chapters. For now, note that coaches and

helpers of all kinds play a big role (knowingly or

unknowingly) in triggering those emotional, hormonal,

and neurological states, and these have a significant

impact on an individual’s ability to change or even

perform.

When coaching for compliance, even if it is well

intentioned, a coach often elicits a defensive response

from the person being coached. People tend to

experience this as a stress response accompanied by

negative emotions and activation of the sympathetic

nervous system, which in turn triggers a number of

hormonal processes that essentially shut down the

capacity to learn or change in any way. At this point,

people have been thrust into the zone of the negative

emotional attractor (NEA), which we will cover more in



chapter 4. For now we’ll say that in this state, people are

in survival mode. Their creativity and openness to new

ideas are greatly diminished, and the likelihood they’ll

make or sustain behavioral change is extremely low.

Think about a child in Little League Baseball playing

third base in the late innings of a close playoff game.

When he makes a throwing error to first base, his coach

yells and screams, telling him how stupid and costly a

mistake that was and questioning how he could mess up

such a simple throw. Suddenly, the horror the player

already feels from having made the error is magnified by

ten. His stress level goes through the roof. He’s now

terrified, with a racing heart and shallow, rapid

breathing. All he can think about is the gravity of his

error, and he prays that the next ball doesn’t come to

him. But of course, it does. He’s now so paralyzed with

fear from the corrective “coaching” he’s just received that

he bobbles a routine ground ball, making yet another

error.

This is what often happens with coaching for

compliance. Although we may think that we are helping

individuals improve their performance, instead we

trigger or sustain a stress response. This invokes the

NEA, activates the sympathetic nervous system, and

actually makes them physically less capable of learning,

developing, or favorably changing behavior.

Coaching with compassion elicits a very different

response. With a vision of a desired future state and

focus on strengths rather than weaknesses, positive

emotions are stimulated rather than negative. The

energy and excitement around this positive emotional

attractor (PEA) activate the parasympathetic nervous

system, which sets into motion a set of physiological

responses that put the person in a more relaxed and

open state. Creative juices flow. New neural pathways

form in the brain, thus paving the way for new learning

and sustained behavioral change to occur.

Let’s return to our Little League Baseball player, but

with a different coach. Upon seeing the boy make a



throwing error in the big game, the coach calls a quick

timeout. He visits the player at third base, telling him

that it is okay. He reminds him to take a deep breath,

relax, and get ready for the next batter. He reinforces the

fact that he is one of the best third basemen in the league

and tells him that he’s made that throw a hundred times.

All he has to do is think about his mechanics and see

himself making a good throw, just as he does 99 percent

of the time. After that coaching and reassurance, the

player is now calmer, more relaxed and ready for the

next play.

This time when the ball comes his way, it’s actually not

a routine ground ball but rather a tricky play. He won’t

have time to glove the ball and still make the throw to

first. He has to get creative. Thinking quickly, he grabs

the ball with his bare hands, sets his feet, squares his

shoulders, and makes a beautiful, on-target throw to

first base for the out. Because his coach helped him

reflect on his strengths and envision a positive outcome,

evoking the PEA and activating his parasympathetic

nervous system, he was able to relax and think more

clearly and creatively.

Although a variety of studies have explored what style

of coaching helps individuals the most, the difference we

are discussing is deeper than behavioral style.  For

example, our colleague Carol Kauffman advocates using

flexibility in integrating various approaches from

behavioral and psychoanalytic therapy to coaching.  A

major difference is that we are examining what the

individual experiences, not just the coach’s intention.

As we’ve said, we have collected considerable empirical

evidence supporting the effectiveness of coaching with

compassion in bringing about sustained desired change

in individuals.  We have also gathered over time a great

deal of anecdotal evidence on the power of this

approach in helping individuals make meaningful

changes in their lives.

For several years, we collected responses from

managers, executives, and advanced professionals on the
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reflection and application exercise in chapter 2. When

these individuals shared reflections about the people

who had helped them most in their lives, they were

consistently filled with warm, emotional reactions to

those memories. Whether tender or challenging, those

moments had a lasting impact largely because of the

genuine care and concern the individuals showed them.

When we coded these shared reflections for which

aspects of the intentional change process were primarily

involved, we found that approximately 80 percent of the

moments people recalled involved someone helping them

tap into their dreams, aspirations, core values, and/or

strengths. In essence, they helped them discover their

ideal self or appreciate their distinctive capabilities.

Conversely, when we asked them to recall people who

had tried to help them, but who were not necessarily

successful in doing so, we found that well over half of the

instances recalled involved someone giving them

feedback on areas where they needed to improve. In

other words, they focused on their gaps or weaknesses.

Given these observations, it is no surprise that so many

individuals fail to change in sustained ways. Too often,

the people trying to help them unknowingly trigger a

stress response, tipping them into the negative emotional

attractor and making them physically less capable of

making change.

To be an effective coach or successfully work in a

helping role of any kind, you can’t get around the critical

role that emotions play in people’s change efforts.

Coaches need to become experts at recognizing and

skillfully managing the emotional flow of the coaching

process. This requires being tuned into the person being

coached, creating a sense of synchrony that allows you

as a coach to read as well as influence the emotions the

person is experiencing. Additionally, given the role of

emotional contagion, being able to effectively manage

the emotional tone of the coaching discussion also

requires having an awareness of one’s own emotions—

and recognizing the impact that they can have on the
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person being coached. We’ll discuss this more in chapter

7.

In this chapter, along with the reflection and application

exercises, we introduce conversation guides. Like the

exercises, the guides are designed to have you reflect on

the topics discussed in the chapter. However, since

meaningful conversations are at the heart of helping, we

strongly encourage you to find others with whom you

can have conversations about these topics; the

conversation guides are designed to help start those

exchanges. You may also find it helpful to discuss the

reflection and application exercises with others. The

more you discuss these topics with others, the better!

In chapter 4, we will continue exploring the PEA and

NEA and look further at how the brain affects the

coaching process.

KEY LEARNING POINTS
1. Coaching with compassion begins by helping a person explore and

clearly articulate her ideal self and a personal vision for her future.

This often means helping her tease out the distinction between her

“ideal” self and “ought” self.

2. To help individuals build self-awareness, ensure that they consider

their strengths and weaknesses in the context of their personal vision

statement first. A useful tool for this is the personal balance sheet

(PBS). The PBS guides the individual to consider assets (strengths) and

liabilities (gaps or weaknesses). To ignite the energy for change,

coaches should encourage those they help to focus two to three times

more attention on strengths than weaknesses.

3. Rather than creating performance improvement plans in which

individuals focus on their shortcomings, the learning agenda should

focus on behavior changes that they feel most excited to try—changes

that would help them grow closer to their ideal self.

4. Coaches should encourage individuals to practice new behaviors

beyond the point of comfort. Only continual practice leads to mastery.

5. Rather than relying solely on a coach for support, individuals need to

develop a network of trusted, supportive relationships to assist them in

their change efforts.

6. Coaches must be aware of and effectively manage the emotional tone

of the coaching conversations.



REFLECTION AND APPLICATION
EXERCISES

1. Thinking back over the course of your life, what were the situations

and events in which you truly acted “on your own terms” and didn’t

feel you were purely reacting to others or doing what others wanted

you to do? Have there been times where you have felt genuinely self-

directed in pursuit of your own dreams and aspirations? Was there a

shift in life philosophy, personal values, or general outlook that

preceded these times? How did these times in your life feel?

2. Have there been times in the past where you felt a disconnect between

the person you would like to be and the person you were? Have you ever

seriously compromised your values to please others? Have you ever

seriously compromised your own values or ideals for the sake of being

practical or expedient? How did you feel in such moments?

3. Think about a coach or someone else who brought out the best in you.

How did you feel about what you were doing and why you were doing

it?

4. Think about a coach or someone else who tried to get you to do

something you really didn’t want to do. How did that feel? Did you

change in the requested direction? If so, how long did the change last?

CONVERSATION GUIDE
1. When in your life have you attempted to coach or help someone change

his behavior in a way that you wanted him to change? How was that

received? How much did the person change? To what extent was that

change in behavior sustained?

2. When have you had conversations aimed at helping people discover

and pursue something they were really excited to do? How did those

conversations go? To what extent did those people make sustained

progress toward their desired change?

3. What type of coaching do you observe most often in your organization

—coaching with compassion or coaching for compliance? Why do you

think that is the case? What is the collective impact of this on the

organization?



CHAPTER 4

awakening the desire to
change

questions that spark joy,
grati tude, and curiosity

When Aaron Banay (not his real name) was in his third

week of kindergarten, his teacher asked everyone to

draw a picture of a house. In figure 4-1, you can see the

typical drawing made by other children in the class, and

then Aaron’s drawing (all drawings have been converted

to black and white for reproduction).

FIGURE 4-1

House



Later the teacher asked everyone to draw an airplane.

In figure 4-2, we show a drawing of the typical student

in the class, and then Aaron’s drawing.

FIGURE 4-2



Airplane

After looking at Aaron’s drawings, the teacher talked

to the school principal. Despite Aaron’s engaging smile

and easy manner with others, the two educators

determined that the drawings—along with Aaron’s slight

resistance to the teacher’s guidance in the classroom and

seeming somewhat withdrawn from others—were

possible evidence of emotional troubles, difficulties at

home, or learning disabilities. They believed a clinical

psychologist might even see these drawings as a view of

the world separated from reality.

After a series of their own conferences, they called

Aaron’s parents for a special meeting. The teacher and



principal showed Joseph and Allison Banay (not their

real names) their son’s drawings and expressed their

concern. They then handed Aaron’s parents an affidavit

saying that their child should be placed in a special

needs program that the county had available. Joseph

and Allison were angry and confused. They explained

that their home life was going well, and Aaron showed

no indication of emotional problems. But the teacher

said she was worried he wouldn’t be able to keep up in

school and that he’d hold the others back.

What she didn’t tell them was that she was trying to

get Aaron to write with his right hand, and he was

resisting. As a result, she’d stopped giving Aaron the

same attention she gave to the other children, and Aaron

was feeling isolated. Joseph and Allison knew none of

this at that moment. But the teacher and principal had

aroused every parent’s fear that something might be very

wrong with their child, and they felt defensive. They

knew Aaron was the youngest in his class, but they also

knew he was a curious, engaging, and eager child at

home. They argued that he should be given a chance.

But the teacher and principal insisted he be assigned to

a new special class.

Joseph and Allison left the meeting feeling dejected

and bullied into a decision that could affect their son’s

development and future. Were they being defensive and

closed to an important possibility? Or were the teacher

and principal being closed to a different interpretation?

When his parents returned home, Aaron saw they

were holding his two pictures. His face lit up and he

asked them what they thought of his drawings. His

parents were, of course, still trying to grasp what was

going on. That’s when Joseph, an internal consultant at

a large company, decided to ask Aaron what he thought

about his drawings.

Both parents sat down with Aaron and told him they

loved the pictures. Then with an encouraging smile,

Joseph asked his son what he saw and why he drew the

pictures the way he did. Aaron eagerly pointed to the



lines in the house and airplane and said, “You can’t have

a building without electrical and plumbing, and you

can’t have a plane without the hydraulics and the

electrical system. If I drew the outside first, you would

never see all the important stuff inside.”

His mother and father were astonished. By asking him

a simple question—“What do you see?”—they discovered

that their son was a budding architect or engineer with a

complex view of a house and an airplane—far more

complex than a typical five-year-old’s view. He was not a

learning-disabled, emotionally disturbed child. Rather,

he showed the analytic brilliance of a gifted child.

After the fact, it is easy to read this moment in the

Banays’ life and say, “Of course, the educational experts

were being narrow-minded.” But in an emotionally

charged meeting in which they aroused negative

emotions in everyone present, the “experts” believed they

were correct and that Aaron’s parents were being the

usual, defensive parents protesting that their child was

special, smart, and sensitive. It took Joseph the relatively

simple task of asking Aaron the right question to

discover a different truth and a dramatically different

assessment of the situation and what was needed to help

Aaron grow and develop. Sadly, it took another two

years to get the educational experts in this school system

to change their position and move Aaron back into the

regular classroom with his friends. By then the teacher

and principal had probably slowed Aaron’s growth by

diverting him into special-needs classes based on their

assumption that he was troubled.

Our point is this: to help other people, we have to

focus on them, not on our vision of how we think things

should be. We have to understand them. To understand

them, we have to talk to them and discover their views of

the world, their situation, and how they feel. It’s true— to

effectively coach or help anyone, we need to find out

what the other person is feeling as well as thinking.

Sadly, what the other person is thinking is often



assumed, especially by people in professional helping

roles.

This is a central challenge. As coaches and helpers, we

actually are often more experienced and perhaps even

more knowledgeable. But our mistake is in thinking—

and often assuming—that we can see what the person

should do to lead a better life, be more productive, or

learn more. That was the trap that the educators in

Aaron’s story fell into. In trying to fix Aaron’s situation

and his parents’ perception of their son, they triggered a

negative response from the Banays, who experienced the

encounter as negative evaluation of their son and an

imposition of something they should do. And of course

they weren’t even sure they agreed with the action

proposed. For them, the whole conversation was what

we’d call an NEA moment—their negative emotional

attractors were triggered, putting them on high alert and

hindering their ability to respond (at least in that

moment) in a productive way.

In this chapter, we will look at how to ask the right

questions to create the tipping points that can lead to

sustainable change, and how focusing on the wrong

things essentially blocks change. We’ll explore how to

invoke the positive emotional attractor (PEA) for

maximum growth—and how the positive can become

blocked in individuals, sometimes by the very people who

are trying to help them. We also offer specific ways to

tap into positive emotions that will keep both the helper

and the person being helped in a state that’s receptive to

growth and sustainable change. Finally, you’ll find at the

end of the chapter an exercise for tracking your

emotions over time and looking for patterns related to

PEA and NEA.

awakening the PEA

A coach who asks thought-provoking questions (“What

do you see in your drawing?” “What’s important to you

in your life?”) can awaken a person’s PEA, activating



parts of the brain that trigger hormones—the

parasympathetic nervous system (PNS)—that is

associated with emotions such as awe, joy, gratitude, and

curiosity. Asking the wrong questions (focusing on things

like what an airplane “should” look like in a drawing, or

what’s required to get a promotion) arouses a person’s

NEA, activating different brain networks and triggering

hormones that activate the sympathetic nervous system

(SNS) and thus the fear and anxiety associated with the

human fight-or-flight response. In fact, studies show

that just anticipating a negative event (e.g., thinking

about what you “ought” to do), can arouse the NEA!

It’s not surprising, therefore, that asking the right

questions ultimately opens people up to what’s possible

in their lives, including sustainable change. Yet many

coaches and other helpers fail to do that. Instead, they

coach for compliance in the ways we’ve described in

Aaron’s story and elsewhere in this book.

When we coach with compassion, we begin by asking

the person to articulate his ideal self or vision for

himself. This anchors him in the PEA, encouraging

openness and creativity and producing an experience of

excitement that can come with change. As we learned in

chapter 3 and will elaborate in more detail in this

chapter, the PEA essentially acts as a tipping point that

helps a person move from one step to another along the

five discoveries in our model for intentional change,

ultimately leading to sustained desired change.

In Aaron’s case, neither of the “experts” asked

questions to understand Aaron’s thoughts when he made

his drawings. So his experience was one of being

misunderstood—not because he hadn’t communicated or

had done so improperly, but because the educators

didn’t think to ask him a simple question about his

perspective. Similarly, coaches and people helping others

often become preoccupied with what they think the

other person should do and slide into coaching for

compliance. Think of the doctor advising a patient to

quit smoking, or a manager advising an employee to



learn a certain skill that may not be remotely interesting

to her. Even with the best intentions, these attempts

typically fail because they arouse defensiveness in the

other person and a sense of obligation—that is, the

“ought” self.

In educational settings such as Aaron’s classroom, this

is called focusing on teaching (what the teachers and

administrators have to say) rather than learning (what

the students are actually learning).  In such a setting,

education is framed as an expert system, with the

teachers and administrators knowing more about the

process than the students or parents. Historically, this

has not worked well in education, and as we are

asserting in this book, it is unhelpful in any coaching

situation.

Of course, this does not mean that as coaches we have

to cleanse our minds of what we know might be good for

the people we are trying to help. But it does mean we

need to exercise emotional self-control.  In other words,

can you as a coach withhold your advice long enough to

discover what is on the mind of the person you’re trying

to help?

Joseph Banay would not have had the chance to hear

Aaron’s intent in the drawings if he had asked an all-

too-common parental query, “What were you thinking?!”

Or the other common question, “Why didn’t you draw it

like the other kids in the class?” These questions are

asked all too often with the intent of getting others to

defend themselves or their actions. Naturally, such

questions immediately put people on the defensive and

into the NEA. They induce stress in people on the

receiving end.

But asking another type of question, especially an

open-ended one, can bring people into the PEA and a

more open-minded state. In management research

circles, this type of positive or open-ended question is

what’s known as an outward mindset, in contrast to an

inward mindset. It brings you outside of yourself. With

that comes some relief from worrying about your
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troubles. Besides giving some symptom relief from a

preoccupation with yourself, it increases your ability to

scan the interpersonal environment around you. Another

way of saying this is that even for the people being

coached or helped, predominantly focusing on others

helps to produce more change than predominantly

focusing on themselves. In chapter 5, we will explain the

neurological basis for this.

In his magnificent book Helping, Ed Schein, an

emeritus professor at MIT and leader in the field for

more than sixty years, calls questions without an implicit

desired answer “humble inquiry.”  In examining all

forms of helping, which he sees as similar to each other,

Schein recommends paying attention to the inherent

status differences in any formal or informal helping

situation and the conscious or unconscious expectation

of some exchange. Part of the objective in helping, he

says, is to help the other person regain some status,

which gives them confidence and provides “as much

data as possible for both.” One of his principles is that

“everything you say or do is an intervention that

determines the future of the relationship.” The best

relationship is one that is both equitable and full of

mutual trust. Schein recommends that we would learn

more from another person and encourage more of their

own self-exploration and ownership of the learning

process if we engaged in humble inquiry—asking

questions without an imbedded answer. In our language,

such inquiry would more likely help someone into the

PEA than the alternatives.

One of us recently watched an exchange in a training

program at a midsized manufacturing company. During

a discussion about a coaching exercise, one high-

potential manager said, “We are not used to asking

others about their feelings.” Whether because it seems

too personal or gushy, this company culture ignores the

emotional drivers of people’s motivation, engagement,

and mood. The company leaders ignore the dangers of

the emotional contagion we described in chapter 2, in
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which “leaders and managers infect others with their

moods and feelings without understanding or dealing

with the consequences.”

Recall the story of Kyle Schwartz (chapter 1), the

teacher who asked for her students’ response to the

statement “I wish my teacher knew . . .”  This is a great

example of asking the right question. From her students’

responses (e.g., “I wish my teacher knew that my family

and I live in a shelter”), Schwartz learned what they were

dealing with outside of the classroom, which helped her

understand how to best teach them. For their part, the

students understood that their teacher cared about their

lives and feelings, putting them in a positive frame of

mind to learn.

focusing on the wrong things

Unlike the positive opening to learning that occurs when

we ask the right questions, people tend to shut down

when, in our interactions, we focus on the wrong things.

One of this book’s authors (Richard) had this

experience:

I was working on a research paper in my home

office when my wife came in. She walked over to

the window that faces the street and asked if I’d

seen the large front loader that the gas company

had brought to install new pipelines. Without

turning from my computer, I said, “What?” in a

somewhat annoyed voice. To which my wife

responded, in a calm voice, “That wasn’t very

nice.” Completely exasperated now, I said in a

raised voice: “I’m writing about emotional

intelligence. I don’t have time for doing that!” My

wife stared at me in disbelief. At that point, I

leaned back in my chair and laughed, realizing

what she already knew—the absurdity of what I’d

just said to her, in all earnestness.
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In the interaction with his wife, Richard was clearly

focused on the wrong thing. How could he hope to

convey emotional intelligence to his readers if he couldn’t

practice those skills with his own wife? This is a classic

problem in attention.  We need to focus to get things

done or analyze a situation, but in focusing on one thing,

we preclude our ability to be aware of or even see things

around us. The mere act of looking to the north means

that we might not see a bird flying to the south. By

focusing on our company’s internal production

efficiency, we may not see a competitor’s new product

launch that will threaten one of our main product lines.

By focusing on handling more email, we might not see

that our daughter is sad and needs a hug.

When such focusing becomes our typical behavior, it

turns into a habit, and habits are difficult to break or

even interrupt. Although they lack the biochemical

addictive nature of smoking a cigarette, drinking coffee,

or having a few beers after work, the focus on only some

aspects of our situation (like work or an addiction)—to

the exclusion of others (like our health, our spouses, or

our children)—tends to restrict our field of vision. We

essentially become blind to what might actually matter

most in a particular situation.

Coaching, like any form of helping, is also a focused

pursuit. But what we are advocating is coaching that

focuses on the other person (in a management context,

the “subordinate” and in educational terms, the

“learner”) rather than on some external agenda (an

emphasis on “directing” or “teaching” itself).

Accordingly, the best coaches help a person by guiding

her focus, helping her notice what she’s feeling as well as

noticing the people around her and aspects of situations

she might otherwise have missed. That kind of focus

helps her enter an experience or state of the PEA—the

neurological, hormonal, and emotional state in which we

are more open to new ideas, other people, moral

concerns, and are able to scan our environment to notice
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patterns or themes. Such openness seems essential if we

are to learn or adapt new behaviors and actions.

Yet as we’ve illustrated in this book, the most common

way people try to help or coach someone does exactly the

opposite. We see this in organizations we work with

every day. Because most organizational cultures tend to

overemphasize analytics, the brains of people in those

companies continually operate in NEA moments—

leading to a state of varying degrees of cognitive,

perceptual, and emotional impairment.

Such was the case with Richard in our example. While

working on his paper, he hardly noticed when his wife

entered his office. His eyes, ears, and every sense were

fixed on the words on his computer. At the same time, he

was anticipating the criticism of academic reviewers and

trying to figure out how to avoid or minimize their

wrath. Yet he was also excited about the results he and

his research partners were revealing about how

emotional intelligence affects engineers’ effectiveness.

All of this was raging in Richard’s mind and increasing

his focus on the computer screen and detracting from

his ability to notice anything else in the room. In a real

sense, Richard at that moment was perceptually

impaired—and unable to interact positively with

someone he loves dearly. And because he was apparently

in an NEA state, he was possibly less creative and

couldn’t use his typical cognitive ability in editing the

research paper.

Another form of the wrong focus is using sympathy

rather than empathy—feeling bad for the other person

rather than trying to understand them. As we will

discuss in chapter 7, there are several forms of empathy.

And empathy is only one component of what we mean

by acting with compassion. As nineteenth-century

explorer David Livingstone is quoted as saying,

“Sympathy is not a substitute for action.” Excessive

sympathy for another person may become a form of

enabling their negativity and focus on their problems

instead of possibilities.
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invoking the PEA

As someone focused on the person you’re helping, you

will need to ask questions to draw out what he is

thinking and feeling. Asking the right question at the

right time can make a tremendous difference—as it did

in the following conversations.

Darryl Gresham was doing quite well by society’s

standards. He was in a job he loved as VP of information

technology at a middle-sized company. His relationship

with his daughter was comfortable and loving, and he

was financially supporting her college and graduate

school education. Although Darryl had a girlfriend, he

had a friendly relationship with his ex-wife. He was

active in the national Promise Keepers organization and

his local church. Compared with most of his childhood

friends, he was living a dream. The tough neighborhood

in which he was raised in Cleveland didn’t have many

VPs of industry as alumni—at least, who’d survived black

nationalist and Black Panther organizations.

Having arrived at a stage of life where he felt

somewhat restless, Darryl enrolled in a leadership

program. One of the components of the program was the

opportunity to meet with a coach to discuss his future

aspirations and the results from a 360-degree

assessment of his emotional intelligence behavior, and

convert it all into a detailed learning plan for the coming

five to ten years.  Each executive began by writing a

personal vision essay, which the coach reviewed before

meeting to discuss it.

Darryl’s coach found his essay challenging. Instead of

addressing the comprehensive aspects of his life, as

requested (his personal relationships, family,

community, spiritual and physical health, as well as

work), Darryl focused his entire essay on his family and

community. Among the fast-track executives in this

program, the lack of any mention of his work and future

career was highly unusual. The coach sent Darryl an

email and jokingly asked if he had a lucrative trust fund.
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But privately, the coach suspected there was something

holding Darryl back from exploring his desired career

future. Perhaps he was feeling stuck or had hit a midlife

crisis and had lost the excitement he’d found in his early

work years.

When they met, the coach asked Darryl to describe his

dreams and his vision about work. Darryl responded

with a blank stare. So the coach asked about his near-

term vision of a desired future. After a long silence,

Darryl shrugged his shoulders. But then the coach

remembered a specific exercise used to stimulate

reflection about one’s dreams and vision. “If you won the

lottery, say $80 million dollars,” he asked, “how would it

affect your work or life?”

Darryl responded easily to that question. He said he

would set aside enough for his daughter to complete

college and graduate school, and he’d create a fund for

his ex-wife.

“And what would you do for work?” asked the coach.

Darryl didn’t hesitate: “I’d drive a truck cross-

country.” Darryl had worked for Roadway Package

Systems during his late twenties, thus his love of cross-

country truck driving.

From the coach’s perspective, Darryl seemed to be

describing more of an escape fantasy than a real dream.

He was sure he hadn’t yet tapped into Darryl’s PEA—the

important positive state that would tip him into being

open to visualize his desired future. But as it later

became clear, Darryl did in fact want to escape from

work because this aspect of his life had become routine

and boring. Moreover, he experienced racism at work

that was a constant burden and was hard to

communicate even with his coach.

As he worked with Darryl in this coaching session, the

coach tried a number of specific exercises. When he

asked Darryl to describe his “bucket list” and “a fantasy

job,” both drew blank stares. He was stuck. This was

NEA territory, the coach was certain.



The coach decided to approach the topic from a

different angle. “Let’s dream a little,” the coach said.

“You have just had a great week. You go home and pour

yourself a drink and sit down. There’s a smile on your

face. You feel you’ve been doing important and good

work this past week.” The coach paused and let Darryl

get into the fantasy. He could see his face relax.

The coach asked, “What had you done that was so

fulfilling?”

Darryl did not skip a beat: “Teaching high-school kids

in the inner city that computers can be their instruments

to freedom.” Suddenly, Darryl’s entire demeanor

changed. His eyes brightened, he leaned forward, and he

started talking faster than the coach had heard in

months. He was in the PEA zone. The clarity of the

image in the dream and its comprehensiveness was

erupting. The excitement was contagious—the coach

could see and feel that Darryl had just had an epiphany.

Possibilities opened. He talked about how he might teach

workshops in the evening or on weekends at local high

schools. He talked about setting up IT internships for

high school students at local companies. It was as if a

dam had opened and ideas were pouring out. His image

of his career and future changed from “Been there, done

that,” to “Wow, I can’t wait to get started!” Darryl now

had a dream of what he could be and do. He even had

some good ideas about how to get there.

But then, like a fire that had been doused with a hose,

his expression turned negative again and he said, “But I

can’t do that.” The coach asked, “Why?” and Darryl

answered that he needed the money that he was making

to provide for his daughter, ex-wife, and his own current

lifestyle. He even apologized for feeling that way.

The coach asked him why he thought it was an all-or-

nothing move. Darryl turned his head with a quizzical

look. The coach said, “You don’t have to give up your

day job to do this work. What about doing it on the side,

a day a month or even a day a week? Do you think you



could do some workshops at the same high school you

attended and still fulfill all of your current duties?”

Darryl’s hopeful demeanor returned. He smiled and

said, “Sure!” He spent another fifteen minutes

brainstorming different ways to approach this dream.

A few months later, Darryl called his coach and said

he’d been asked to teach some IT courses at a local

community college. He jumped at the chance and was

able to do it in his spare time. In later communications

with his coach, he described several moves, including

taking a job closer to his hometown to help his ailing

mother. The new job was in mergers and acquisitions,

but he did it eagerly. After a few years, he was offered a

promotion to global logistics.

Although he hadn’t yet begun offering workshops in

high schools, Darryl kept the dream alive by actively

mentoring young people hired into his company in

various functions. He noticed that many of them needed

basic living skills, like managing money, so Darryl

organized workshops at his company to teach these life

and career skills. All of this was in addition to his regular

job, but with the company’s sanction. The other

interesting change Darryl noted was that his interest had

spread to helping all of the young, new hires at his

workplace, regardless of their racial or socioeconomic

background. Today, he looks forward to some formal

teaching at community colleges in the area.

Let’s review this process: The coach’s first challenge was

to find a way to bring Darryl into the PEA. As long as he

remained stuck in the NEA, Darryl could not see his

options. In fact, his brain was actually working against

him by being defensive and protecting him from

potentially harmful thoughts or dreams. But once the

coach found a way to help Darryl invoke his PEA, it was

like a dam of cognitive and emotional concrete had

burst. Darryl was ready and eager to move ahead with all

aspects of this life. Entering the PEA and feeling a



feasible, hopeful way to live his dream enabled him to

use the rest of his talent to sort out how best to get there.

This is how the coach used a variety of ways to invoke

the PEA and finally hit upon the one that worked for

Darryl at that moment in his life. Most importantly, the

coach had to withhold the desire to “fix” Darryl, and that

required patience and humility—and sometimes silence

while he waited for Darryl to frame his thoughts and

share them. (We offer a more detailed discussion of the

best questions to ask to invoke the PEA in chapter 7.)

This is how the coach helped to create a tipping point

from Darryl’s NEA state to an open PEA state. Once

Darryl identified his steps, he felt his passion and felt

renewed, safe, open, and even curious. He could try

these steps to analyze their feasibility. He could go in and

out of the NEA, but under his own control because he

had a guiding vision. In other words, before he could

begin to make a plan, Darryl needed to articulate his

dream.

In this way, the PEA is an experience in which you feel

open to others and new ideas, but it is also a tipping

point. It can invoke a new stage in the change process or

a new step in increasing awareness. A tipping point is

technically a phase transition, like ice moving from a

solid state to a liquid state of flowing water. The

temperature at which the ice cube begins to melt is a

tipping point.

Unfortunately, that’s not always what occurs when one

person tries to help another.

when helpers hinder posit ive change

Often, when a coaching conversation begins, the person

being helped arrives in a state of frustration and

therefore might spend some time venting or expressing

listlessness, as we saw with Darryl Gresham. In those

cases, it’s important that the coach expresses empathy so

that the other person knows he is being supported. But

many training programs teach people in helping roles to



go too far, shifting from validating the person’s feelings

to becoming an enabler of the NEA. Allowing someone

to wallow in her NEA is not helping or supporting her.

Rather, she will begin to feel more stressed, not less, and

become cognitively impaired, less open to new ideas for

change and learning.

Take for example a growing public policy problem—

obesity and the related insulin resistance and Type II

diabetes. If you’ve ever been volume-challenged, we are

sure you’ve tried a diet. You might have tried several. For

most people, weight loss from the diet brings joy, but

then in the coming months or years, they regain the

weight. Why? Because the benefits of most diets are

short-lived. If you try to lose weight, studies show that

you’ll likely fail to sustain any weight you lose. The

difficulty is that “losing weight” is a negatively framed

goal. Trying to limit or change what and how much you

eat requires a lot of self-control, which activates the NEA

and is stressful.  No matter how much you repeat, “I

need to do this,” it is hard to sustain the effort needed to

stick to the plan.

Doctors and nurses often don’t help much in the quest

to change behavior. They easily fall victim to their intent

and the leap to trying to tell someone what they should

do. This invites more NEA than PEA, and the helper

becomes an enabler of the poor or inappropriate—

certainly less desired—behavior. If you’ve ever been told

by a doctor that you have a condition requiring a

behavior change, you’ve likely left the doctor’s office

concerned, maybe frustrated and worried. Type II

diabetes has a treatment adherence of about 50 percent

in the United States and around the world.  That means

that people do about half of the things the doctor or

nurse tells them to do. How could people be so foolish?

The NEA is the culprit. Once in the NEA, you are

exerting effort in a mental state of closing down. Your

body wants to defend itself, and you want to say,

“Enough! I need that doughnut!” At that moment, you

actually do not need the doughnut. Rather, to start a
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change or learning process, you need to enter the PEA.

This is difficult to do by yourself. That’s why the most

effective coaches learn ways to help people enter the

PEA, feel hope, and begin a process of change. Two

prominent doctors, Jerome Groopman and Atul

Gawande, have written about the role of hope in medical

settings. Even in situations of palliative care, there can be

hope—not necessarily for miraculous healing, but rather

hope around the quality of the patient’s life in the time

remaining.

how to invite the posit ive attractor

As we saw in the example of Darryl Gresham, coaches

and others such as managers, parents, and teachers can

use a number of methods to help another person

experience a sense of hope and thereby initiate a PEA

tipping point. These include asking about a person’s

dreams and vision; using compassion; using emotional

contagion; practicing mindfulness; invoking playfulness;

walking in nature; and developing a resonant coaching

relationship.

dreams and personal v is ion

The first way to invite the PEA is to help a person feel

hopeful about the future. You can do this by asking a

person about his dreams and personal vision. An fMRI

study showed that spending thirty minutes in a

conversation about a person’s vision or dream activates

regions of the brain associated with imagining new

things and more PNS activity (the parasympathetic

nervous system, described earlier in this chapter, which

is associated with emotions such as awe, joy, gratitude,

and curiosity).

use of compass ion
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Another powerful experience that simulates the PEA is

receiving or expressing compassion or caring for

another. We can experience this by helping others less

fortunate or in need. We also can feel compassion by

feeling grateful to others for how they have helped us. As

we discussed in chapter 2, reflecting on the people who

have helped you in your life invokes gratitude and the

PEA. Talking about these relationships with others

makes the experience of the PEA more intense. Being in

a loving relationship is another powerful way to

maintain compassion in your daily life. Stimulation of

compassion allows us to care about others. The act of

caring takes us away from our own world view to

another person’s experience. This goes beyond empathy

to wanting to do something for the other person. People

often report that when they feel cared for by another,

they return the feeling and extend care back to the other

person.

research spotlight

Research shows that stress activates the sympathetic nervous system (SNS).
This is true whether the stress is annoying but mild, or whether it’s acute. When
stressed, your body secretes epinephrine and norepinephrine
(adrenaline/noradrenaline) at dosage levels that act as vasoconstrictors. This sends
blood from distal capillaries and extremities to large muscles groups needed for
survival (epinephrine to your arms; norepinephrine to your legs). As a result, your
pulse rate and blood pressure increase, and your breathing gets faster and
shallower. You also secrete corticosteroids, and eventually cortisol enters your
blood stream. Besides being a natural anti-inflammatory, cortisol diminishes the
functioning of your immune system and inhibits neurogenesis. Chronic, annoying
stress (such as working under a demanding or toxic boss) causes your body to
activate and prepare to defend itself but also results in cognitive, perceptual, and
emotional impairment.

In contrast, research shows that the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS)
activates renewal processes, including stimulation of the vagus nerve and secretion
of oxytocin (primarily in females) and vasopressin (primarily in males). At this
dosage level, these are vasodilators. They open your blood flow; as a result, you
feel warmer, your blood pressure and pulse rate drop, your breathing slows down
and gets deeper. You engage your immune system to its fullest capability. Without
such regular and periodic renewal experiences, chronic stress will make your
functioning and performance nonsustainable.

One of the earliest documented ways to invoke

compassion is having a pet, like a dog, cat, horse, or

monkey (it does not seem to work the same way with fish

or birds). By stroking or petting them, you can invoke
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your PEA.  This actually begins by stimulating PEA in

the pet, and because of emotional contagion at the

unconscious level, it quickly spreads to you, the person

doing petting, and then back to the pet, and so on, in a

positive feedback loop.

An earlier book by Richard Boyatzis and Annie McKee,

Resonant Leadership, recounted the story of Mark Scott,

a young executive in a mortgage bank who wanted to

help the famous football team of his alma mater—the

University of Georgia.  He approached Coach Richt

with the idea of having them build a Habitat for

Humanity house for a needy family. It worked amazingly

well. The team soon decided to build one or two each

year, and the idea spread to other athletic teams at UGA

and even to other schools in the area. The benefit was

not merely a public relations move, nor was it just “team

building” off the field; rather, it gave the players a

chance to do something good for others. This experience

of the PEA through compassion helped the college

players step outside of themselves and focus other people

—not team members, not opponents, but rather a family

from their town whom they did not know before the day

of the Habitat project.

emotional contagion

Our brains are hardwired for picking up on the emotions

of others around us. But sensing negative emotions may

stimulate the SNS and turn the person defensive. Except

for people with autism spectrum disorder, this is true of

all humans. A person may have developed techniques to

tune out the message, as Richard did with his wife’s

statement about the front loader in their yard. But the

circuitry is still there.

The surprising aspect about sensing others’ deep

feelings is not that we all have some form of what used to

be called telepathic ability. It is how fast it happens. The

psychologist Joseph LeDoux documented that it takes

about 8 milliseconds for the message of a threat to go
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from our five senses to the amygdala.  That is eight-

thousandths of a second. This is way below

consciousness or conscious recognition, which is typically

thought to be about 500 milliseconds, or half a second.

That’s one reason it’s so important for coaches to be

aware of their own emotions and tend to them, before

entering any situation in which they hope to help others.

Emotional contagion is a real phenomenon!

Mark Scott was using positive emotional contagion to

help the team build a sense of purpose and caring.

Coaches and other helpers do it all the time. But the

coach’s own feelings might transmit a different feeling

than their intent. If the coach is still upset about an

argument with his or her partner, the negative emotions

may infect the person being coached, regardless of what

they were discussing.

mindfulness

Another approach to the PEA is through mindfulness:

being tuned into and aware of yourself, others around

you, and the natural environment. It is focusing on your

context. Decades ago, advice to the stressed was to take

time and “smell the roses.” Today, overworked people

might practice meditation, prayer, or yoga, or do regular

physical exercise that is repetitive, like running. The key

is to invoke the PEA by using these techniques to center

oneself. (An interesting side note, prayer works well but

it seems to be important that a person is praying to a

loving God, not a vengeful one. ) Keeping a fish tank

might invoke the PEA—that is, watching fish for periods

of time may allow you to create a meditative state.

playfulness

A few years ago, we saw an increased body of research

showing that playfulness, joy, and laughter invokes the

PNS and, by extension, the PEA. Our friend Fabio Sala

showed in his PhD thesis that the form of humor most
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likely to have this positive effect is self-deprecating

humor—not the kind that makes fun of others.  For

example, think about a time when you were at an event

with friends or family and enjoyed laughing together.

How did you feel when you left the event?

We suspect that playfulness works because it reminds

us of our humility and vulnerabilities but lowers the

intensity of the threat. By making fun of it, by laughing,

we make it seem less serious. The stimulation of the PEA

may allow us to see the context, or the bigger picture and

not focus on the negative moment.

walk ing in nature

The most recently added activity that appears to

stimulate the PNS (and therefore the PEA) is walking in

nature, perhaps because it stimulates mindfulness.  The

act of walking in the woods (assuming we are not texting

or checking email) expands our perception and senses

about the world around us—nature, animals, the

weather. It is an expanding circle of awareness.

a resonant helping/coaching relat ionship

Beyond the desirability of helping another person get

into the PEA, the actions that invite or invoke the PEA

are also those that are characteristic of resonant, more

effective, and enduring relationships. This tells us that

the quality of the relationship between the coach or other

helper and the person being coached is key. Working

with a coach is not like asking an accountant for help

with your taxes. Rather, coaching requires both people

to feel safe and open to possibilities.

We have found that three qualities of relationships

have this enduring impact on helping others become

motivated, learn, and change: shared vision, shared

compassion, and shared relational energy. Our close

friend and colleague Kylie Rochford has studied various

qualities of relationships and finds that these three are
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essential for both people in a relationship (or all of the

people in teams or most people in organizations).

Vision gives us hope. Compassion gives us a sense of

being cared for and caring for others. Relational energy

gives us stamina and perseverance (i.e., grit).

Although invoking the PEA might seem counterintuitive

when you are focused on trying to help someone, it is the

most effective way to awaken a person’s motivation to

learn and change. In chapter 5, we will explore in-depth

the roles that both PEA and NEA play in the brain, and

we’ll share insights from our study of the neuroscience

behind coaching to the PEA versus the NEA. We also will

look at what occurs after invoking someone’s PEA:

helpers and coaches need to pay attention to the

dynamics of what emerges next in the person. This is

where balance becomes an issue—between the human

instinct to survive and the human desire to thrive.

KEY LEARNING POINTS
1. Asking someone a positive question awakens the PEA, activating a

specific network in the brain that triggers hormones in the

parasympathetic nervous system (renewal). Asking a negative

question or question that pulls a defensive response arouses the NEA,

activating a different network in the brain, which triggers hormones

in the sympathetic nervous system (stress).

2. The PEA is both a state of being open to new ideas and a tipping point

along the path of sustained, desired change. Coaching with

compassion (i.e., coaching to the PEA) serves both purposes.

3. The PEA is being in PNS arousal; feeling positive and hopeful. The NEA

is being in SNS arousal; feeling negative and defensive or fearful.

4. Emotions are contagious, both positive and negative emotions. The

contagion spreads at fast speeds (often in milliseconds) and is

predominantly below conscious awareness.

REFLECTION AND APPLICATION
EXERCISE

Over the course of the next week, observe and record

your own emotions about three times each day (ideally

morning, midday, and evening). Note what you were
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doing at that particular time, and how you felt in that

moment. Avoid listing specifics and instead focus on

your emotional state—whether you were feeling happy,

angry, sad, excited, or otherwise, or even if you were

feeling unsure of your emotional state in that moment.

By the end of the week, ideally you will have recorded

around twenty entries noting emotional states. Analyze

these entries and look for patterns that emerged. What

do you notice about your ratio of positive to negative

emotions?

CONVERSATION GUIDE
1. Discuss with others whether you find yourself at the mercy of negative

emotions more than positive emotions. Do you sometimes feel a heavy

weight from an internal monologue having to do with negative

emotions? Can you override them? What helped?

2. Share with others how much time you spend in an emotionally positive

state in your social, professional, and organizational lives. What about

the time you spend in an emotionally negative state?

3. Offer observations with others about finding yourself able to move

someone else from an emotionally negative state into an emotionally

positive one. If so, how did you achieve this? Or did you do the opposite

and bring them into a negative state?

4. Discuss with others the most stressful times in your life. What has

been the nature of your relationship with those around you, whether at

work, home or leisure? Have there been times where you have taken

your work home with you, or else dragged stresses and emotional

baggage from home into the workplace?

5. Share with others particular things you do or values you hold that you

feel have helped you reduce stress or stimulated renewal in your life.

6. Describe to others times in your past or present when you have been

the most task-oriented. That is, recall situations where your thoughts

have been dominated by problem solving, decision making, and “trying

to get things done.” Have others ever complained about your behavior

in those times? As you look back on those moments, was there

anything you missed or didn’t enjoy because of your task focus?



CHAPTER 5

survive and thrive
the batt le in your brain

Surviving means being able to live to function and work.

It is not a simple biological process. Survival has

emotional and even spiritual dimensions. In the most

primal sense, survival means that our bodies continue to

function and maintain themselves—breathing, eating,

sleeping, and so forth. We make it through another day!

Most of us would agree that it seems like a dismal way to

live and a boring—if not depressing—way to work. (Of

course, it beats the alternative!) And in some coaching

situations, we do have to start with simple survival, as we

will illustrate later in this chapter.

But in most situations as humans, we aspire to not just

survive but also to thrive. We need both the PEA and

NEA. Snakes, on the other hand, will rely heavily on

NEA for survival, while we suspect that the PEA plays

only a minimal role, if any, in their lives.  But people are

different. We need PEA arousal to feel motivated to grow

or change, to seek pleasure and to play. As we described

in chapter 4, the PEA enables us to thrive by activating

stress-alleviating hormones that produce feelings of

safety, hope, and even joy. And we need the NEA too,

because it helps us survive by activating our stress

hormonal response to either fight or make a fast getaway

or prepare for a defensive posture in a situation. The

NEA also helps us to sharpen our focus cognitively and

emotionally, which allows us to perform tasks with

mental and physical acuity. When we try to help people
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as coaches, managers, or other kinds of helpers, we

guide them to engage in both the PEA and NEA, and to

find the best balance between PEA and NEA at that time

in their life and work.

The most effective balance will change over time and

depending on the situation, so the coach or manager or

teacher should monitor changes in the person’s

environment and experiences over time. The dilemma is

that once a person is in the NEA, she may not “see” a

way out and therefore feel stuck. That would block

further movement and any self-initiated tipping point

into the PEA. Again, the coach or other helper becomes

critical to motivating change, learning, and

development, which means helping the coachee learn to

move back and forth between the PEA and NEA, while

staying primarily in the PEA.

In this chapter, we will examine further how this back-

and-forth movement can achieve a balance that helps

people pursue sustained, desired change. Why? Because

the PEA is both a tipping point to help someone move to

the next stage of change through ICT, and the

psychophysiological state in which a person is open to

new ideas, other people, and emotions. This chapter will

also explore in-depth the brain science supporting these

ideas, including insights from our study of the

neuroscience behind coaching to the PEA versus the

NEA. Additionally, we will look at what occurs after

invoking someone’s PEA—coaches and helpers need to

pay attention to the dynamics of what emerges next in

the person and help her move ahead. This is where

balance becomes an issue, between the human instinct to

survive and the human desire to thrive.

coaching to survive

Sometimes when helping someone, we might need to

start with simple survival (tapping into the NEA)—such

as when an individual has a medical condition or injury

that warrants medical attention but is avoiding getting



the help they need. There might not be time to examine

the underlying causes or help her put it in the context of

a long-term vision. She needs help right now. But even

coaching someone to survive requires some PEA.  Think

about it. Even when the person is experiencing

symptoms or physical injury, if the coach frames the task

of getting medical attention as something she must or

should do, it might backfire. That is coaching for

compliance, which as we’ve shown invokes the NEA—

and for someone not getting medical attention in a

timely manner, may trigger other physical problems.

That’s why even if the NEA is needed initially, it has to be

balanced with some PEA to keep the person upbeat and

motivated, or in this example, increase the likelihood

that she will take the medicine or rehab needed to heal.

Take the situation in which Bob Shaffer found

himself.  Bob’s work as Chief Auditor and Executive Vice

President of Fifth Third Bank was challenging and

stimulating, and he was doing exceedingly well. But soon

after enrolling in a leadership program offered through

his employer, he realized he wanted to make some

important changes. Working with a coach in the

program from Case Western Reserve, Bob reflected on

his life balance—specifically, his mind-body-heart-spirit

balance, which we contend are the four key components

of any process of renewal.  Bob concluded: “I’m out of

balance on all of them.”

Almost twenty years after playing college football and

being at the top of his game physically, Bob felt the

effects of a career that demanded significant attention

and long hours. His life outside of work was also full

with family activities that centered around his wife and

three daughters. Physical exercise dropped behind

personal and professional commitments, and he found

himself a hundred pounds over his ideal weight. He

could feel how this was depleting his energy and

threatening his ability to survive—both as an executive

and a person. Although this was both a health problem

and a symptom of other challenges he was facing, Bob
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knew at some point he would have to muster the

motivation to lose weight or risk shortening his life and

sacrificing time and experiences with the people he loved

dearly.

This was a clear invocation of Bob’s NEA—the instinct

to survive. But the coach knew she would have to invoke

the PEA as well if Bob was to have any hope of following

through with the changes he knew he had to make.

That’s why the coach began by asking Bob to develop his

vision for his ideal life (and work) ten to fifteen years in

the future. As Bob described it, it was the first time in his

career where he was asked to focus on “not only my job

skills, but more importantly, on my personal

development as a leader. It was the first time that I felt it

was okay in the workplace to talk about me.”

Although Bob knew he wanted a more balanced life in

general, he decided to start by committing to improve his

physical health. He’d heard about a good personal

trainer his friends were using, and he called the trainer

the next day. The trainer, like Bob’s coach, asked what

he wanted to achieve. “I want to live a long healthy life

with my wife and three daughters and walk my

daughters down the aisle,” he said—and added, “I want

to run a local 10-K Race.” Bob’s wife was a runner, and

usually he’d wait for her at the finish line of the race.

Now he wanted to run the race with her. He said, “I also

want to be a positive role model to my family. I want to

lose a hundred pounds!”

At this point, Bob joined millions of others around the

world. The growth of obesity and evidence of Type II

diabetes is an epidemic in both the developed and

developing world. But in Bob’s case, his need to survive

was guided by a clear personal vision and the support of

an executive coach and a personal trainer. This changed

his prognosis. Bob proceeded to reach some amazing

milestones over the next year. He was working out six

days a week. He lost 105 pounds and successfully

finished the 10-K with his wife. His new energy was

evident to his employees and peers at work. He was truly



a changed person and it showed. Both his first coach

from Case Western Reserve’s program who worked with

him for a year and another internal coach from within

the ranks of Fifth Third Bank who began working with

him later were a major source of support for Bob. As he

said, “I never had follow-up coaching after an executive

program before. It really established the accountability . .

. taking the excitement and passion you have in the

workshop itself and sustaining it.” His coach had

stressed the idea of being intentional about change, so

Bob regularly committed his intentions to paper. “I’m a

big believer in having a personal vision and a personal

balance sheet,” he said, “and I constantly look at them

and refine them.”

The sustainable power of invoking the PEA and Bob’s

vision is evident now, seven years later: he has kept most

of the weight off (i.e., a net loss of eighty pounds), he

and his wife regularly work out together, and he

continues to see his trainer three times a week. Bob still

talks about the moments of insight with his coach, and

about how developing his personal vision was an exciting

tipping point in his life. His transition at work has been

equally dramatic. Bob is now Chief Human Resource

Officer for the bank, a job he says feels more aligned with

his interests and passions—something he felt much more

confident to pursue once he’d addressed his health

issues and could envision a more positive, hopeful future

for himself. He wanted to bring his enthusiasm and

increased engagement to the entire bank. In his new

role, he is able to put the employee—not compliance—at

the center of all of his activities, and those around him

respond positively. PEA begets PEA!

Making changes that require self-control is stressful,

often depleting our internal reservoir of energy.  But

sometimes they must be done. “Change is tough, and

sustained change is not always a positive experience,”

says our friend and colleague, Anita Howard. In her

coaching and research on coaching, she has become

convinced that the NEA is critical to successful

6
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transformation and growth.  Her father was a

prominent minister and head of Washington, DC’s,

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)

chapter, and his church was a key staging ground for

efforts to promote racial equality in the United States. On

many occasions, leaders in the civil rights movement,

such as Martin Luther King Jr., Ralph Abernathy,

Andrew Young, Jesse Jackson, A. Phillip Randolph,

Bayard Rustin, John Lewis, and others would gather in

various locations around the country to discuss strategy.

Anita was invited to listen from the age of about thirteen.

She remembers the feeling of the conversations; for

instance, when they were planning the 1963 March on

Washington. “What I learned,” she said, “was that these

people were existentially trapped in NEA landscapes due

to the threat and dangers of being black in Jim Crow

America—but they were able to tackle the daunting task

of social change because they always, always drew on

core values and belief. Belief in God, belief in the

American Constitution, belief in humanism, belief that

all children deserve a better world, whatever their race or

tribe. This informed their strategic planning and use of

non-violent approaches and methods.” So while the NEA

played a key role in the meetings Anita witnessed, she

says it was the shared vision that provided the context

and predominant force for the change efforts to

continue.

To understand more about the NEA and how the PEA

fits in, let’s look at what actually happens in the brain

when either of those mechanisms is aroused.

the batt le in your brain

A few years ago, the digital industry began talking about

the concept of mindshare: How much (or what share) of

your brain, your conscious brain, are you devoting to a

particular thing? The developers of software, mobile

apps, and video games, of course, wanted to maximize

the share of consumer minds focused on their products.
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It was another way to ask: What are you paying

attention to or focusing on? They were onto something

big—that individuals can bring the power of their

attention to focus on a particular thing.

The question becomes, then, are you focusing on the

right thing? That is what the best coaches guide people

to ask themselves. Underlying that question is a growing

application of research using neuroimaging and

neuroscience to illuminate how our brains actually land

on that “right” thing. Our close friend and colleague

Anthony Jack has led a team of researchers in his Brain,

Mind, Consciousness Lab at Case Western Reserve to

further document how our brains use two dominant

networks of neurons. He currently thinks it is best to

refer to these two networks as the analytic network (AN)

(historically, the task positive network) and the

empathic network (EN) (historically, the default mode

network).

Here’s how those networks relate to what we’ve already

learned about the PEA and NEA: When a person’s PEA

is aroused by some kind of positive guidance or

experience, his empathic network was activated at the

beginning of the experience. And when his NEA is

triggered—by negative feedback or discouraging

experience—it’s the analytic network that was activated

at the beginning of the experience.

But there’s also a third component that fits into this

system, which we learned about in chapter 4: the

renewal system (technically, the parasympathetic

nervous system, PNS) versus the stress response

(technically, the sympathetic nervous system, SNS).

These two states most often go hand in hand, so PNS is

usually associated with the EN and SNS is usually

associated with the AN. However, they don’t always go

together. For instance, someone can find himself in a

fight-or-flight stress response and experience activation

of either his empathic brain (EN) or analytical brain

(AN), depending on whether the situation calls for

analytic thinking or empathetic thinking and feeling.

8



Likewise, he can be in renewal (PNS) arousal and

experience either empathic or analytic activation. In our

work, we are most concerned about a specific alignment

of a person’s inner state. That is, how we can evoke the

PEA in ourselves and others by inciting positive (versus

negative) feelings while simultaneously activating the EN

(versus AN)? We can think of these alignments in terms

of equations:

PEA = EN + PNS + positive feelings

NEA = AN + SNS + negative feelings

Graphically, you can see this described in figure 5-1. In

the figure, the psycho-physiological state of being in the

PEA is the solid-line oval on the upper-left quadrant.

Imagine this in three dimensions: the upper-left

quadrant is coming out of the page toward you. This

oval also describes how the PEA can be mild (close to the

center or tipping point) or intense (toward the outer

edge of the oval). Similarly, the state of being in the NEA

is “behind the page” three-dimensionally, and in the

lower-right quadrant shown by the oval with dotted

lines. It is behind the surface of the page moving away

from you. This oval also describes how the NEA can be

mild (close to the center or tipping point) or intense

(toward the outer edge of the oval).

FIGURE 5-1

Positive (PEA) and negative emotional attractors (NEA) in

Intentional Change Theory

Invoking the PEA in the brain is often a threefold process of: (1) inciting

positive versus negative feelings; (2) empathic network (EN) versus analytic

network (AN) activation; and (3) arousal of the body’s parasympathetic

(PNS) versus sympathetic nervous system (SNS).





Source: As shown in R. E. Boyatzis, K. Rochford, and S. N. Taylor, “The Role

of the Positive Emotional Attractor in Vision and Shared Vision: Toward

Effective Leadership, Relationships, and Engagement,” Frontiers in

Psychology 6, article 670 (2015), doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2015.00670.

As Anthony Jack’s research has repeatedly shown, the

important thing for coaches to understand is that the

two networks, the analytic and the empathic, have little

overlap and are “antagonistic.”  That is, they suppress

each other. If the analytic network lights up for any

reason, the person’s empathic network gets suppressed,

at least in that particular moment—and vice versa. So in

our example in chapter 4 of Richard’s awkward moment

with his wife, he was clearly in the analytic network,

which was suppressing his empathic network (and

keeping him from noticing his wife).

Both networks play important roles, but in

dramatically different ways. We need the AN to solve

problems, analyze things, make decisions, and focus (i.e.,

limit our awareness to direct attention on a task or

issue). We need the EN to be open to new ideas, scan the

environment for trends or patterns, be open to others

and emotions, as well as moral concerns (i.e., truly
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understanding others’ perspectives, not the more

analytic activity of making judgments about right and

wrong).

For example, when a negative, shocking moment in

life strikes—a natural disaster, a heart attack, getting

fired, your spouse asking for a divorce—we sometimes

call it a “wake-up call.”  But in fact these things are

more likely to predominantly arouse our stress response,

and push us into the NEA, where we’re unmotivated to

create even seriously needed change. Our minds react

defensively and begin to close down. As we’ve described

previously, people (some coaches but also managers,

parents, doctors, teachers) often try to motivate others by

adding more pressure and providing negative feedback.

In the process, they induce anxiety and stress in the

other person but don’t typically motivate change or

learning in ways that stick beyond short-term fixes.

And yet there are times when a wake-up call serves as

a galvanizing force for change for some people. It occurs

when a negative experience is not only shocking but also

results in the person taking stock of his values and

committing to something meaningful and positive in his

life. For example, after a natural disaster, you might

have a desire to spend more time with your family. You

might realize that responding to another three dozen

emails or working a few more hours won’t give your life

more meaning. If the experience invokes that kind of

positive sense of purpose or a reminder of core values,

then the wake-up call has lit up your EN and has

converted into a PEA moment, engendering a positive

vision of the future.

research spotlight

The research referenced in the endnotes from Anthony Jack and his colleagues
shows:

1. When people engage in analytic tasks, like financial, engineering, IT, or physics

problems, they activate the analytic network (AN) in their brain. The AN enables a

person to focus, solve a problem, and make a decision, and act, but it closes a

person perceptually to new ideas, possibilities, and people.

2. When people engage in social tasks in empathic thinking, like helping another

person or actively listening to understand, arguing with others, or asking someone
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for help, they activate the empathic network (EN) in their brain. The EN enables a

person to be open to new ideas, people, or emotions and to tune in to others and

moral considerations, but might leave a person open to distractions and less

immediately prepared to act.

3. The AN and EN are, on the whole, independent networks, and at any given moment

they suppress each other. But as professionals, managers, and leaders, we need to

use both the AN and EN to be effective. The key is how we cycle between these

networks. Balanced oscillation between the networks is associated with high IQ,

healthy psychological adjustment, and higher performance.

Note that since both domains are important to our

work and life behavior—but they also suppress each

other—we believe that effective coaches and other

helpers cycle back and forth between addressing the EN

and AN.  They can do it quickly, likely in under a

second. The cycle time may be longer or shorter,

depending on the activities involved. We also believe that

the best coaches are good at matching a specific

situation to the network in a person’s brain that they

wish to help activate as most appropriate or needed in

that situation.

For example, the two domains have been related to

different learning styles.  People with a preference for

abstract conceptualization in their learning process may

be activating the AN most often.  In contrast, a

preference for concrete experience as a learning style is

associated with EN activation. We do not know as yet

whether more frequent or intense activation of the AN

results from training, socialization, or an organization’s

culture or individual dispositions. For example, the

moment between Richard and his wife was but one of

many in which he becomes so engrossed in an analytic

task that he is virtually blind to the people around him.

He attributes this to his years of training as a scientist,

first in aeronautics and astronautics and later as a

research psychologist—all of which play into his

“disposition to be nerdy and analytic,” as he says.

The work done in most organizations these days,

whether companies or nonprofits, seems to focus on AN

activation because of an emphasis on budgets, problem

solving, dashboards, metrics, and analytics. We have
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observed that a person who repeatedly uses her AN—and

who is good at it—is given even more analytic

assignments. It doesn’t take long for a subculture to

develop within a department. The people in these

clusters begin to see the AN as the most helpful or

relevant approach to any situation. They have become a

coven of analytics. Another dimension to this

preoccupation with one network, in this case the AN and

analytics, is that it can lead, in some organizations, to a

kind of objectification of people (e.g., referring to people

as “human assets to be utilized or maximized”).

insights from a neuroscience study of coaching

Richard Boyatzis and Anthony Jack at Case Western Reserve University decided
to see if they could explain the neural mechanism of the PEA versus NEA

experience from coaching.  They wanted to see if the parts of the brain and
networks they thought related to being more “open” were activated in conversations
with a coach invoking PEA experiences, as contrasted with a coach invoking an
NEA experience. They had two experienced coaches in their mid-thirties coaching
college sophomores (nineteen- and twenty-year-olds). Ten of the subjects in the
study were male and ten were female.

Once agreeing to participate in the study, the sophomores had a thirty-minute
coaching conversation with one of the two coaches. The next day, they had a
conversation with the other coach. One was using a PEA approach to coaching and
the other an NEA approach. Which coach did the PEA was determined by a random
number table to avoid any implicit bias. Similarly, whether the student received the
PEA coaching first or after the NEA coaching was also determined by a random
number table.

During the PEA coaching, one question was asked of the student: “If your life
was perfect in ten years, what would it be like?” Then the coach asked some
clarifying questions. During the thirty minutes of the NEA coaching, four questions
were typically asked: “How are you doing in your courses? Are you doing all the
assignments? Are you doing all the reading? Are you getting enough time from your
instructor?” These were not particularly negative questions, and in fact, many
observed that they were the kind of questions their parents or faculty often asked.
But the questions were classified as NEA because they typically invoke feelings of
guilt, inadequacy, and frustration in students.

After each coaching session, the students confirmed that they saw the person
doing the PEA coaching as “inspiring” and “caring.” They saw the coach doing the
NEA sessions as making them feel “guilty and self-conscious.” Three to five days
later, each student appeared at the Brain, Mind, Consciousness Laboratory of
Professor Jack and was placed into the brain scanner for fMRI (functional magnetic
resonance imaging, a method that reveals how different parts of the brain are being
activated). Their neural activity was scanned while they were exposed to ninety-six
brief (eight- to twelve-second) videos. Each video showed one of the coaches
making statements that were inherently PEA, NEA, or neutral. For example, a PEA
statement was “As a Case graduate, you will have the tools to contribute positively
to your work organization,” whereas an NEA statement was “Generally, you have
little time for fun while you are here at Case.” A neutral statement was, “You are
learning at Case.”

When the coach who had the PEA session made statements in the video clips
that were positive (PEA), several brain regions associated with EN functioning were
activated in the students (e.g., the nucleus accumbens, orbitofrontal cortex, and
posterior cingulate cortex). When the statements in the videos were made by the
coach who did the NEA session and were negative (NEA), some regions of the
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brain associated with the AN were activated. But the most profound finding was the
PEA was strongly associated with activation of the lateral visual cortex, a key brain
area involved in imagining things. That means that PEA-based coaching with
compassion even for thirty minutes helped to activate brain areas with benefits of
being more open to new ideas, change, and learning. Meanwhile, even thirty
minutes of NEA-based coaching for compliance tended to activate brain areas that
result in narrowed, focused thinking and a defensive experience.

Because the AN inhibits or limits openness to new

ideas, a person being coached to her NEA (e.g., being

coached to meet certain job requirements) might give the

coach lip service at best. In organizations, such a focus

on AN, when combined with a certain pride and esprit

de corps in the company, could devolve into competition

neglect, in which key movements in an industry are

missed because of inattention to competitors.  But at

the individual level, it manifests as a reluctance to

change and adapt, a reluctance to learn.

Like the PEA and the NEA, we also need both neural

networks. If we spend too much time in the EN, we may

become distracted and make less progress toward

specific goals; if we spend excessive time in the AN, we

risk making a moral transgression of some kind. It is not

that the person thinks he is doing a “bad” thing, and he

typically does know right from wrong, but that he

ignores the possibility of something being unfair or

unjust because of his focus. For example, he might make

decisions that are expedient in terms of budget analysis

but still not be best for the organization in the long term.

We need the EN to understand things from other

people’s perspectives and appreciate how a potential

decision will impact trust and the relationships.

As a coach (or a manager, teacher, trainer, cleric, or

other helper), you want to activate the EN early in the

process to help the person become open to new ideas

and the possibility of change. It also helps him enter the

PEA state, which becomes a tipping point into the five

discoveries of sustainable change (Boyatzis’s ICT), as

described in chapter 3.
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For more specifics on coaching to the PEA versus

NEA, see the sidebar, “Insights from a Neuroscience

Study of Coaching.” Also, in chapter 7 we provide

further explanation of how to increase the positive

quality of one’s coaching relationships.

beyond surviving to thriving

If we pursued life as a series of NEA challenges, we

might earn points for perseverance and toughness, but

the sustainability of change and learning efforts are

likely shortened. Life becomes a chore. And we do chores

for only as long as we must. So we need to find ways to

tap into positive emotions (i.e., PEA and therefore the

EN and PNS) as often as possible.

That’s what Mary Tuuk has managed to do. Repeated

ventures into the PEA have driven her to new heights in

life and work. But it wasn’t always that way.

When she began working with a coach, Mary (like Bob

Shaffer) was a bank executive at a major midwestern

bank. As Chief Risk Officer, she had helped steer the

company through the turmoil of the financial crisis and

the repayment of the Troubled Asset Relief Program

(TARP) federal money. Mary’s career in risk

management was fulfilling—but she knew she wanted

something more.

In working with a coach, Mary had the opportunity to

contemplate her ideal life and work ten to fifteen years

into the future. As she peeled back the layers of others’

expectations, traditions, and a siloed career in risk

management, she created an exciting image of herself as

something else: a line executive responsible for a profit

and loss statement (i.e., a general management

position). But she also wanted to give more attention to

her personal life—she wanted to spend more time

singing, and she wanted to visit her aging mother more

often. As she discussed these visions with her executive

coach, more and more ideas came to her. Being in the



PEA was opening her up to new possibilities. Her

excitement grew.

When she shared her dream with the CEO, he listened

carefully and heard Mary’s desire for growth and change

at the company. He knew that Mary’s law degree and

sixteen years in banking had prepared her for a major

functional role. He decided to promote her to be

president of the bank’s affiliate in Grand Rapids,

Michigan. He did this while knowing that the

responsibility was really at a level for a chief executive.

But the CEO thought the job would be a perfect

opportunity and challenge for Mary. She would have to

leverage and refine her full range of talents.

Fast-forward to one year later, and the results were

dramatic. Mary was propelling the bank to new levels of

revenue, profit, and growth. As a bank president, she

had commercial and retail banking, consumer lending,

and investment advisory services reporting to her. She

also bought a condo on a lake in western Michigan,

which she visited frequently to be close to nature and

“recharge her batteries.” And she’d found a way to

develop and share her love of music and singing: she

began to sing regularly with several church choirs. Then,

at the local River Run in May 2012, she broke from the

stereotypical bank president’s role and sang the US

national anthem to nearly forty thousand spectators, as

well as twenty thousand runners participating in the

bank-sponsored community race.

As a Michigan native, Mary soon embraced her new

community in western Michigan. She now serves on

numerous community boards and sees her role as a

community builder. She also works to advance women in

business, another priority from her future vision of

herself that she developed with her coach, creating a

program—the Young Women’s Business Institute—at

Calvin College in Grand Rapids. Its purpose? To “help

young women envision a career in business and dream

big,” Mary says. The program brings high school



students to campus and facilitates social networking

with business leaders in the community.

Mary’s quest took another turn when her mother

became ill and needed her. As she said, “How often do

we get a chance to reverse the roles and help our

mother?” With her personal vision in mind, she left the

bank to spend time with her mother, which was

important to both of them. It also enabled Mary to

reconnect with her extended family.

Later, Mary took a job at a very different kind of

organization: Meijer Inc., a big-box retailer that’s a

family business, with dramatic growth aspirations across

six US states and in Asia. Although her title was initially

Chief Compliance Officer, she has now added to it Senior

Vice President, Properties and Real Estate. These roles

allow her to learn the business and focus on supply

chain and suppliers. Mary loves the cross-functional

teams in which she can add more value and finds it to be

a deeply meaningful role.

Mary has continued her work with internal mentees

and her Young Women’s Business Institute program,

which will have its sixth annual event this year in

Michigan. She feels she is living a completely different

life from the one she was living before she developed a

future vision for herself, having found true meaning in

her life. Music is a key part of that, and recently Mary

accepted the role as president and CEO of the Grand

Rapids Symphony in addition to her regular work for

Meijer Inc. Clearly, Mary has gone beyond simple

survival, and is truly thriving in her life and at work as

the culmination of the work she did to find her ideal self.

achieving the r ight balance

As Mary’s and Bob’s stories illustrate, coaches can help

people find the best balance between PEA and NEA

arousal. That back-and-forth in the brain is critically

important. Repeated activation of our NEA results in

cognitive, emotional, and perceptual impairment.  As
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research has shown, we need the NEA. But along with

the NEA comes arousal of the body’s stress response (the

sympathetic nervous system, SNS). Even annoying

episodes, like someone cutting you off in traffic or your

cell phone dropping a call, will activate the SNS. In that

moment, you are less creative, experience more difficulty

with complex tasks, and reduce your field of vision to a

narrow arc (thereby not seeing the people around you

and missing a lot of things occurring nearby).  Or as

one friend—an executive who had a lifelong career in

engineering—told us, in the NEA/SNS state, he saw

“people as problem-bearing platforms.”

For sound ecological reasons, we are designed in such

a way that negative emotions are stronger than positive

ones.  It is difficult to explore flourishing and thriving if

you are about to be eaten or die. But once our survival is

somewhat established and maybe even ensured for a

time, we have a choice: we can live our lives focused on

the anticipated negative experiences (what will come up

on Facebook or Twitter about me?), or we can move into

the PEA.

An ancient Greek philosopher, Kleovoulos, one of the

Seven Sages, told us that we should experience things in

balance—nothing in excess.  Reflect for a moment.

When you think of the last time someone said something

critical about how you were dressed, did you think about

it for a few days, weeks, months? Perhaps it still bothers

you. In contrast, when someone said you looked great

today, did you continue to think about it for days, weeks,

or months? Not likely. How do you achieve balance when

negative emotions are stronger?

A creative colleague, Barbara Fredrickson, has

developed the positivity ratio. She and her colleagues

have done dozens of well-designed research studies to

show that having more positive than negative feelings is

good for a person’s functioning at work and at home. An

early part of her work suggested a desirable ratio of 3:1

in teams. The mathematics of that article came under

criticism but did not threaten the soundness of being
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more positive than negative. Her subsequent studies

showed how a great positivity ratio leads to better health

(a better-functioning immune system), better cognitive

performance, and better social experiences.

In the intimate arena of marriage, John Gottman and

his colleagues spent more than fifty years studying

loving, stable couples. They found that a 5:1 PEA-to-

NEA ratio is needed if a marriage is to thrive. For those

of us who are married, that is a challenging target!

In another fMRI study about the impact of PEA versus

NEA coaching, we looked at how much PEA would be

sufficient to clearly activate the PNS and renewal

systems.  We discovered that two PEA coaching sessions

to one NEA-based session significantly activated the

ventral medial prefrontal cortex, which is the part of the

brain that directly activates the PNS.

Of course, the specific ratio to achieve a desired

balance would depend on a person’s current state,

mood, and events happening in life and at work. While

some claim work-life balance (or work-family balance) is

a crucial goal, we believe it is more of an aspiration. No

one ever gets there, but it is important to keep it in mind

and continue to rebalance your activities and use of

energy and time. Coaching to the PEA can help, whether

you’re the person being coached or the coach/helper.

We need the PEA more often than we think. Most of

us tolerate negative environments and relationships—

sadly, we have come to expect them. Research on states

described by the PEA and NEA suggests that, for

sustainable change, a person needs to be in the PEA two

to five times the frequency or amount of time as in the

NEA.

For example, when using data-based feedback—like

360 assessment results—showing a person the data,

graphs, or report will typically result in his focusing on

the gaps, weaknesses, or negative comments. This likely

activates the AN as he tries to analyze it, and the NEA as

he reacts in a defensive manner. At this point in the
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process, he is becoming increasingly closed to new

possibilities. While he may admit the importance of

using the feedback, the sustainability of any effort is

diminished because of the stress and strain it adds.

On the other hand, if he focuses on his personal vision

before he hears any feedback (e.g., 360-degree

assessments), he has a greater chance of creating a

positive, strongly desired context for the feedback. That

is, the context should be his vision and dreams. Our close

friends and colleagues at ESADE in Barcelona,

professors Leticia Mosteo, Joan Manuel Batista, and

Ricard Serlavos, have shown that twenty-five- to thirty-

five-year-old MBAs improve their personal vision

dramatically, as well as their emotional and social

intelligence behavior, as a result of a course focused on

their personal vision versus other more traditional

approaches of focusing on correcting weaknesses that

appear from feedback of various sources, including their

360-degree feedback.  But even in helping individuals

make sense of 360 feedback, the coach first should focus

on the person’s strengths to further emphasize the PEA

state and keep it going as long as possible. Then

discussing the weaknesses or gaps in the context of one’s

dream and vision as well as strengths becomes a useful

aspect of the AN.

renewal and s tress

As we’ve shown, when coaching someone to sustainable

change, the coach—or manager, teacher, parent, cleric,

doctor—must manage the person’s balance between PEA

and NEA. This includes a subtler juggle: managing the

balance of stress and counter-stress, or renewal. As with

PEA and NEA, the desire is to have frequent cycling

between the two experiences. The body’s stress response

(SNS) is part of the NEA, and the body’s renewal (PNS)

is part of the PEA. We need stress not just to survive, but

also to help us focus and narrow our vision when

needed. The dilemma is that in today’s world, we are
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dosed with too much stress. Often the stresses are minor,

but they are persistent and in huge quantities. We forget

that this morning was our turn for the car pool, or we

miss an email about a change of meeting times, and on

and on. When this is added with the occasional acute

stress of a major problem at work or home, it tips us into

the realm of chronic stress and strain—which is bad for

us and those around us.

Coaches, managers, and other helpers can guide

people to balance stress and renewal during the

coaching process, but they also need to prepare people

to handle that balance themselves in daily life. Both

Mary and Bob were able to develop new, sustainable

habits of renewal with the help of a coach. They learned

to prepare for inevitable moments of stress, but also to

give themselves the antidote to stressful experiences

through activities of renewal—for example, meditation,

modest exercise, yoga, prayer to a loving God, being

hopeful about the future, being with someone you love,

taking care of those less fortunate or the elderly, playing

with a pet dog or cat, laughing and being playful, and a

walk in nature.  Those are the kinds of experiences or

activities that can flip a switch in our bodies, call for the

PNS and hopefully the PEA.

Most of us know when we are feeling annoyed,

frustrated, angry, hurt, or any of the correlates of a

stress-induced, or SNS, experience. But fewer of us know

how it feels to be in a renewal moment, since it is easily

confused with rest, relaxation, or boredom. That is where

mindfulness practices can help (see chapter 7 about

being present and attentive with others). Training

ourselves to recognize moments of renewal when we see

or feel them (watching the sunset on the horizon, petting

a dog), and then allowing ourselves to become present

for them, helps us maintain that all-important balance

between stress and renewal. So does variety and change.

var iety  is  more than the spice of  l i fe
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One reason Bob Shaffer had become unhealthily

overweight and out of shape was because, over the years,

he’d developed habits that turned his stress into serious

conditions that created even more stress. Eating fast

food because we don’t have time to get groceries and

prepare and sit down for a meal is an example of a habit

many people can relate to. Also, the quality of the food

that we do consume plays a role in the nutritional value

of what fuels our bodies. Overeating is often a response

to stress. We seek the comfort of the fullness of our

stomachs and pleasure of certain tastes or textures.

Sometimes the process of eating is distracting and

provides a moment of relief from the things haunting us.

Any addiction follows a similar path. Abusive drinking

has been shown to result from feeling relatively

powerless.  We seek relief and relaxation from a drink.

Sometimes, we seek further relaxation and have two or

three drinks. Once we develop a habit of having a few

drinks whenever we feel stressed, it becomes associated

with other sensations. Former cigarette smokers often

report that they still feel the urge to smoke after dinner

or with coffee. This is acknowledgment of a habituation,

or addiction. It may start as a behavioral addiction—the

action helps us. With time, when chemical substances

like caffeine, cigarettes, or alcohol are involved, we begin

to experience psycho-physiological changes. Now the

habit is more than a pleasant moment. We come to

expect it and then need it.

Whether a person is battling an addiction or merely

trying to improve performance, substituting one less

effective or even bad habit for another habit is a major

mistake. It recreates the conditions that the person is

trying to change. In addiction treatment circles, we call it

exchanging addictions.

Variety, it turns out, really helps. To combat annoying

or chronic stress, being comfortable with using a variety

of renewal activities is a potent antidote.  Bob Shaffer

succeeded in sustaining his changes because he engaged

in renewal moments through consistent and modest
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physical exercise, competing in events with his wife that

were fun, like running, changing his eating habits and

routines, and even changing how he approached his

work. Mary Tuuk did the same. She engaged in things

like building relationships with the bank’s community,

singing, teaching women to make positive career moves,

and spending time with her mother and friends.

So variety is important, but so is dosage.

Pharmaceutical companies worry about dosage. Our

doctors worry about the correct or best dosage. The same

applies to renewal activities. For example, studies show

that if you were to spend sixty minutes working out as a

renewal activity in a day, your battle to reverse the effects

of stress would be better suited by breaking that into four

separate fifteen-minute activities.  For example, fifteen

minutes of talking with friends about their lives; fifteen

minutes of a breathing or meditation or yoga exercise;

fifteen minutes of playing with your children or dog (or

cat); and fifteen minutes of joking and laughing with

friends or family. Of course, we are not saying you

should not exercise. (And truly, you need more than

sixty minutes of renewal in a typical day and spread out

throughout the week.) But it’s a good example of how

smaller doses, in terms of time and more frequent

episodes of renewal activities, are better than longer, less

frequent ones. And using a variety of activities in renewal

is better than using the same one or two repeatedly.

Now that we have explained the basic processes going on

in the body and mind, we can be more specific about

what a coach or helper can do to bring a person more

frequently into the PEA. In chapter 6, we will explore

how creating a positive context for your future—a

personal dream and vision—can help to sustain learning

and change.

KEY LEARNING POINTS
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1. To sustain a change or learning process, a person needs to regularly

cycle into the PEA two to five times more often than being in the NEA.

2. Renewal activities in smaller doses in terms of time and more frequent

episodes of renewal activities are better than longer, less frequent

ones.

3. Renewal using a variety of activities is better than using the same one

or two repeatedly.

4. The PEA enables us to thrive by activating renewing, stress-alleviating

hormones that produce feelings of safety, hope, and even joy. The NEA

helps us survive by activating our stress hormonal response to a

threat, namely fight, flight, or freeze.

5. Our brains use two dominant networks of neurons regarding learning

and change: the analytic network (AN) and the empathic network

(EN). We need the AN to solve problems, analyze things, make

decisions, and focus. We need the EN to be open to new ideas, scan the

environment for trends or patterns, and be open to others and their

emotions, as well as moral concerns. We need both of these networks.

Because they are antagonistic and suppress each other, we need to

balance time spent in each one.

REFLECTION AND APPLICATION
EXERCISE

Go back to the exercise in chapter 4. What NEA

experiences or activities can you avoid, minimize, or

eliminate in your life and work? What PEA activities or

experiences can you do more of during each week, either

more frequently or for a longer duration? If you had the

time, what new and different PEA activities or

experiences would you try to add?

CONVERSATION GUIDE
1. Discuss with friends or colleagues how most people do not feel as if

they have the best work-life balance. How are people’s experiences the

same or different? How can you move closer to a desired balance?

What would others around you say about your ability to manage this

balance?

2. After reviewing each day from last week, describe to others how many

PEA and NEA moments you had each day. Do you or they see any

patterns in the observations?

3. In the above discussion, explore which renewal activities you used

typically each week and when? How many of the PEA or NEA moments

lasted more than fifteen minutes? Which renewal activities could you

add to your day or week that would require minimal disruption of

current activities or obligations?



CHAPTER 6

the power of a personal
vision

dreams, not just goals

A clear and compelling personal vision can transform

your life. In 2013, Diana Nyad, at age sixty-four, became

the first person confirmed to swim the 103 miles from

Cuba to Florida. It was her fifth and final attempt; she

had had to terminate four previous crossings since her

first try in 1978. In an interview on CNN after her

historic achievement, she described her motivation:

thirty-five years before, she’d had a dream to do the

swim—something that no one had ever done before—and

each time, something prevented her from reaching her

goal.

“But you move on with life,” she said, “and you turn

sixty, and your mom dies, and you’re looking for

something. And the dream comes waking out of your

imagination.”

Dreams that are connected to values we hold dear, our

deepest passions and purpose in life, are always there.

They might take a back seat to duties and responsibilities

in life, shoved into a metaphorical closet for years. But

they don’t ever really die. What fueled Diana Nyad’s

incredible ambition, fortitude, and resilience were the

seeds of an exciting dream, planted in her twenties, that

carried personal meaning and fulfilled a deep purpose

for her well into her sixties.

Helping people identify their personal vision (what we

call coaching to vision) allows them to remember their
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long-held dreams and provides a platform from which

they can take flight and become reality. We know from

sports psychology research, meditation, and biofeedback

that we can engage emotional commitment if we can

give life to our dreams. A compelling personal vision

transforms purpose into action, makes order out of

chaos, instills confidence, and drives us to fulfill a

desired future.

Throughout this book, we’ve described how

uncovering such a vision unleashes positive emotion in

individuals as well as within the coaching relationship

itself (or any relationship in which one person is trying to

help another). It’s so powerful and important that it’s

essential for guiding people to think more openly and

deeply, to connect with who they are authentically at

their core, and to ultimately foster learning and change

that is lasting. With this chapter, we will explore the

personal vision in-depth and discuss ways to help people

tap into it. We’ll describe research showing that

discovery and development of such a vision is the most

powerful way—neurologically and emotionally—to

engage the PEA and help a person open up to

possibilities in life and work. But first let’s look at what a

personal vision is—and isn’t.

dreams, not just goals

A person’s vision is her image of a possible future. It is

not a goal or a strategy. It consists of neither actions nor

obligations. It is not a forecast of what is likely. It is a

dream! While coaching for performance emphasizes

feedback as an intervention, vision-based coaching

emphasizes discovery and expression of the coachee’s

ideal self as an anchor for the engagement or

relationship. The ideal self gives shape and color to

what’s desired and needed for the person to be at her

best.

Put simply, a personal vision is an expression of an

individual’s ideal self and ideal future. It encompasses



dreams, values, passions, purpose, sense of calling, and

core identity.  It represents not just what a person

desires to do, but also who she wishes to be.

Thinking about any one aspect of a personal vision

can sometimes be a completely new or even

uncomfortable experience initially because the invitation

to introspection may represent foreign territory.

Throughout our lives, we are mostly asked what we want

to do and not about the kind of person we aspire to be or

what kind of life we wish to lead. This starts playfully

with toddlers and preschoolers, who are asked, “What

do you want to do when you’re bigger?” by well-meaning

parents, caregivers, and teachers. Children have fun

dressing up in costumes to look and act like the person

they might want to be when they grow up—a doctor, a

firefighter, a ballerina, a nurse, police officer, and the

like.

As children get older, they read about different

careers, go on field trips, and listen to friends’ parents

talk about what their jobs involve. All of these

experiences help them begin to discover what they might

want to do in life. In high school, students are often

asked, “Where do you want to go to college?” Then in

college, we’re coached to answer the interviewer’s

inevitable question, “What do you want to do after

graduation?” Later, in organizations, well-intentioned

superiors and human resource managers ask employees,

“What would you like to do here in the next several

years?”

Clearly, then, we get a lot of practice answering

questions about what we want to do—but tend to spend

a lot less time asking ourselves a question that we think is

equally or maybe even more important: “Who do I wish

to be?” When we as coaches (or parents, teachers,

managers, clerics) ask people to consider what they care

deeply about, what they dream about, what they think

about when they don’t have to be thinking about

something else, a floodgate of new ideas and possibilities

often emerge and flow. And while most organizations
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focus on career goals two to three years out, we advocate

that people think in terms of ten to fifteen years in the

future. Why? Because a longer time horizon pushes

people past the comfort zone of simply responding with

their most recent thought or idea or what’s socially

expected or accepted. So we ask, “If your life were ideal

(you could substitute incredible, amazing, awesome,

etc., here) ten to fifteen years from now, what would it be

like?” The initial response to that question can range

from a blank stare to a look of anxiety to an expression

of pure enthusiasm. But regardless of the response in the

moment, the question often eventually results in a smile

as the person envisions himself authentically in the

distant future and free from immediate concerns.  Such

a response taps into his PEA and allows for far more

creative ideas and solutions to emerge than he might

have had otherwise.

Karen Milley experienced this firsthand. When she

participated in a leadership development program at

Case Western Reserve University, Karen was a vice

president of research and development. One homework

assignment was to practice drawing out vision in other

people. She chose to practice first with her teenage son,

John, one evening as they sat around their fire pit. “Tell

me what you want to be,” she asked, “and what you see

yourself doing in fifteen years.” He paused, then said,

“That question requires me to imagine.”

That’s when a light bulb went on for Karen. “That is

the power of coaching to vision,” she thought. “It

requires people to imagine!”

When she recounted the story, she added that at her

company, people are used to thinking in terms of “What

role are you going after?” She said, “Everyone feels like

they need a well-thought-out, five-year plan, ready to

pull out of their drawer when asked. You stumble

because you want to be impressive. But when you ask

people to think much further out, you get way past next

to what do I want to do last?” As a leader of a large

division, Karen found this refreshing and exciting; and
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by using the longer timeframe, she immediately noticed a

positive shift in thinking and energy in the people she

managed.

“Today I give people permission to have two or three

scenarios of a possible future,” she said, “and I assure

them that we’ll work with those and figure out the path

that’s best for them. You can see them light up—they are

able to relax and settle down emotionally.”

We think Lewis Carroll best suggested the problem of

not having a personal vision in Alice’s Adventures in

Wonderland when Alice came to a fork in the road, saw

the Cheshire Cat in a tree, and asked: “‘Would you tell

me, please, which way I ought to go from here?’ ‘That

depends a good deal on where you want to get to,’ said

the Cat. ‘I don’t much care where—,’ said Alice. ‘Then it

doesn’t matter,’ said the Cat.’”

But in reality, knowing where we want to go often does

matter. Developing a picture of where we’d like to go—in

our career, in our relationships, in our life—serves as a

compass, pointing us toward our destination; it allows us

to see various routes to travel versus just one and keeps

us on the best path to reach it. That’s why it’s important

to start the coaching process by exploring a person’s

ideal self and translating that into an outward

expression of some sort, often a written statement or an

image. The process of unearthing and distilling a

personal vision unleashes powerful positive energy and

holds many benefits. It helps us to see a bigger picture,

engage in intelligent thought, be more empathetic, move

to action, enact a larger range of behaviors, and build

resilience to get through the tough times. (See the

sidebar “Healing and the Personal Vision” for a story

from one of this book’s authors, Ellen, on using these

tools to address a health crisis.)

healing and the personal vision

It was November 2004 and Ellen was in the first semester of her PhD program.
Sitting in class one day, she felt a lump on the side of her neck. She didn’t
remember having felt it before and dismissed it as a sign that she was just fighting
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an oncoming cold. But when it didn’t go away after a week, she made an
appointment to see her doctor. After multiple doctors’ visits, lab work, and a biopsy,
she received the kind of news no one ever wants to hear: she had a rare form of
salivary gland cancer. Fortunately, the cancer was caught early and she had the
gland surgically removed, followed by radiation. Still, she’d been completely
blindsided by the diagnosis, and as a mother (her daughter was almost four at the
time), she knew she needed to do everything possible to improve her prognosis. On
top of caring for her daughter and studying in her doctoral program, she was also
working full-time. Her husband had just purchased a medical clinic, so the family
needed her income to stay afloat. There was a lot on her plate. This was her
wakeup call that something had to change, and she had no choice but to listen to it.

At the time, Ellen was already an experienced coach and she was well versed in
the Intentional Change Theory (ICT) (described in chapter 3). She decided to apply
the model and began by developing her personal vision for her life post-diagnosis.
She got in touch with her core values—faith, family, friendship, love, health,
integrity, lifelong learning, and fun—and what she truly wanted in her future.

Ellen immediately felt the power of developing her vision, of clarifying what really
mattered to her and the legacy that she wanted to leave in her life. That clarity
gave her the energy and strength to apply the third discovery of the ICT, which is
to put together goals and the actions she needed to take for her future well-being,
and then do everything possible to follow the plan. She began by taking a medical
leave from school to allow herself to heal—not without a lot of angst, since she had
only just begun her program. She developed a close “coaching” relationship with a
Catholic nun who had been a former teacher in high school and who offered her
spiritual direction. They met monthly for a year, often discussing how scripture
passages were relevant to her life experience and the role of faith and grace in her
trial.

In parallel with radiation treatments, Ellen opened her mind to learn about how to
be healthy holistically. She worked with a naturopathic doctor on a process of
nutritional detoxification and learned about the power of food as medicine. She
transformed her diet to significantly decrease white, refined sugar and increase the
amount of organic foods, whole foods, and vegetables she consumed. Smoothies
made with a green drink mixture and other ingredients became her daily staple in
order to amplify her intake of high-quality nutrients. She learned transcendental
meditation from a well-known Ayurvedic doctor. She exercised several times a
week. She listened to audio CDs of guided imagery to direct her thoughts to work in
conjunction with, rather than against, her body to calm her mind when it went into
overdrive worrying about the “what-ifs” and to remain hopeful instead of afraid and
depressed. Being intentional about living out her vision and values took every ounce
of energy she had. And she “followed this plan with the help of many supportive
family, friends, and colleagues. She joked that it took a village to get her healthy
and that the villagers were working overtime.

That was fifteen years ago, and Ellen remains grateful for the gift of a healthy life
every day since. She reflects on the experience as life-changing and incredibly
empowering. As she puts it,

In addition to following the advice of my doctors and completing
conventional cancer treatments, I made it my personal mission to learn
everything that I could from doctors, health professionals, and spiritual
advisers who had a teachable point of view on how to live a long, healthy
life in the long term and to heal from cancer in the short term. My main
motivation was to not just survive the cancer diagnosis but to be as
vibrantly healthy as I could be. I learned that meant striving to be
exceptionally healthy and well mentally, emotionally, and spiritually, not just
physically. Ultimately, it was so meaningful that even though all of the
steps I took seemed crazy to some, I really didn’t care what anyone
thought about what I was doing because I had nothing to lose and
everything to gain. It was liberating.

What’s more, Ellen viewed her journey as the ultimate test of ICT. “It was very
clarifying for me to stare death in the face and get crystal clear on what my values
were and what I deeply desired,” she says. “It wasn’t working more hours every
day and collapsing into bed exhausted. It was a deeper desire to live out God’s plan
for my life, connect with who I really was, be with the people who I cared for, and
do work that truly helped people and organizations. Only from that place did I have
a chance at healing.”



Our good friend and colleague Angela Passarelli

examined what happens cognitively, emotionally,

physiologically, and relationally during contrasting

coaching conversations anchored in the PEA and the

NEA. Participants in her study met with two coaches

who engaged them in different ways. One coach asked

the participants to envision a positive future (PEA) and

the other encouraged the individuals to focus on current

problems (NEA), both in service of helping the

participants advance their careers. Participants’

experience with the two coaches was notably different.

After the vision-based coaching, they felt happier,

reported a higher perceived quality of the coaching

relationship and expressed more aspirational goals.

Participants were also willing to exert significantly more

effort to pursue goals set after the PEA-based coaching

session than after the NEA-based session, and they

found more joy in pursuing them.

As beneficial and worthwhile as having a personal

vision can be, sometimes the process of discovery isn’t

straightforward or smooth. Take Amy Szabo, for

example. It wasn’t so much that she didn’t know where

she wanted to go. Rather, she was interested in so many

different paths that it took her some time to develop a

personal vision that could allow her to focus on her

heart’s desire.

amy’s story

She got there just in time. Running with her jump bag,

Amy Szabo stabilized another heart attack victim and got

him to the hospital.

research spotlight

Researcher Angela Passarelli examined how coaches help others manifest lasting
change by conducting an experiment looking at the physiological, cognitive,
emotional, and relational mechanisms that exist during contrasting coaching
conditions. Forty-eight graduate students participated in two distinctly different
coaching conversations: one focused on helping the student to imagine the future
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(the PEA condition) and another focused on existing problems and challenges (the
NEA condition). Passarelli collected data during and between the two coaching
conversations.

Compared with coaching that focused on current problems, vision-based
coaching (coaching that emphasizes the PEA) left participants feeling more uplifted
emotionally, reporting a higher-quality relationship with their coach and setting a
higher number of goals. The goals that participants set were considered deeply
important, and individuals indicated more willingness to exert effort to pursue them,
despite considering the goals to be as difficult as goals set in the other coaching
condition.

Source: A. M. Passarelli, “Vision-Based Coaching: Optimizing Resources for Leader
Development,” Frontiers in Psychology 6 (2015): 412,
doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2015.00412.

Today, when Amy talks about her early career as an

emergency medical technician (EMT), her enthusiasm

about helping people comes through. Before becoming

an EMT, she’d earned her BS in education and worked

briefly as a teacher and then a firefighter—one of two

full-time women among 150 men.

Later, after her years as an EMT, she earned a second

bachelor’s degree, this time in nursing. Before long, she

became a clinical nurse manager and the Continuous

Improvement Facilitator for the critical care and medical

surgical value streams. When she noticed inefficiencies

in what she saw at the hospital, she studied to become a

Six Sigma Black Belt in Lean Processes. Heads of other

units often asked for her help and perspective. Amy was

then hired in a different hospital system to help develop

a patient experience program alongside chief officers.

Clearly, teacher to firefighter to nurse to hospital

patient experience manager is not a typical career path.

Amy has gone from saving lives one at a time to saving

entire hospitals. Along the road, she’s found unique ways

to engage in her work, proving herself in each job

against any set standard of physical stamina, technical

knowledge, and speed. But looking back, she admits that

rather than having a plan, she often picked her next

steps one at a time, based on things other people had

suggested, and testing them as she experienced them.

Fast forward—now in the middle of an executive MBA

program, Amy is excited about future possibilities, but

uncertain as to which path to choose. She is sure of one



thing, however: her former way of choosing careers was

an inefficient and ineffective way to move ahead in her

life.

A leadership coach in the program worked with Amy

to develop a personal vision. “If your life were perfect in

ten to fifteen years,” he asked her, “what would it be

like?” Amy said she hadn’t previously given much

thought to her long-term future. Indeed, Amy came

across as a humble, gentle person, ready to help others

rather than focus on herself. Her coach wasn’t surprised,

therefore, that in her first attempt at crafting a personal

vision, Amy centered on her family and on creating more

positive environments in health care—not on her own

long-term dreams.

The coach decided to continue on for the moment and

worked with Amy to decode a multi-rater feedback

instrument, the Emotional and Social Competence

Inventory (ESCI).  Most ESCI users aspire to get eight to

ten people to complete the 360-degree feedback survey,

and they often have to settle for fewer responses. Not

Amy! She set a new record. She solicited fifty people to

answer questions about their interactions with her, and

forty-seven of them did it.

Later, she reviewed the feedback with her coach. Aside

from the incredible response rate, the greatest shock to

Amy was the undeniable message in the data from those

forty-seven people: Amy consistently demonstrated every

emotional, social, and cognitive intelligence competency

above the threshold level of “distinctive strengths.” She

was a resonant leader with high emotional and social

intelligence—and she hadn’t even known it.

When her coach asked Amy what sense she made of

the results, she hesitantly admitted that she was pretty

good at leading others. She’d begun to believe, too, that

she was ready for a long-term view of her life and not

merely the next job. This began another round of

personal discoveries for Amy, and she returned to her

work at the hospital with a new openness to discovering

and seeking her dream future.
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When she sat with her coach again six months later,

however, Amy admitted to feeling a little lost. She’d had

another promotion with more responsibility—a chance to

create yet another innovative, new center at the hospital

focused on reorienting the entire system or, more

accurately, sets of systems in a large health-care faculty

around effective and efficient patient care.

Her coach asked if her vision had changed in the

months since they had last discussed it. It had. Amy had

begun to see herself as a leader and someone others

valued as a source of help. She had tackled new

challenges and made it a priority to help other hospitals

seeking her advice on starting similar initiatives. She’d

even begun teaching seminars on emotional intelligence

as a way to bring others along in creating high-impact,

positive patient-care experiences.

The coach asked her the same question he’d asked

earlier that year: “If your life were perfect in ten to

fifteen years, what would it be like?” He wondered if she

might want to be a president or managing director of a

hospital. But she surprised him by leaning forward and

excitedly reporting what she would love most: helping

hospital leaders see how their behavior affected others

and exploring with them better ways to interact with

staff and patients. Amy wanted to be a coach for health-

care executives.

“Aren’t you already doing that?” the coach asked. Amy

looked at him with a puzzled smile and said, “What do

you mean?”

“Well,” he said, “you regularly have conversations now

with a wide variety of leaders in your hospital about their

units, their behavior, and style.”

“Yes,” Amy said. “But I am not their coach.”

“Are you sure?” he replied.

She thought a minute. “You know, one of the hospital

directors called me recently and said that some

conversations I’d had with her had been very helpful.

She wanted to continue them. I guess that could be the



start of a coaching relationship.” Amy then asked her

coach how she could further develop her skills through

advanced training and education in coaching.

Today, when she talks about her dream of coaching

and running a major department at the large hospital

system where she works, she leans in, smiles, and talks

fast. Her energy is infectious. Amy will soon complete her

training as a coach—something she credits her own

leadership coach for helping her to begin. By guiding

Amy to think ahead and construct a comprehensive

personal vision, she developed a holistic map for her

career and life that she describes as “liberating.” Now she

wants to help others do the same thing.

Next, we’ll look at another individual whose personal

vision led to growth and change—at several different

points during his career.

bassam’s story

Bassam was becoming more and more frustrated with

others in the project teams on which he worked in the

health-care industry. When he was project leader, he

realized that he was aggressive and impatient. It was an

odd feeling. He’d always been the nice guy to whom

people talked about a wide range of problems and issues.

Now it was as if some alien species from another planet

had invaded his body and he was the nemesis of the

person he’d once been.

He decided he needed a tune-up on his vision and his

plan for moving toward it. A year before, in an MBA

program, Bassam had worked with a coach and

developed a personal vision. He had learned a great deal

about himself through that experience and thought

working with a coach again might be a good idea since

he now faced a different puzzle. Although he was

moving along on his career in health care, he wanted

something more. Originally from Jordan, Bassam had



lived in Dubai for years but had hoped to change his

leadership style to become more effective, even

charismatic, by gaining international experience and an

MBA.

Once again he met with a coach, who asked him about

his vision. Bassam described a thoughtful and

compelling dream that included maintaining his

friendships and being an authentic, friendly person,

whom others saw as caring and nice. The coach asked,

“So what is the issue?” Bassam explained that in his

eagerness to innovate and solve organizational problems,

he was often in or leading special project teams. Some

team members didn’t take their work seriously and

weren’t very engaged, doing the bare minimum. Social

loafing, or freeloading, is a common complaint in project

teams, and it made Bassam angry. It did not take long in

the new teams for others to see him as the angry task

manager—not the caring and innovative leader he

wished to be.

The coach asked Bassam where he wanted to be on

this apparent continuum between frustrated taskmaster

and caring team leader. He said that although being

innovative and achieving goals was a part of his personal

dream as an effective leader, being seen as an angry

person and losing friendships as a result were not a part

of his ideal self. This clarification of his vision meant that

he needed to adjust some of his behavior.

The coach pressed him around what he thought of the

apparent tension in his personal vision. Bassam’s answer

was quick and clear: he didn’t want to achieve team

goals at the expense of his relationships.

“Before your team meetings,” asked the coach, “are

you aware of your growing frustration?”

Bassam said he was, but didn’t know what to do about

it.

“If you did know what to do,” the coach asked, “what

would you do?”



Bassam thought for a minute. “I could just ignore the

freeloaders and move on with the others who care!” he

said smiling, only half-joking. Then, he grew more

serious. “I’m not sure what else to do.”

The coach invited him to brainstorm and several ideas

emerged. Before team meetings, Bassam could take a

few minutes to review his vision, even recite it out loud,

and reflect on its relevance to the team project. “Reflect

on your core values and personal purpose,” he

encouraged, “and imagine how you want to show up

with the team. At the beginning of each meeting, help

the team to remember their shared values and vision.”

“Focus on the purpose shared by the group,” the

coach continued, “and acknowledge the efforts of those

helping to contribute to the overall outcome. Invite

others to reflect and share what they are excited about.

In essence, shift the focus to the great progress of the

team and let the team share in the need to bring the

others along.”

This was a shift in thinking for Bassam. He felt

relieved at the idea that he alone didn’t need to carry the

burden of the team’s work. Then the coach helped him

consider different approaches he might take with the

team that would enable him to stay true to how he

wanted others to experience him and contribute in

significant ways to the team’s productivity.

Like Bassam, we all need to update our personal vision

on a regular basis. Events may occur that precipitate a

change or at least, a reexamination of one’s vision, like

getting fired or a major promotion, getting married,

having a child, losing a parent, or experiencing a natural

disaster like a hurricane or a terrorist attack. Sometimes

it is not the setting but the people around you who

change. Sometimes, however, it isn’t an event but the

effect of the passage of time.

We all can expect transitions in life and jobs, and

those changes can remind us to update our vision.



Richard has begun a series of studies with Udayan Dhar

on how a person’s ideal self or personal vision changes

over time and events throughout life.  But even without

specific events, Richard and Udayan found in an earlier

study that our lives and careers seem to rotate through

cycles lasting five to nine years (with an average of seven

years). Often, in our forties and fifties, these are labeled

midlife crises, but they really are a natural rhythm of life

and work.  It’s important for people to use these natural

cycles (or when major events transpire in their lives) to

reexamine their personal vision.

how a personal vision creates change:
more evidence

It took us years to understand why there was such a

difference in an individual’s response between listing

“goals” and discussing a personal vision, as Amy and

Bassam did with their coaches. Goals ask people to

declare something to which they aspire and are

supposed to achieve. For many people (other than those

with a motive called a high need for achievement, such

as people who seek a career in sales), this creates an

obligation.  The obligation creates stress and begins to

add to the negative process in the brain that we’ve

described throughout this book. The goal then may

become something to avoid rather than pursue.

And yet, in earlier research in psychology and

management (conducted by Richard and others), we

found that goals are helpful but differ in usefulness

based on the situation. The difference lies in whether the

context is performance oriented or learning oriented. A

performance orientation emphasizes a demonstration of

competence in pursuit of external recognition and

achieving specific goals. A learning orientation is

characterized by a desire to acquire deep knowledge and

skill mastery to apply to a variety of current and

potential scenarios.  Other well-established research

suggests that setting specific performance or learning
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goals leads to different outcomes. When a task is

complex and requires learning and adaptation, learning

goals lead to better performance. Participants stay

engaged with the task longer. When the task is simple or

routine by comparison, performance goals motivate

greater performance by providing direction and clarity.

Emerging social neuroscience research helps us to

understand the dynamic of why this occurs. When we set

a goal, we begin to think of how to work toward it. This

invokes the analytical brain. As we first discussed in

chapter 5, parts of this network invoke our stress

response and often impair us cognitively, emotionally,

and physically. By focusing on the goal, we tend to see

what is directly in front of us and lose sight of other

possibilities on the horizon.  Researcher Tory Higgins

offers that setting a specific target shifts our focus into

preventing the possibility of missing the goal (that is, a

preoccupation with achieving the goal itself)—rather

than searching for a new possibility altogether.  His

work shows how this impacts the way we regulate and

engage our perceptions. A prevention focus makes us

feel slightly to highly defensive—and that limits how we

can draw on the internal energy required to initiate

something new as well as sustain our efforts toward it.

An example that many of us can relate to is the practice

of setting a New Year’s resolution. With the promise of a

brand-new year and a clean slate, we enthusiastically

declare a commitment to eat better, get more sleep, call

our mother every day, go to church every Sunday, or

correct certain bad habits once and for all—only to lose

steam after a few weeks. Just ask fitness club managers

who love the month of January when people sign up,

pay their dues for months or more, and then stop

showing up by March. This is because change is difficult,

and for adults to change in ways that stick, the desire

has to run deep. It has to connect to our passion, our

purpose, and our core values.

As we saw with Amy Szabo, she started out her career

wanting a job (teaching), then an exciting job
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(firefighting and being an EMT), then a job in which she

could focus on helping people (nursing and hospital

administration). As her dreams for the future expanded

and crystallized, she became more confident in the idea

that the dream could become reality—and in her ability

to manifest it. It became her personal vision with a deep

sense of purpose.

In an interesting twist, we discovered in one of our

fMRI studies of coaching that writing one’s vision did

not activate the same neural networks as talking about it

with a coach trained in evoking the PEA.  As we

discussed in an earlier chapter, results from two fMRI

studies conducted on PEA-based versus NEA-based

coaching showed the power of coaching to one’s vision.

In the first study, we found that PEA-based coaching to

vision activated the portion of the brain most associated

with imagining. In the second, we showed that coaching

to the PEA, again even for just thirty minutes, activated a

person’s global focus and ability to see the big picture—

versus the NEA, which activated a much more limited

local focus.

All of which is to say that discovering one’s personal

vision—essentially, an ideal vision of one’s self and one’s

future—unleashes positive emotions of hope and

excitement that in turn, propels our motivation and

appetite for growth and change. Suddenly, we believe

that something worthwhile and desirable is going to

happen.  And that hope is propelled by self-efficacy—a

belief in our ability to manifest what we set out to do or

be—and optimism. So, hope fueled by self-efficacy means

that we not only imagine that good things are about to

happen, but we also believe in our ability to achieve

them.

In a study of engineering and science professionals

focused on why women leave or stay in the field,

researchers Kathleen Buse and Diana Bilimoria found

empirical evidence for the power of having a vision as a

way to equip women in technical fields to develop self-

efficacy. For these women, taking the time to reflect
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upon their passion, purpose, and values increased their

engagement in work and strengthened their

commitment to a career in engineering.

That was certainly the case for Brandi DiMarco, who

worked in information systems at a food-processing

manufacturer. While attending a leadership

development program, Brandi created a personal vision

with the help of an executive coach. She shared the

following reflection:

Having a personal vision helps me to prioritize

and prepare for the future. I often go back to my

notes and read what I wrote. My vision and values

are hung by my mirror, so I look at them every

day to remind myself of who I really am. It’s easy

to forget when life happens. Personally, I’ve

decided to have another child . . . Professionally,

I’ve enrolled back in college and continue to

pursue my degree. I update my resume and apply

for positions that I want and not just what I’m

qualified for. I was recently promoted and I’m

currently interviewing for the next level of

management role. After completing my vision, I

realized that my company values are directly in

line with my personal values, which makes my

decision to stay and pursue positions within the

organization so easy.

research spotlight

In a study of 495 women in engineering and science, researchers Kathleen Buse
and Diana Bilimoria at Case Western Reserve University found that women who
persisted in these careers often have a personal vision. The personal vision
included their profession but wasn’t limited to it. Having a vision enabled them to
overcome the bias, barriers, and discrimination they encountered in their
workplaces. The findings validated previous studies that self-efficacy, hope, and
optimism are important elements of an individual’s personal vision and core identity
and necessary for that vision to be effective. Having clarity around the ideal self
positively affected the women’s work engagement, and work engagement directly
affected the women’s commitment to remain in an engineering field.

Source: K. Buse and D. Bilimoria, “Personal Vision: Enhancing Work Engagement
and the Retention of Women in the Engineering Profession,” Frontiers in
Psychology 5, article 1400 (2014), doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.01400.
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craft ing a vision

Creating a vision can be best considered as a process of

crafting that requires us to be imaginative and creative.

The best way to help someone identify their ideal self and

convey their personal vision is to encourage them to

dream. A favorite exercise in our leadership

development programs is called “Catch Your Dreams”

(more pragmatic folks call it the “Bucket List” exercise).

The activity asks individuals to consider twenty-seven

things that they would like to experience, try, or

accomplish in their lifetime. After attempting to write as

many as possible on a number of sticky notes, the person

is asked to place the notes on a flip chart, then group

those ideas into themes. Some examples are: career,

family, travel, health, adventure, etc. In group settings, a

good next step is to allow time for a “gallery walk.” This

is when people can walk around reading others’ flip

charts and viewing them as if they are fine art.

Most people enjoy the experience and find it helpful in

imagining possibilities. We often see smiles, hear the

laughter, and feel the positive energy in the group. Doing

this exercise with a work group or even your family is a

great way for people to help each other dream. It’s

inspiring and humbling to get a glimpse into the dreams

and aspirations of others around us—like peeking into

another’s soul. This is just one example of how to prime

and facilitate an experience of dreaming and discovery.

See the reflection and application exercises at the end of

the chapter for additional suggestions.

For many people, coaching and developing a vision for

their future is mainly about work and their career. But

the stories of courageous and curious people we have

told so far show that work is but one part of our lives.

While our professional lives can be a source of enjoyment

and satisfaction, it’s often the activities outside of work

that fulfill a deeper sense of purpose and meaning. Amy

Szabo found that things she was doing with other

hospital executives that were not part of her day job were



actually the activities that left her feeling the most

satisfied and energized. Helping others was bigger and

more meaningful than leading a hospital department. It

tapped into Amy’s sense of purpose. In our work as

coaches, we’ve found that helping people uncover a

holistic view of their hopes and dreams—one that

considers and integrates all aspects of life—helps them to

connect with and to develop a more comprehensive and

authentic image of who they are, including passion,

purpose, values, and identity. The process of helping a

person discover her personal vision begins by asking her

to reflect on her future life and work: her dreams and

hopes regarding her physical health, romantic life and

friendships, family health, spiritual health, community

involvement, financial matters, and more. Of course,

considering one’s work (whether paid or not) is a part of

the reflective process, but we do not presume that it’s the

center of a person’s dream. Often, as we’ve seen in

several examples in this book, coaching conversations

equally encompass our professional and personal

identities and activities.

All helping and coaching is about change or how to

maintain a desired change that has occurred. For

change to be ignited and sustained, a personal vision

provides the essential foundation because it is a

meaningful expression of a person’s passion, purpose,

and values. It is a comprehensive image of what we wish

to do and who we wish to be in our lives. Crafting a

personal vision is an iterative process that is different for

each individual. But regardless of how the process

unfolds, it will be obvious to the coach when the vision is

“well-baked” because the individual is often filled with

energy and can’t wait to get started. This is inspiration

and intrinsic motivation in action.

In chapter 7, we’ll focus on what the coach, manager,

or other helper can do to nurture a high-quality

relationship with the individuals they help, in order to



sustain that energy and help them turn dreams into

reality.

KEY LEARNING POINTS
1. A personal vision is a holistic, comprehensive expression of a person’s

ideal self and ideal future, including dreams, sense of calling, passion,

purpose, and core values.

2. A personal vision should be more like a visual dream than specific

goals.

3. A personal vision should be highly important and meaningful to the

person.

4. Although some aspects of a person’s personal vision will change

during various phases of life and work, others, such as core values and

a sense of purpose, often remain the same.

REFLECTION AND APPLICATION
EXERCISES

EXERCISE A: CATCH YOUR DREAMS

You will need a pack of sticky notes and a large piece of

flip chart paper for this exercise. Using the notes, list

things you would like to do or experience in your lifetime

until you get to twenty-seven. Write each idea on a

separate note. These are things that you’ve not yet begun

or completed. Some tips to help: allow yourself to think

freely and without imposing practical constraints.

Reflect back to your childhood and what you dreamed of

doing someday. Turn off the inner critic—it’s impossible

to dream while simultaneously being judged.

After your best attempt to write as many as possible,

place your notes on a piece of flip-chart paper and

group them into themes; for example: career, family,

travel, health, adventure, spirituality, material goods,

professional development, recreation. Write the theme

near the sticky note groupings.

This exercise can be easily adapted to groups.

Individuals would follow the steps above. Once every

person has a flip chart with sticky notes grouped into

themes, ask everyone to post their flip charts on a wall in

the room. Then, allow time for a “gallery walk.” A gallery



walk provides an opportunity for everyone to walk

around the room and view others’ dreams. Be sure to

add the guideline to approach viewing as if looking at

fine art—with humble curiosity, appreciation, and even

admiration. Individuals sometimes like to add a brief,

personal note of inspiration to others’ flip charts. Some

examples of what we’ve observed are: “You inspire me,”

“You got this,” “Very cool,” and so forth. The key is for

comments to be respectful and affirmative in nature and

not evaluative or laden with advice.

EXERCISE B: MY VALUES

You’ll find a list of values, beliefs, or personal

characteristics for your consideration below. Identify

which are most important to you and are guiding

principles in your life. It is difficult to choose, of course,

because many of these values and characteristics will be

at least somewhat important to you. It is also hard to

choose because you might find yourself thinking, “I

should value X and put it first on my list,” even though it

really isn’t. So force yourself to choose, and choose based

upon your true feelings, not the shoulds in life.

You might find it useful to determine the degree of

importance by imagining how you would feel if you were

forced to give up believing in or acting on a particular

value, belief, or personal characteristic. Or, think about

how you would feel if your life revolved around certain

values and beliefs. How would this make you feel?

Sometimes you might find it helpful to consider two

values at a time, asking yourself about the relative

importance of one over the other.

1. Start by circling the fifteen or so values that are most important to

you.

2. Then from this list, identify the ten that are most important to you

and write them in a list.

3. From this list of ten, circle the top five that are most important to you

and then rank them from most important to least important.

Values, Beliefs, or Desirable Personal Characteristics

Accomplishment



Achievement

Adventure

Affection

Affectionate

Affiliation

Ambitious

Assisting others

Authority

Autonomy

Beauty

Belonging

Broad-minded

Caring

Challenge

Cheerful

Clean

Comfortable life

Companionship

Compassion

Competent

Competitiveness

Conformity

Contentedness

Contribution to others

Control

Cooperation

Courageous

Courteous

Creativity

Dependable

Disciplined

Economic security

Effective

Equality

Excitement

Fame

Family happiness



Family security

Forgiving

Free choice

Freedom

Friendship

Fun

Genuineness

Happiness

Health

Helpfulness

Honesty

Hope

Imagination

Improving society

Independence

Innovative

Integrity

Intellectual

Involvement

Joy

Leisurely

Logical

Love

Loving

Mature love

National security

Nature

Obedient

Order

Peace

Personal development

Pleasure

Polite

Power

Pride

Rational

Recognition



Reliable

Religion

Respectful

Responsible

Restrained

Salvation

Self-controlled

Self-reliance

Self-respect

Sincerity

Spirituality

Stability

Status

Success

Symbolic

Taking risks

Teamwork

Tender

Tidy

Tranquility

Wealth

Winning

Wisdom

My Ten Most Important Values

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

My Five Most Important Values



Finally, rank each of your five most important values,

beliefs, or characteristics, with “1” being the most

important value to you, to “5” being the least important

of these five values.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

EXERCISE C: WINNING THE LOTTERY

You’ve just won the super lottery and received $80

million. How would your life and work change?

EXERCISE D: A DAY IN YOUR LIFE . . . FIFTEEN

YEARS FROM NOW

It is fifteen years from today. You are living your ideal

life. You are living in a location that you have always

dreamed about. You are living with the people with

whom you most want to be living. If work is part of your

ideal image, you are doing the type and amount of work

you love.

A netcam is attached to your shirt or blouse. What

images would we see in a video stream of your day?

Where would you be? What are you doing? Who else is

there?

EXERCISE E: MY LEGACY

What would you wish to have as your legacy in life? In

other words, what will remain or continue as a result of

you having lived and worked all of these years?

Source: These exercises are reproduced from Richard Boyatzis, The Ideal Self

Workbook (1999), used at Case Western Reserve University in courses and

programs, and were printed in A. McKee, R. E. Boyatzis, and F. Johnston,

Becoming a Resonant Leader (Boston: Harvard Business School Press,

2008); and R. Boyatzis and A. McKee, Resonant Leadership: Renewing

Yourself and Connecting with Others through Mindfulness, Hope, and

Compassion (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2005); and used in the

Coursera massive open online course, Inspiring Leadership through

Emotional Intelligence.



CONVERSATION GUIDE
1. Share any three core values that are at the top of your list. Pick one,

define what it means to you in your own words, and think of an

example of how the value plays out in your life. Take turns each

sharing your value, definition, and example. When listening to others,

take care to not evaluate or critique their values.

2. As we suggested in chapter 3, think about the social and

professional/organizational relationships in your life. Of the people

who you spend the most time with or those with whom you are the

closest, who among them really “gets” you or understands what really

“makes you tick”?

3. What are your social identity groups? For example, what do you wear

with pride? What fan sports clubs do you belong to? Are you part of

some neighborhood or religious community from which you draw pride

and a sense of belonging? In what ways do your current social identity

groups help you move closer to your ideal self and personal vision?



CHAPTER 7

cultivating a resonant
relationship

l is ten beyond what you hear

Sean Hannigan (not his real name) was a well-regarded,

successful executive at a US-based, multinational

industrial organization. With twenty-five years of

experience under his belt, he was a master at overseeing

the technical complexities of the finance functions he led

and was rewarded with promotion upon promotion,

leading to his role of chief financial officer.

Given his professional success, Sean was surprised at

some negative feedback he received from a 360-degree

assessment of his emotional and social intelligence

competencies, completed by his bosses, peers, and

subordinates.  The assessment was part of a leadership

development program in which he was paired with an

executive coach. The coach had already helped Sean to

develop his personal vision. Now it was time to review

the 360 feedback.

“What’s your reaction to this feedback?” she asked

him.

Sean flipped through the pages rapidly and stopped

halfway through. He looked at his coach and said, “The

feedback was good overall. I was pleasantly surprised by

the strengths that others noticed. I’ve heard some of this

feedback before, but it’s easy to lose sight of what you do

well when you’re in the trenches working through

problems, as I tend to do all the time.” She nudged him
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further to describe his most distinctive strengths, based

on the assessment, and how those were visible to others.

After a lengthy discussion about his positive feedback,

Sean’s coach asked, “What else?”

Sean looked down at the assessment and said, “It’s

pretty clear that my peers and direct reports don’t feel

that I listen to them well, or sometimes at all. It’s a

definite theme.”

His coach probed, “Do you think it’s valid?” Sean

thought for a moment. “Well, it’s hard to deny it when

several people commented on it. When I step back and

think about it, I can see their point. My schedule is pretty

full and I don’t have time to waste on small talk.” Sean

and his coach spent more time working through other

feedback in the report until they had distilled it down

into a personal balance sheet of his assets and liabilities

(i.e., strengths and weaknesses).

Then she asked, “What do you feel drawn to work on?

Where can you give the greatest amount of energy?”

Without missing a beat, Sean responded. “Definitely

becoming a better listener. Out of all this feedback, it

bothers me the most. But I’m not sure how to improve

that exactly.”

Fortunately, Sean’s coach knew how to help him with

the changes he wished to make. She had already begun a

fundamental step in the process: building a positive

coaching relationship. Although Sean had a lot of

experience working with others both inside and outside

the company, building effective working relationships

with his managers or peers, let alone his direct reports,

had never been a priority. He tended to view work

relationships as the means to achieving a task or as

resources needed to complete a project.

Unlike other advisers, like his accountant, lawyer, or

physician, Sean’s coach sought to create a trusting,

supportive, resonant relationship, the kind we first

discussed in chapters 2 and 3. She first built rapport

with him by inquiring about his professional and



personal journey and being interested to know his story.

She also asked about his desired outcomes for their

coaching engagement, summarizing those in a

document to anchor their process. In subsequent

sessions, she prioritized his goals and agenda for their

time together and regularly asked what he was taking

away from their conversations to help him reflect. And

while she asked a number of questions designed to help

Sean connect with the best of who he was as a person

and a leader, she spent the majority of time actively

listening and serving as a mirror back to him of what she

heard.

This process enabled Sean’s coach not just to know

him but to connect with him on a deeper level. It also

helped to create a psychologically safe space where he

could think and reflect without the threat of being

judged. It’s unlikely that Sean would have been as open

and committed to improve his own deficiencies if he’d

been reluctant to examine the data honestly with this

coach, or if he’d felt threatened or defensive in her

presence. Ultimately, what Sean’s coach did was to

demonstrate that she cared about him as a person and

wanted him to succeed, which in turn allowed trust to

take root and blossom in their coaching relationship.

The relationship between a helper of any kind and the

individual being helped is the heart of any change

process. We will return to Sean’s story later in this

chapter as we explore the coaching relationship and

some cornerstones for how to build and nurture an

effective one. We’ll also look at how the helper’s own

internal preparation affects the interaction, and how

active listening is key. But first, let’s explore how to

develop a resonant relationship with those we strive to

coach and help.

what makes a resonant relat ionship?

Inspiring, meaningful coaching moments and high-

quality, trusting coaching relationships don’t just



happen. They take intention, preparation, and practice.

At its very core, a high-quality relationship between, say,

a manager and an employee is shaped by the ongoing

interactions and conversations between the two

individuals. When you are trying or hoping to help

people, your primary role as helper is to facilitate self-

directed learning and development for the other person.

Effective developmental conversations are shaped by the

quality of the discrete connections we form, our ability to

listen deeply and remain fully present, as well as the

encouragement we extend to inspire the other person to

learn, grow, and change through meaningful

discussions.

Our Weatherhead colleague John Paul Stephens

expanded on work originally done by Jane Dutton and

Emily Heaphy to describe a high-quality connection

(HQC)—a connection that is a positive, dyadic, short-

term interaction. Experiencing an HQC leaves you

feeling alive, uplifted, energetic, and genuinely cared

for.  Positive regard in the interaction goes both ways,

meaning it is mutual. Both parties exchange feelings of

compassion rooted in an experience of shared

vulnerability and responsiveness to each other. Stephens,

Heaphy, and Dutton propose that underlying cognitive,

emotional and behavioral mechanisms might explain

high-quality connections.

High-quality connections breathe life into both the

helper and the individual being helped whenever they

meet—and provide the foundation for a longer-term,

resonant relationship to grow, just as shared vision,

compassion, and energy arouse the PEA and its

renewing effects on each person. Positive, life-giving

connections are essential to establish trust and convey

and experience support. As Dutton and Heaphy explain,

even short-term exchanges between people can result in

a high-quality connection, which they describe through

three structural dimensions: emotional carrying

capacity, tensility, and the degree of connectivity.

Emotional carrying capacity allows a full range of
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positive and negative emotions to be shared. Tensility

refers to the capacity of the connection to adapt and

bounce back through various situations and contexts.

The degree of connectivity describes the extent to which

the connection encourages generativity and openness to

new ideas. Dimensions such as emotional carrying

capacity have been associated with higher resilience in

individuals and their teams. Essentially, sharing more

emotions in relationships helps people to be more

resilient.

Scholars Kathy Kram and Wendy Murphy suggest that

for helping relationships to have transformational

impact, the connection needs to be positive and mutually

shared. Both the coach or helper and the person being

helped have positive mutual regard for each other, share

a commitment to their relationship, and benefit equally

from their engagement and interactions. Such

relationships help foster openness to learning and

change. This often sets coaching, mentoring, or even a

relationship with a manager apart as a developmental

relationship from typical work relationships or even

traditional mentoring, where the mentor merely advises

the mentee. At its core, such a relationship is a

developmental partnership where the primary focus of

the experience is to stimulate and support learning. This

could be personal, professional, or task-related learning,

or some combination of those.

We know from research that individuals are affected

by interactions with others through the power of

emotional contagion and social mimicry. That’s why the

quality of a coaching, managing, or helping relationship

is an important consideration. For individuals and teams

seeking to change, the relationships form the foundation

of support, challenge, learning, and encouragement

between individuals.  In our roles as coaches and

helpers, it’s important to remember that we have a

profound impact on each other’s moods and emotional

states, so we need to be mindful of whom we are

infecting with our moods and emotions.
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In the model of Intentional Change Theory presented

in chapter 3, resonant relationships are at the center and

affect each of the phases of sustained, desired change

and the transitions from one phase to another. Keep in

mind that development and change is a nonlinear and

uneven process—it evolves for many people as a series of

fits and starts. Personal self-awareness doesn’t happen

automatically or in a vacuum; otherwise, we would all be

highly attuned to our feelings and the reasons behind

them. Pressure at work and family demands often work

against our best intentions to increase self-awareness

and growth. When we are able to sustain the efforts of a

growth process, it’s usually because we have support

from one, two, or a network of people. As discussed in

earlier chapters, we call these resonant relationships

because they embody support, security, and safety and

infuse us with the energy and motivation to reflect

authentically, take initiative, and keep trying.

Let’s return to Sean’s story. One thing his coach did to

nurture a resonant relationship was to demonstrate

sincere interest in getting to know him. She also

expressed a genuine desire to help him. She created an

environment where he could reflect openly and honestly

without fear of being judged. This provided Sean with a

sense of trust and psychological safety. She nudged him

to name his core values and strengths aloud and

articulate the unique meaning he ascribed to them. As

we will examine further in this chapter, those are the

type of discussions that foster a shared vision and

unleash shared positive energy, connecting the coach,

manager, or other helper to the person being helped.

Sean could see that his coach appreciated and

recognized his positive qualities, giving him a sense of

feeling understood and seen as a whole person, with

strengths as well as weaknesses and a capacity to elevate

his capability and reach success. This element of their

relationship was significant in motivating him to take a

step forward. If he couldn’t view his capabilities in a

holistic way, considering distinctive strengths equally



with struggles, he would likely feel either too defensive or

too discouraged to work on what he wanted to change,

such as improving his listening skills.

In their next session, the coach wanted to get a sense

of Sean’s typical day before working with him on a plan

to help him become a better listener. She had already

learned that his job entailed supporting the CEO in

strategically leading the global enterprise by overseeing

financial operations across the globe and with his C-suite

peers. He had a good rapport with Wall Street analysts

and enjoyed preparing for quarterly investor calls. Sean’s

team of direct reports included eight heads of finance for

the enterprise and the various business units around the

world.

“Let’s say I’m one of your direct reports,” the coach

began. “Walk me through a typical day and how we

interact. Let’s start with the physical space. Tell me about

your office. What do I see?”

Sean proceeded, “I have a desk facing the window

with two computers on it, one for internal company

business and another to follow stock activity. There’s

another desk in front facing the door and my chair sits

in between. When I’m in the office, I spend most of my

time looking at these screens.”

“So, with your back to the door?” the coach inquired.

“Pretty much.”

“Ok,” she said. “So let’s say that I come to talk with

you, either planned or unplanned. What happens then?”

Sean described scenarios where a direct report or peer

would stand in the doorway while he remained glued to

the two screens, with his back to them. He explained that

he detested “meetings for the sake of meetings,” so he

kept conversations short and sweet. He also didn’t like to

micromanage, so unless there was an important update

or a problem that someone needed help in solving, he

didn’t see much need to meet, and he kept those

discussions to ten or fifteen minutes, often while the

person remained standing.



In the 360 feedback, Sean’s staff and peers reported

feeling as if he didn’t have time for them and didn’t care

to listen to what they had to say. Now, in the

conversation with his coach, it was dawning on Sean

that the quality of the relationship he had with others

was functional and purely focused on a task or problem

solving. Confronted with that realization, he looked at

his coach and said, “No wonder people don’t feel like I

listen to them! They must think I’m a jerk!” His coach

didn’t agree with his entire self-assessment, but she did

agree with one thing. Most of the time, he paid more

attention to the problem or task and not the person—

and this was an obstacle for his ability to lead the team

effectively.

Over the following months, Sean experimented with

new behaviors to adjust the ways in which he interacted

with his direct reports and peers. His goal was to build a

better working relationship with others. This included

getting out from behind his desk and away from the

flashing computer screens, which were a major

distraction. Sean began by meeting with people in a

conference room and later at a small table in his office.

He scheduled monthly meetings with his direct reports,

with no agenda. They could use the time in whatever

way they wanted. His job was to ask a few questions and

mostly listen. He was intentional about finding a place to

meet with minimal distractions. It felt strange at first,

and he battled thoughts that it was a colossal waste of

time. But then, in a matter of months, Sean noticed that

people were more open with him and shared more

information. He knew more about the people around

him in terms of what they had going on at work and

even outside of work, and he felt more connected to

them.

Sean’s story illustrates how sometimes the smallest

steps—in this case, getting out from behind his desk,

being genuinely interested in engaging with people, and

actively listening to people—can lead to the biggest

outcomes. That’s because behavior change is



fundamentally about changing our thoughts and habits

one step at a time.

But Sean’s story is also about a resonant coaching

relationship and what a coach can do to develop one.

Along with colleagues from the Coaching Research Lab

at Case Western Reserve University, we have collectively

studied quality within relationships in various contexts

over the past twelve years. We define a quality

relationship along three dimensions: the degree of

shared vision, shared compassion, and shared relational

energy—much like what we described in the coaching

relationship with Sean. We’ve seen how those three

elements repeatedly have a strong, positive impact on a

host of leadership and organizational outcomes such as

engagement, effectiveness, and well-being.

In the same way as an individual embarking on

change is aided by a personal vision to sustain the

change she hopes to make, a shared vision between a

coach and coachee helps to create a bigger, hope-filled

image of the future. A sense of purpose replaces goals

and tasks as the reason for their interactions. Whether

the relationship is between a manager and subordinate,

teacher and student, doctor and patient, or spouses,

having a shared sense of purpose feels bigger than a task

of managing time better, trying to exercise more, or

planning a family vacation. When two or more people

create a shared vision, they resonate by connecting

deeply. Their conversations feel more meaningful beyond

just accomplishing short-term goals. They seem to move

in sync with one another.

research spotlight

Faculty and doctoral students in the Department of Organizational Behavior and the
Coaching Research Lab at the Weatherhead School of Management conducted a
wide range of studies examining the influence of shared vision, shared compassion,
and relational energy on the ability to create a positive or negative emotion in a
variety of applications. PEA and NEA in relationships were measured first by the
PNEA (positive-negative emotional attractors) Survey and later updated to its

current form—the Relational Climate Survey.  We provide a high-level summary of
many studies below.
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Three hundred and seventy-five Type II diabetic patients working with doctors who

created a shared vision around their desired future health followed the doctor’s

instructions—what is called treatment adherence—more than doctor-patient

relationships characterized differently.

Eighty-five senior banking leaders worked with a coach in two sessions;

relationship quality was measured through two instruments—the PNEA and the

Perceived Quality of the Employee Coaching Relationship (PQECR)—and found

that a quality coaching relationship amplified the impact of emotional and social

intelligence competencies on the leaders’ personal vision, work engagement, and

career satisfaction.

Shared compassion among IT managers and professions predicted engagement on

two different scales.

In a study of 218 community college presidents, shared vision led to increased

engagement on the part of faculty.

Physicians who were more effective leaders had doctor-patient relationships

characterized by shared vision and that amplified the impact of their social

intelligence competencies.

When executives in high-tech firms had working relationships with their direct

reports characterized by greater shared vision, compassion, and relational energy,

their units produced more product innovations than others.

When the relationships in a family business experienced more shared vision,

financial performance over the following five years and development of the next

generation of leaders was significantly better.

Daughters who had a shared vision with their fathers were more likely to become

the successors and CEOs of family businesses than their brothers.

The effect on team-member engagement from the collective emotional

competencies of team members in consulting and manufacturing was amplified by

the degree of shared vision they perceived in their teams.

Engineers felt dramatically more engaged in their project in the R&D division of a

major international manufacturing firm when they perceived a greater degree of

shared vision within the team.

The foundation for a true partnership emerges from a

shared commitment—at both rational and emotional

levels—to each other and what’s possible, not just to an

exchange of ideas. While shared vision spreads the

feeling of hope and purpose, shared compassion spreads

the feeling of caring. It involves the kind of mutual

caring and trust that leaves both parties feeling

appreciated and cared for. Mutual or shared

compassion (i.e., caring for each other as people, not just

their roles) is the glue that keeps helpers and the people

they help closely connected to one another. By

facilitating hope, optimism, mindfulness, caring, and

playfulness in the relationship, individuals activate the

PEA in themselves as well as those they seek to inspire
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and help, unleashing health benefits and other

advantages, as discussed in chapter 3.

Beyond shared vision and shared compassion, other

researchers offer additional considerations around what

elements of coaching relationships are notable and

relevant. Scholars at the University of Akron suggest that

high-quality coaching relationships are characterized by

four dimensions: genuineness of the relationship;

effective communication; comfort with the relationship;

and the extent to which the collaboration facilitates

development.  Another team of researchers studied

coaching relationships in a military service academy and

found rapport, trust, and commitment to be important.

(For key caveats to keep in mind when developing a

coaching relationship, see the sidebar “The Ethics of

Coaching.”)

the ethics of coaching

If you work as a professional coach, you must follow important codes of behavior.
These codes of behavior ensure that the profession of coaching upholds the highest
standards of professionalism. Adhering to ethical guidelines is often required for
membership in various coaching networks, so be sure to become familiar with
existing codes of ethics. Although we’re unable to include every coaching
organization’s codes, there are two in particular with well-developed, publicly
available codes of ethics: the Center for Credentialing and Education (CCE) and the
International Coach Federation (ICF). The codes of behavior suggested by both
organizations cover topics such as professional conduct with clients, conflict of
interest, and matters of confidentiality and privacy. Their websites provide
additional information.

But we would also say that, given the interpersonal nature of helping others,
ethical considerations are important for everyone to keep in mind. In general, four
universal principles serve as an important foundation for any coaching endeavor—
be it as a manager, teacher, parent, doctor, cleric, and so forth. First, remember
that flourishing is the main goal. Above all else, our primary aim in coaching is to
help others realize their aspirations and grow into the best version of themselves.
Borrowing language from Barbara Frederickson, the spirit of the coach’s work is to
broaden and build—it is never to manipulate or control. Second—and this one
obviously applies mainly to professional coaches—always have a contract, whether
your work is sponsored by an individual or an organization. It should be a written
contract that is agreed on and signed by all parties involved, specifying roles,
responsibilities, and expectations. It’s also useful to include elements of the
coaching process and the time period for the work to be completed.

Third, maintain confidentiality. The relationship between a coach and coachee
can be deep and complex. In all cases, it requires confidentiality. As a coach,
manager, or other helper, you must maintain the individual’s right to privacy.
Keeping your conversation just between the two of you also signals you are
trustworthy. Trust is fragile. It can take years to build it and a minute of poor
judgment to lose it. (If you’re a professional coach, include language on upholding
confidentiality in your contract. Discuss it at the beginning of your coaching
engagement, specifying how and through what means you’ll exchange information.)

Fourth, know your boundaries and keep them clear between you and the
individual you’re helping. If the individual discloses or you become aware of
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extenuating personal or even medical issues that extend beyond the scope of your
coaching abilities, make a referral to another professional who can help that person.
Examples of issues you might encounter are personal family matters such as a
divorce or maybe a troubled child, mental health concerns such as depression or
anxiety, financial struggles and concerns, or issues of illegal activity. Equally
important when it comes to boundaries is maintaining a professional relationship
(unless, of course, it’s your child or a friend you are coaching!). This can
sometimes be hard to tease out because, when done well, the coaching relationship
results in both parties feeling connected and close. Stay mindful, therefore, of the
well-being of the person you are helping by remembering not to allow the lines
between a professional and personal or romantic relationship to become blurred.

These are general guidelines and we share them only as a starting point. They
aren’t meant to be a comprehensive list in any way. The best guideline is to
mindfully uphold the intention in coaching to “do no harm.” And if you are a
professional coach, always stay abreast of current ethical guidelines and be attuned
to potential ethical concerns.

the coaching mindset

As a coach, your frame of mind is as important as the

skills you bring to the coaching conversation. When

you’re feeling internally off-balance, you are unlikely to

make much progress in a coaching situation.

Preparation and readiness are everything, as is practice.

Throughout this book we’ve discussed how coaching

comes in many different forms—and one key way that

many of us have “coached” others is as parents,

particularly around transitions in our children’s lives.

Consider the following story from Ellen, one of this

book’s authors, about her efforts to coach her daughter

around making choices about her future.

One fall evening in Maureen’s senior year of high

school, Ellen arrived home late from a full day of

teaching to find her husband putting dinner on the

table. What a relief! It had been a long day and she

remembered that the refrigerator was empty since she

hadn’t made it to the grocery store, so this was a

welcome gift. She’d also fought rush-hour traffic and

highway construction to attend an information meeting

at Maureen’s school about applying for and paying for

college.

Throughout the meeting, as the school counselors

presented a barrage of details, Ellen felt her stress level

rising. “When did the college application process become



so complex?” she wondered. She also found herself

daydreaming about how simple life had seemed when

Maureen was a child. “Wasn’t it just yesterday that I

attended the parent meeting for kindergarten?” Where

did the time go?” The counselors reviewed important

steps that the students needed to follow—everything

from registering for the last round of standardized tests

to finalizing the list of schools to apply to and writing

application essays. Ellen left the meeting with three

pages of notes and a headache.

Hungry and whipped from the day, she sat down at

the dinner table with family. Ellen was anxious to talk

with Maureen and share what she’d learned at the

parent meeting. She asked her with genuine curiosity,

“Do you have new thoughts about the schools you want

to apply to?”

“Yeah, I think so,” Maureen responded flatly. “But I’d

like to check out a few more schools.” This was a surprise

to Ellen. They’d already spent the summer visiting

several colleges, and Maureen had compiled a list of five

to seven colleges she was interested in. Sitting at the

kitchen table, Ellen could feel her own anxiety, which

had begun at the parent meeting, rising. Still, she

reminded herself that her daughter probably was feeling

overwhelmed by the choices she needed to make.

Ellen decided to pursue another line of questioning. As

gently as she could, she asked, “How are your essays

coming along?” College admission counselors all offered

the same advice: as soon as the applications open, start

drafting your essays—and don’t wait until the last

minute. For reasons that Ellen couldn’t figure out,

Maureen, who was a strong student, had procrastinated

all summer and seemed reluctant to get started on her

essays. It was like she was paralyzed to engage in the

process.

“I haven’t started them yet,” Maureen responded,

looking annoyed. “We’re going to work on them in

English class next week.”



Suddenly, it was as though a switch went off in Ellen.

The full impact of her own feelings of being

overwhelmed and fatigued suddenly took over, and she

responded angrily, “What in the world is the problem?

You’ve had all summer. It’s time to stop stalling and start

writing!”

Then, silence. Maureen glared out the window.

Immediately, Ellen regretted what she said and felt

remorseful. Clearly that interaction hadn’t gone so well.

She wanted to be helpful but had failed. She knew that

she’d just lost one chance, at least, of making a positive

connection with her daughter and actually encouraging

her to start on her essays. By allowing herself to get

frustrated by Maureen’s response, she stopped listening

and being empathetic.

Later, Ellen reflected on what she could have done

differently. Most importantly, she would have taken

stock of her emotional and physical state before

attempting to enter into such a potentially charged

conversation. Had she been more self-aware, she would

have realized she was tired and not in a good place to

coach or even fully listen. Then, perhaps on another day

when both she and Maureen were more relaxed, she

could try again. This time, she’d remember her own

teenage years and try to be more empathetic to the

pressure on her daughter to figure out her life. She

would try to walk alongside her, so to speak, rather than

sit across from Maureen and ask more questions

anchored in the positive emotional attractor. For

example, questions such as “What are you excited to

learn, try, and accomplish at college?” or “What subjects

in school do you enjoy so much that you can’t wait for

the next class?” That might help open up Maureen to

her possibilities and personal vision—as opposed to firing

guilt-inducing questions at her, which had only triggered

stress and anxiety and shut her down more.

As Ellen’s parenting story illustrates all too clearly, the

frame of mind and emotional state of anyone who tries

to help another is fundamental to how the conversation



will unfold. Next we share some basic guidelines for

ensuring more mindful coaching interactions.

cornerstones of coaching

We offer three cornerstones to help you approach

coaching interactions with a mindset for building and

nurturing a quality coaching relationship. First, believe

that individual change is a process, not an event.

Growth and development take time. In pursuit of new

habits, it takes practice and feedback to grow one’s

openness, awareness, and energy to think and behave

differently. This is just as true for the helper as it is for

the person seeking to change or on the receiving end of

help. We all need to allow ourselves room to make

mistakes and to grow and improve. The process doesn’t

happen overnight, although we often forget this under

time pressures and daily stress.

For example, Ellen’s efforts to coach her daughter

about her future didn’t begin just that evening at the

dinner table. Ellen had been helping Maureen for the

past year to consider careers and colleges that could be a

good fit for her. So the process of trying to help Maureen

to discern what she wanted to do and explore the right

college for her was unfolding over time. But in that

particular moment at dinner, Ellen slipped into

negativity and expected immediate answers, which never

works when we’re trying to genuinely help. Fortunately,

she and her daughter already had a lifetime of building

a bond, and Ellen knew she would be able to work with

her daughter once she had replenished her own inner

resources and equilibrium.

Second, consider your approach to coaching as a

chance to mine for gold, not dig for dirt. A story

appeared in the Houston Business Journal years ago

that’s become a favorite in our coach education and

certification programs.  In the late nineteenth century,

Andrew Carnegie was one of the wealthiest individuals in

America. A poor immigrant from Scotland, he worked
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many jobs as a young man, eventually becoming the

leader of the largest steel manufacturer in the country.

At one point, Carnegie had many millionaires working

for him, which was quite rare for the times. A reporter

curious to understand his secrets interviewed Carnegie,

inquiring how it was possible to have paid that much

money to so many people. Carnegie shared that people

are developed the same way that gold is mined. “Several

tons of dirt must be moved to get an ounce of gold, but

you don’t go into the mine looking for dirt. You go into

the mine looking for gold.” Excellent coaches approach

coaching conversations looking for the gold in the other

person or group. This is common sense but uncommon

practice—and even with the best of intentions, the best

coaches can miss this golden opportunity. As in Ellen’s

story with her daughter, by getting emotionally charged,

she missed an important opportunity to help Maureen

connect with her strengths and see her own unique gifts

and instead shut down any dialogue, at least

temporarily.

Third, consider that the agenda for the conversation

should come from the person being coached. This means

that, although the coach is the keeper of the overall

process, the fundamental reason for the process is to

help the other person—not for the coach to share his

advice or experience. So, keep the agenda flexible and

meet others wherever they are. As keepers of the process,

it’s important to know the end goal and stay true to it

but allow the individual to have a say and choice in how

you use your time together more often than not. As

illustrated in Ellen’s story, one pitfall was that she drove

the agenda for the conversation with her daughter

rather than inviting Maureen to talk, and because she’d

failed to check her own energy, she was unable to

respond as empathetically as she would have liked.

Apart from those three basic guidelines, the most

important ingredient for establishing a high-quality

coaching relationship is being fully present and being

mindful of yourself as well as the other person. Even the



most experienced coaches have to work at it every time

they coach. One crucial element for nurturing trust and

demonstrating support is to pay close attention, deeply

and actively listening to the other person. We’ll explore

this further in the next section.

l isten beyond what you hear

Recall Sean’s story and how, after a lengthy discussion

about his positive feedback, Sean’s coach asked a crucial

question: “What else?”

Sean was able then to admit to the negative feedback

he’d also read and how it was bugging him. “What else?”

(also “Tell me more”) is one of our favorite questions, one

that we always encourage our students to include in

their coaching conversations. The question itself has an

inviting effect because it communicates an interest in

other people’s thoughts-beneath-their-thoughts. It also

conveys an openness to hear whatever it is that the

individual might be reluctant to say. Often the question

elicits revelations that might surprise even the responder.

Recall for a moment a time when you held someone

else’s attention, when you knew the person was

completely focused on what you were saying and intent

on understanding your idea or feeling. If you are like

most people, it felt great! You felt respected, cared for,

even loved. You felt special. At a basic human level, we

all want to be understood and appreciated and when we

take the time to listen to another person, we demonstrate

that we care and value what they have to say.

Listening is key to helping us resonate with others

around us. It allows people to trust and feel trusted in

return. By feeling safe psychologically and emotionally,

listening encourages the other person to feel safe

psychologically and emotionally, and therefore be open

to new ideas and experiences. But in the workplace, the

importance of deep listening is often trumped by the

pressure to perform and demonstrate expertise.
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To listen is to hear with thoughtful attention.  Active

listening is giving your full attention to the other person

and listening with all of your senses. Your intention in

active listening is to fully understand the other person’s

idea or message and demonstrate respect for their point

of view, even if you disagree with it. Through your words

and nonverbal cues, you should strive to convey that you

may or may not agree with the other person, but first

that you want to understand their thoughts and feelings

and that you accept and respect what they have to say.

Most of us struggle when it comes to listening. We

interrupt people. We finish the other person’s sentences.

We evaluate what they are saying. Within thirty seconds,

the judge within us not only decides that we know what

the other person is thinking, feeling, and about to say,

but often, we can’t resist the urge to tell him in the form

of a suggestion, advice, or a command.

In a pivotal article published in 1952 in Harvard

Business Review, Carl Rogers and F. J. Roethlisberger,

professors at Harvard Business School, suggested that

the urge to quickly evaluate what we hear is automatic

and instinctive. It creates a barrier to listening, open

communication, and learning. When we hear a

statement made by someone, we immediately have a

tendency to agree or disagree and have a reaction not

just to what the person said, but also to our own

thoughts in response. When deep feelings arise within

the conversation, our reaction takes on a degree of

emotional intensity. Dialogue shuts down as tempers and

tensions rise, stalling any hope of learning or

understanding.

In coaching, further breakdowns in listening can

occur—paradoxically because of the fundamental job of

the coach, which is to exercise self-awareness and

emotional self-control, especially when listening. But this

can be a double-edged sword. Such self-control isn’t easy

and can actually activate the NEA in the coach as he

actively resists the urge to speak!
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It’s true that the best coaches are great listeners. But

as humans, we are all easily distracted. We get caught

up in our own thoughts and while we think that we are

actively listening to others, we often are anticipating

what we have to say next. The extent of our ability and

interest to listen is surface-level. We are listening to the

conversation playing out inside our mind, not being fully

present to listen to the other person.

Active listening takes a good deal of intention, effort,

and energy. It starts with a deep and genuine self-

awareness of who we are and what we bring to the

coaching interaction. It includes being aware of our

biases. In the words of gestalt psychotherapist Robert

Lee, “Our assumptions and stereotypes create filters for

how we hear people. We don’t hear others from the

place of who they are. We hear them through the filter of

who we think they are. So, being aware of our implicit

biases is essential to keep us honest and enable us to be

open to listen fully to what the person in front of us, on

the computer screen or on the phone has to say.”

research spotlight

Strengthening our awareness and skills to be attentive listeners has its benefits in
solidifying coaching relationships that are positive and generative. Researchers Guy
Itzchakov and Avi Kluger conducted several studies involving attentive and
distracted listeners. In one study, 114 undergraduate students were randomly
paired with attentive and distracted listeners. When speakers felt listened to by
someone instructed to be attentive, they reported higher self-awareness, lower
anxiety, and greater clarity around their attitudes than when they were matched
with distracted listeners. They were able to reflect both strengths and weaknesses
more than those paired with a distracted listener. They also reported more complex
or multifaceted factors impacting their topic of discussion. They could think more
holistically and envision to a greater degree. Drawing insights from their studies, the
researchers advocate that attentive, empathic listening encourages others to feel
relaxed, be more self-aware, and expand their capability to openly reflect.

Source: G. Itzchakov and A. Kluger, “The Power of Listening in Helping People
Change,” hbr.org, May 17, 2018.

Deep listening continues with being aware of the other

person. Listening with all of our senses means that we

hear, see, and feel what the other person shares, shows,

and experiences. We hear words and are attentive to

emotional and nonverbal cues. We dial in to language,
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facial expression, and tone. We see eyes light up, the

furrowed brow, and the fidgeting in the chair. We hear

changes in voice, pace of speech, and breath—all in

service of seeking to understand and maintain a safe,

supportive space for the person to reflect and learn.

In helping relationships, one internal resource that

coaches and helpers rely on to be tuned into another

individual is empathy. Empathy represents our ability to

put ourselves in the shoes of another person (or group)

and imagine what the individual is seeing, thinking, and

feeling as if we were that individual while realizing that

we are not. Our colleague Helen Riess, from the Harvard

Medical School, suggests that we are hardwired to be

empathetic through mirror neurons, which are

specialized brain cells in the premotor cortex. She

explains, “Before their discovery, scientists generally

believed that our brains used logical thought processes to

interpret and predict other people’s actions. We now

believe these neurological ‘mirrors’ and shared circuits

give us the ability to understand not just what another is

thinking but to feel what they are feeling as well.” These

specialized neurons allow us to connect cognitively with

others, forming the basis of what Reiss calls shared mind

intelligence—literally being in the same cognitive

wavelength as another person.

Empathy has three different facets—cognitive,

emotional, and behavioral—that contribute to

strengthening our bond or connection in our helping

relationships.  Cognitive empathy involves conceptually

understanding the perspective of another person and

draws on the neural networks that involve analytical

processing. It engages the analytical network as we focus

our attention on collecting information to form a holistic

picture of the person or situation and work to learn and

absorb her perspective. Emotional empathy is the ability

to be emotionally in tune with another person and feel

what she feels. For example, this could be the excitement

you feel when your coworker gets that promotion she’s

worked hard for or the sadness and heaviness you feel
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when your best friend’s mother dies after an unexpected

illness. Emotional empathy activates regions of our

emotional brain center, or empathic network. We have

an easier time accessing emotional empathy when we see

ourselves as similar to another person (e.g., you grew up

in the same hometown, played the same varsity sport in

high school, share the same religious or political views).

It’s often not as immediate or instinctive when the

differences between two people are great.

Behavioral empathy is the third facet of empathy. It is

also known as empathic concern, as it is the motivation

to respond to help another person in some way. It is

when our thinking and feeling are integrated and propel

us to want to do something. You demonstrate empathic

concern when you feel that inner tug in your heart that

requires you to act to help another person.

Depending on the unique disposition of the coach, an

individual may respond differently to the range of

emotional expressions that the coach might use. Being

emotionally attuned creates an emotional connection,

while an analytical approach may give the individual a

sense that the coach is more interested in solving the

perceived problem. There’s no one best way. In reality, to

truly help others, we need to utilize all forms of empathy:

the ability to attune ourselves to others, the desire to

understand others, and the willingness to be an active

participant who helps others on their journey of

development and change.

But for those of us who struggle to listen well, there is

hope! Listening is an art and a skill that can be

developed. Henry Kimsey-House and Karen Kimsey-

House, along with colleagues Phillip Sandahl and Laura

Whitworth, suggest that there are three levels of

listening, through which connecting and coaching

relationships take shape:

Level 1 listening, also known as the connection level, involves listening

to others and deciding what their words mean to us personally. The

listener emphasizes an inward focus; listening at this level is useful to
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establish common ground in conversations by connecting on a

personal level with the other person.

Level 2 listening is referred to as the focused level. This level involves

giving full attention to the other person and demonstrating empathy

and intuition to deeply understand and connect with those with whom

we interact.

Level 3 listening is the global level and involves listening with all of our

senses and beyond just the words. While continuing to give full

attention to the other person, we give a bigger context to what we hear

and consider the broader environment and what is not being said in

addition to what is being shared.

Listening at level 1 allows us to connect with other

people. This is the listening that happens all the time in

the workplace, when we meet someone at a networking

event, or are in a team meeting together. One person

talks about his weekend at his lake house. You just spent

a weekend away renting a house on the same lake and

you end up trading stories about favorite restaurants in

the area. This is significant because connecting with

others forms the basis for our professional and personal

relationships. But to coach effectively, we need to go past

just connecting to listen at levels 2 and 3. In order to

establish a high-quality relationship and be truly helpful,

we need to lean in and listen with all of our senses.

We offer two other simple tips to help you stay

attentive and listen at your best. Remember the 80-20

rule. As a coach, manager, or other helper, aim to speak

only 20 percent of the time, allowing the individual

you’re helping to speak 80 percent. This helps to

reinforce that the focus is on the individual. Another

favorite is the acronym WAIT, which stands for “Why

am I talking?” If you find yourself taking up a lot of

airspace, you’re not coaching; you’re either telling your

own story or teaching or managing or directing. By

remembering W-A-I-T, you can keep yourself on track.

If you catch yourself talking too much, use a question to

shift the focus away from you and your story and back to

the person you are coaching.



We hope that you’ve found meaningful content and

practical tips in this chapter to help you in your efforts to

build and nurture high-quality helping relationships. In

chapter 8, we’ll explore how organizations strive to build

a culture of coaching through a variety of approaches

including peer coaching, managerial coaching, and

using external coaches.

KEY LEARNING POINTS
1. The relationship between a coach and coachee or helper and person

being helped is the heart of any developmental relationship. The

relationship needs to be resonant to be high quality, which means it is

characterized by an overall positive emotional tone, a shared vision,

and shared compassion.

2. When striving to coach or help others to change, approach the

relationship with a coaching mindset. Change is a process, not an

event, and it takes time. Believe that gold exists within every person

and your main job is to help move tons of dirt to find the treasure.

Stay focused on the other person, not on the process or the problem.

Let the person drive the agenda more often than you do.

3. Deep, active listening on the part of the coach is fundamental and

essential to build high-quality helping relationships.

REFLECTION AND APPLICATION
EXERCISES

1. Over the course of the next week or so, notice the conversations you

have with others. Note if and how other people listen to you, and how

you listen to them. Note any patterns that emerge in these

conversations with regard to how each person listens to each other.

2. During your ride to work (not recommended if you are the person

driving) or some other moment of downtime early in your day, reflect

on earlier interactions you had that morning with your spouse,

partner, children, parents, or roommates. What did you talk about?

How well did you listen? Did you hear what they were saying and how

they felt about it?

3. Focus on one conversation at work each day, whether in a group

meeting or a one-on-one conversation. Then talk to the person

afterward and tell them what you heard and felt they were trying to

communicate. Check to see if that is what they meant.

CONVERSATION GUIDE
1. In your study group or among a group of colleagues, discuss

observations that you had from a shared meeting. Did you observe

people in the meeting who seemed to be actively listening and attentive

to others? Did you observe people in the same meeting who seemed to



be distracted or not attentive to others for whatever reason? What

bearing did your observations have on the productivity of the meeting?

How about on the relationships between people?

2. Thinking about the same meeting as the above activity, were there

some people who seemed to be lecturing or talking at others rather

than with them? What is it about these people’s behavior or

relationships with others that stands out? When you compare these

individuals with those in the same meeting who were attentive and

listening to others, what were the differences in how these two people

were behaving?

3. Discuss the last time you were in a conversation (possibly with a

spouse, partner, or coworker) when you felt the other person seemed

to be paying attention but did not seem to be really listening. How did

that make you feel?



CHAPTER 8

creating a culture of
coaching or helping

pathways to transform the
organization

When Jeff Darner, senior director of talent management

and human resources, first brought coaching into Moen,

a Fortune Brands company, he faced a grindingly slow

process. As he said, the executives “were not used to

asking people about how they feel.”  What’s more,

Moen’s managers already felt pressed for time to

complete their daily work and saw developmental

conversations as another task on their already lengthy

lists. Little by little, through training and conversations,

the climate changed. Managers who once felt they didn’t

have time to talk—much less listen—to each other, now

take the time to do just that. They even report observable

daily, informal coaching moments among managers and

with staff members in the halls and after meetings.

That’s the kind of coaching culture we are helping to

create in the organizations in which we work, and now

with this book we’re trying to spread that learning.

Specifically, an effective coaching culture develops in

organizations where people have gained skills in helping

other people through coaching to the positive emotional

attractor.

In other settings—among our families or friends, or

within communities—developing norms of helping each

other grow, learn, and be open to new ideas would help

us adapt to the ever-changing world. Such caring would
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also help build or maintain more resonant relationships,

which, as we have explained, help the person offering

the help as well as others by moving them periodically

into the PEA. Although we are focusing the discussion in

this chapter on work organizations, all of the points and

examples would apply to creating a developmental

culture in the other settings we mentioned as well.

bringing coaching to work organizations

Of course, coaching is still relatively new to

organizations. Although coaching came to corporations

in the late 1960s and early 1970s, it didn’t become an

established practice until the late 1990s and early 2000s.

We are still exploring the many forms of coaching and

finding ways to perfect it. One thing we’ve learned,

however, is that the coaching relationship is key,

especially when we consider that organizations are in

need of resonant leaders who can motivate and engage

others. We also know that coaching can elevate the

professional prospects of certain special and at-risk

groups in organizations, such as emerging leaders,

minority groups, and women. This works in our families

as well as with those feeling excluded or somehow

marginalized.

For example, we know that in the United States,

women in organizations don’t receive coaching as much

or as often as do men. Yet women “face distinct

individual and organizational realities” that coaching

could help them address, according to our friends and

colleagues Margaret (Miggy) Hopkins, professor at the

University of Toledo, and Deborah O’Neil, professor at

Bowling Green State University. In one of our many

discussions with Miggy and Deb, they noted that women

remain underrepresented in leadership roles and are

underpaid as a group. Coaching therefore could provide

professional women with a safe place to contend with

issues like career advancement in male-dominated fields

and to reflect on work-life integration. They also found



that researchers recommend coaching for helping both

women and minorities find their unique voice and

advance through organizational structures. You can see

how similar dynamics might also be present in our

families and communities.

But providing coaching isn’t always easy, especially at

first, as Jeff Darner found when he introduced coaching

at Moen. And it can also be challenging even long after

coaching has been introduced in an organization, as

Niloofar Ghods discovered when she became leader of

Cisco Systems’ coaching practice. She walked into the job

looking forward to providing a variety of development

options for thousands of Cisco’s executives and

professionals. Little did she know that her first task

would be taking stock of the deluge of coaching

configurations already in place. Cisco was spending

millions on coaching but could account for only a small

percentage of the coaches being used by the company

and its people. As Niloofar described it, “I had to clean

house.”

We’ve heard the same story from many learning and

development executives of Fortune 500 companies. Like

Niloofar, they find they must begin by surveying and

documenting how much coaching is being delivered and

by whom. At that point, they review the best ways for

people to have access to coaches. Moreover, ensuring

consistent coaching quality and managing fees presents

a major challenge, something Niloofar addressed by

creating a training and certification process for all

coaches Cisco uses, both internal and external.

But other organizations face development challenges

that are far more complex than accounting for and

providing the best coaching. Amy Grubb coordinates

staff development (which sometimes includes coaching)

for twenty-five thousand people at the Federal Bureau of

Investigation. Adding to the pressure of the job itself,

FBI leaders are in the public spotlight daily. They have to

present a veneer of perfection while somehow juggling

the demands of truth, justice, and partisan politics.
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Although the FBI uses coaches automatically when

onboarding a new executive or transitioning someone to

a new job, Amy also created a program where a leader

can request a coach as needed. When the federal budget

became tighter, however, she began to encourage more

“self-coaching” through mindfulness exercises.

As these examples illustrate, creating an effective

coaching culture requires a range of management skills

and thoughtful discernment—everything from assessing

overall need and managing access to coaches, to

(sometimes) centralizing coach training and certification

to ensure quality. We also see in these examples three

basic approaches to offering coaching services in

organizations: (1) encourage and train associates to peer

coach in pairs or teams; (2) provide access to internal or

external coaches (people professionally trained as

coaches and typically certified by some professional

group); and/or (3) educate and develop managers and

senior leaders to provide coaching to their direct reports

and others. In the remainder of this chapter, we will look

at each of these three approaches in turn.

peer coaching

An approach used to craft a culture of coaching in

organizations is peer coaching. It is also a beneficial way

to introduce a norm of helping or coaching with

compassion into families, teams, social groups, and even

communities. This is an age-old process, of course; we

used to call this “being friends.” But many of us find we

don’t have much time today for talking directly to even

our closest friends. Too often we rely on Facebook

updates or texting or email at the expense of developing

or maintaining deeper emotional relationships.

Peer coaching formalizes a personal, supportive

connection for mutual help. The idea is for two or more

people of relatively equal status to come together to help

each other with personal and professional development,

using a reflective process often involving recalling
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meaningful incidents or stand-out moments. Our

colleagues Kathy Kram, Ilene Wasserman, Polly Parker,

and Tim Hall describe the process of helping as dynamic

and the main purpose of peer coaching “to promote

goal-directed mutual learning with clear boundaries.”

Reviewing specific events from work appears most

helpful when the people involved see each of the events

as a kind of living case study. So, one person selects an

event of relative importance from work, presents it to the

other individual or group, and together they brainstorm

about how it went and what other options might have

been available. This mode of review has been seen as

more valuable when it involves peers talking to and

helping one another, as opposed to peers being guided

by an expert or “superior,” which can feel like another

level of the “ought” self being imposed, which then

stimulates more NEA.

When more than two people are involved, then you

have a peer-coaching group. One of the most successful

peer-coaching groups to help people change their

behavior is Alcoholics Anonymous.  It was the peer

aspect—people stripped of formal status differences and

talking as equals—that gave AA credibility. It enabled

people to approach one of the most difficult behaviors to

change, an addiction habit, with a sense of possibility.

The members of a meeting, as they are called, come to

rely on each other for insight, inspiration, and comfort.

Knowing that they have each “been there” makes the

discussions believable and honest.

Peer coaching can be formal or informal and can

involve people from within and outside of the

organization. These relationships often sustain

themselves over long periods of time because the people

develop deep, resonant relationships involving mutual

caring and compassion, shared vision and purpose, and

an upbeat, helpful mood.

Best of all, from an organizational standpoint at least,

peer coaching offers a low-cost alternative for providing

help to large numbers of managers and employees and
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can lead to a very positive cultural norm. In particular,

peer coaching provides a great way for organizations to

practice coaching on a daily basis and to cascade it

down from managers to employees.

But how, exactly, does peer coaching work? Because

peer-coaching groups tend to be durable and foster a

meaningful way for peers or family members to relate to

each other, the groups often stimulate the kind of

positive emotional contagion that leads others, through

social mimicry, to make positive changes. In this sense,

peer-coaching groups can become a new form of

support and in the best case, an extended family. All of

this eventually leads to improved organizational norms.

What’s more, while peer coaching can be used to

facilitate an organization’s culture change, it sometimes

turns out to be a crucial component to the culture itself.

It can be more important than other forms of training,

which can offer distractions and diversions to practicing

coaching because of the other topics and participants.

Peer coaching provides a dedicated social setting in

which group members explore helping each other.

Peer coaching can also take many formats. In the Case

Western Reserve University courses, we ask people to

develop their personal board of directors. This exercise

not only helps people increase awareness of their key

relationships and sources of support, but it also provides

them with a ready-made list of people with whom they

can check their progress. Our colleagues Monica Higgins

and Kathy Kram call a similar formation developmental

networks.  They recommend having a number of key

people in the network and using them individually or

together to continue exploring personal and professional

growth.

In peer coaching, as with coaching delivered by a

trained coach, relationships are key. All work in

organizations occurs in a network, where each person is

connected to others and where the actions of one impact

someone else. When people work together in ways that

are helpful, supportive, and meaningful through peer-
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coaching relationships, employees are given the support

to innovate, adapt, perform, and even live healthier,

more sustainable lives. In the safety net of trusting peer-

coaching relationships, people exchange support,

reality-test ideas, and interpret shared meaning of

events. To be effective, participants need some form of

self-awareness and reflection, as well as a great deal of

caring and compassion for each other. (See the sidebar

“Developing Your Coaching Skills in Organizations” and

chapter 7 for more information on how to develop high-

quality coaching relationships and refine your coaching

skills.) Those elements are the emotional glue that

facilitates intentional change and fosters learning. In

contrast to task groups, the relationships and emotional

bonds are the purpose of these groups. Our friends and

colleagues Vanessa Druskat and Chris Keyes did a study

of MBA learning teams and showed that norms that

produced the highest grades (i.e., task performance) in a

semester were almost opposite the norms that produced

the most learning one semester later.  One example was

that groups that received the highest grades (best task

performance) avoided discussing conflicts, like uneven

participation or freeloading (some people coasting on

the work of others and not doing their fair share) among

the team members. But those teams in which the MBAs

felt they were learning the most openly discussed these

and other conflicts and attempted resolutions, which in

turn enabled them to perform better in the long run.

developing your coaching skills in organizations

The steps for developing coaching skills follow the stages of sustained, desired
change as described in Intentional Change Theory:

1. First, examine your personal vision for your future and determine the extent to

which helping others or coaching in any form is part of what you desire.

2. Once you develop a personal vision that includes coaching, take stock of your

capability to establish effective helping relationships. For most people,

participating in training is often helpful to expand understanding of the role of a

coach and elevate your skills, whether you are a manager hoping to become a

better coach of your team or a peer coach. This should ideally include regular

assessment and feedback, and might involve face-to-face training, online courses

(asynchronous like a MOOC or synchronous like a live, interactive webinar), or

some combination of those options. If you aspire to become a professional coach,

you’ll need to invest in considerable training to develop the requisite skills.
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3. Identify professionals currently doing coaching in the manner you desire to learn,

and then shadow the effective coaches or peer coaching groups. This is an

important way to see coaching in action, and you can follow up your observation

with a discussion with the coaches, sharing personal reflections.

4. The coaching process is composed of numerous elements or stages. This may

include questions and actions that bring the coachee into the PEA rather than the

NEA. Experiment, therefore, with aspects of the coaching process with which you

are not familiar. Again, accompany each of your learning efforts with reflection

and feedback from trusted others.

5. Follow your experimentation with practice that also includes reflection and

feedback.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you achieve a degree of comfort and a sense of mastery.

A word of caution: Sometimes peer coaching,

especially peer-coaching groups, can turn to the “dark

side” and focus on negative emotions. After all, that’s

how managers traditionally have been trained—to direct

their attention on problem identification and problem

solving. While this approach does help in some ways, it

isn’t very effective when it comes to human development.

As we’ve shown throughout this book, a problem-focused

approach may seem efficient, but it ignores the fact that

thinking about and arousing feelings about problems

activates the NEA, which in turn can close a person’s

imagination to new ideas and possibilities. Recognizing

that a problem exists is quite different from spending a

lot of time thinking and talking about it. It negatively

frames the opportunity. As a result, people wallow in the

mire of negativity and feel stuck as they sink further and

further into the swill. To minimize the possibility of

groups turning in a negative direction, it’s a good idea

for the group to periodically check in with a skilled

coach or request specific training in group facilitation.

Once positive peer coaching becomes a norm within

an organization, our friend and colleague Frank Barrett

tells us, it “changes the social fabric.”  Frank points out

that to have and keep friends, we need “unscheduled

time, repeated interaction, and a feeling of safety.” He

reminds us that Aristotle said that friends are the key to

society.  The same is true in weaving a new social fabric.

This changes what it means to be in the organization

and in these relationships.
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new soc ial  ident i ty  groups

One of the many benefits of peer-coaching groups is that

they often morph into what has been called a social

identity group.  Take the case of one leadership

program we studied, a group of twenty or so doctors,

nurses, engineers, professors, and deans (many of whom

held executive positions in their professions). In four

longitudinal studies conducted one, two, and three years

after they completed the program, they reported that

along with major changes in their behavior and jobs,

they had found with each other a new reference group.

While most of the people they were closest to in their

everyday lives wanted them to continue doing what they

were doing—and often found discussion of major

changes to be threatening—these participants told us

that the group from the program remained the friends

with whom they could talk about their dreams and

futures.

This group evolved out of a highly innovative program,

the Professional Fellows at the Weatherhead School of

Management, which created an opportunity for

advanced professionals with their terminal degree to

continue developing. Using participative pedagogy, the

cohort met for a year, once a week, for a seminar in the

evening, plus one Saturday each month for a more

personal form of development. Participants created new

personal vision statements and spent time learning to

“coach” each other in converting their visions into

learning plans for the next few years of their lives.

Many executive programs and graduate degree

programs report such spontaneous creations of social

identity groups. Note that these relationships were not

developed out of shared agony and tough experiences,

like boot camps. As we have discussed about effective

coaching relationships in earlier chapters, the PEA

activities helped them to come together and build deep

understanding of each other’s dreams. They cared about

each other and their development. They had a shared
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vision, compassion, and level of energy. These resonant

relationships had durability resulting from positive

emotional contagion and shared purpose.

a tradit ion of  peer coaching

Such peer-coaching groups, of course, are not new to

organizations. In the 1960s and 1970s, peer-coaching

groups were often called support groups or T groups

(which stood for sensitivity training groups). In the

1980s, quality circles and other forms of employee

participation groups became a popular trend. By the

1990s, this morphed into self-managing and self-

designing work teams, and in the early 2000s people

began experimenting with learning teams or study

groups in organizations.

All of these forms had several things in common. First,

they were informally generated, volunteer groups of

peers. Second, their purpose was for the members to

help each other with life, work, and learning (this was

the main purpose, even if drinking and eating were a

part of each meeting). Third, the members created their

own agenda and managed their own process (i.e., no

facilitators).

When a group gelled and people felt a rapport, it

became a new social identity group for its members, who

would look forward to their meetings. The relationships

generalized beyond these meetings to other settings as

people became friends and close colleagues at work.

When the group members all worked in the same

organization, others would observe their new ways of

interacting outside of meetings. If the emotional

contagion spread, new practices would turn into new

norms in the organization.

Two forces combined to feed the growing energy that

was driving peer coaching: making coaching accessible

to a wider audience, not just executives, and having a

process that was enduring. That is, the relationships

and feelings generated in the group did not dissipate



three to six weeks after the class, training program, or

activity was completed, as is often the norm. It lasted!

The accessibility of the coaching group enabled tens of

thousands in an organization to benefit from coaching

and development. And the company or government

agency did not have to hire and pay hundreds of

coaches or consultants.

We might think of expanding peer coaching as the

ultimate developmental activity for organizations. It

takes a focus on “the manager as coach” and extends it

to every manager, professional, administrative, or

production worker. This holds the potential for coaching

to become a part of development for legions of people

who might not normally have access to paid coaches. In

this way, any associate can become a peer coach,

spreading coaching throughout the entire organization.

For individuals, a peer-coaching group can become their

personal board of directors. Peer coaching, therefore,

may hold the most promise of all approaches to build a

culture of sustainable learning and development in

organizations.

Indeed, one study shows that participating in such

peer pairs during an MBA program led to people

forming and using the pairs at work even many years

later. The study, conducted by Parker, Kram, Hall, and

Wasserman, provides the basis for a model for creating

peer coaching within organizations, whether in pairs or

small groups. First the pair forms a “holding

environment” based on positive relationship building;

next, it works on creating success by solving problems

the participants are experiencing at work; and finally the

fully formed peer-coaching pair—or combination of

several pairs—grows into a small group that infiltrates

the organizational culture, which in turn internalizes the

peer-coaching skills and ethos. The researchers found

that shared purpose is the medium that enables all of the

stages in developing peer coaching.

The sustainability of peer coaching plays out in many

different forms. For example, a group of female partners
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of Coopers & Lybrand in the San Francisco Bay Area

decided to get together monthly and talk about their

lives and careers. They started with eight members and

expanded to twelve. This informal group met for years,

even with some members leaving and new ones joining.

They sought out their peers (other female partners in a

firm that had few at the time) to help each other. Their

topics ranged from specific project advice to career

counsel, and from personal help to sharing ideas about

things of concern in the work environment. It was such a

great example of peers helping each other that it was

featured in a cover story in BusinessWeek.

What’s more, anyone who has successfully navigated

graduate school, whether a medical or law degree, MBA,

or PhD, knows that forming study groups and working

together is a survival technique. We’ve seen firsthand

how executive MBA programs often make learning

possible through study groups, and that the executives

report enjoying this activity. Traditional MBA students,

on the other hand, often report that they hate working in

teams, except in schools that target learning about

working in teams like Case Western Reserve University.

We believe this common attitude is because the

traditional MBAs see working in a temporary team as a

task to be accomplished and then moved on from (more

AN, analytic network, focus, and NEA). Meanwhile,

executive MBAs often work in the same study teams for

all of their courses and the entire program. There is a

benefit in the members learning to help each other and

see their relationships as one of the purposes of the study

team. It is not surprising, therefore, that many report

having enjoyed working in teams.

If you’ve never experienced such a collegiate program,

you’ve likely at least been exposed to the idea in feature

films like Legally Blonde or TV series like The Paper

Chase or How to Get Away with Murder. Lori

Neiswander, an alum of our Masters in Positive

Organizational Development program, reported forming

just such a team with two classmates. Dubbing their
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group “Vino and Videos,” they met on Friday nights with

a bottle of wine and watched class-related assigned

videos and discussed exercises and readings.

In programs seeking to build emotional and social

intelligence, peer coaching is often used because the

costs of hiring professional coaches is prohibitive for the

programs. While one of us, Ellen, has been using peer

coaching along with one-on-one individual coaching to

enhance learning at Case Western Reserve University’s

emotional and social intelligence development course for

MBA students, it is in the Engineering School that peer

coaching became a major component of the course for

undergraduates. Ellen provides brief training in

coaching with compassion, with a focus on empathic

listening, to the students, and she assigns them to peer-

coaching trios. Students practice how to be a coach as

well as experience what it feels like to benefit from a

supportive, developmental relationship. A skilled mentor

coach attends each of the trios’ exercises and provides

any guidance as needed.

Some peer-coaching groups survive and grow over

decades. In 1974, Richard met with a study group of

dental professionals in the Cleveland area to help with

professional development. Twenty years later, after

moving from Boston to Cleveland, they found him and

met again with him. They had continued to meet, and

the group is still going some forty-five years later. The

study group has morphed to include social events with

spouses, as well as professional development.

our new twis t  on peer coaching

We contend that the most powerful use of peer coaching

will be with small groups of five to twelve people and

using practices that invoke or elicit the PEA. As we have

described earlier in this book, using activities and group

norms that are more PEA will help the members be more

open and feel the emotional encouragement that the

group can provide. Note that it may require giving



people some skill training in how to emphasize the

positive emotional attractor.

When developing your own peer-coaching groups, we

recommend that you start small. Carlos de Barnola

Torres, Director of HR for the Iberian division of

Covidien, said that his company started its peer coaching

by asking people to find one other person and begin

talking. Carlos emphasized gaining skills in asking

questions and helping, not merely turning to a

professional, internal coach to solve problems. After a

while, he asked these pairs to find another pair. They

formed quartets and continued the conversations. Soon,

the coach could withdraw from the conversations and

the quartets continued to meet and help each other. A

new norm had been created at the company.

another approach: using internal and/or
external coaches

Organizations looking to hire coaches first must decide

whom to hire externally or internally, and sometimes

companies choose to do both.  The internal option

might begin with an internal training program on how to

be a more effective coach. Many begin by contacting

some form of coach-certifying body, which fall into two

varieties. The most prevalent groups that provide a form

of certification in coaching are universities and training

companies that “certify” that a person has learned the

institution’s particular approach to coaching, its

techniques, or method. These bodies seldom make claims

beyond that. It is up to clients to determine if this

certification adds value to their practice or capability as

a coach. A selected few of these programs actually have

published studies showing their impact, but most do not.

Their evidence is based on referrals and usage by

companies or government agencies (i.e., their client list).

The second group comprises associations or

companies that “certify” that the person is a credible

coach. This is a certification based on their group’s
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competency model. Currently, the largest of these are the

International Coach Federation (ICF), Worldwide

Association of Business Coaches (WABC), and the

Center for Credentialing and Education (CCE). The

awkward issue is that there are no published studies

showing which competencies or characteristics of

particular coaches enable them to be more effective than

others. That is, these associations and companies offer

certification without any empirical evidence that their

models actually work. Although they do research, it often

takes the form of attitude or opinion surveys known in

consulting circles as Delphi techniques in which current

coaches claim what they think works. Unfortunately,

such approaches have been shown repeatedly in other

fields to create a standard of mediocrity and exclude

certain groups.

This leaves organizations with a dilemma. If they use

existing certifications, it is not clear what they are

ensuring. But they need some way to know whether

someone is worth hiring. Perhaps the best method is to

look for converging evidence from personal referrals,

formal education, and certification in a variety of

approaches. Using such methods to maximize quality of

the coaches hired can help people seeking coaches to

understand they are getting the best possible

development, rather than simply being passed on to a

“coaching call center” or a less competent team of

coaches.

Internal coaches may also help when there’s a unique

circumstance that might take time to understand. For

example, when the Cleveland Clinic, ranked as the

number-two hospital in the United States, wanted to

develop more of its physician leaders as general

managers, it turned primarily to a cadre of internal

coaches. The clinic, which was one of the largest US

hospitals, had developed a highly effective patient-

experience program that changed the culture.

Meantime, it was acquiring other hospitals rapidly in

many cities and several countries. While each of these
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aspects of the Cleveland Clinic was not unique, the

combination created a situation that few professional

coaches had encountered. The aggressive program of

using coaches helped develop doctors, nurses, and staff

as effective leaders. This expanded leadership pool

enabled programmatic initiatives and growth in many

areas.

developing managers to be coaches

Chris Baer, Vice President of Leadership Development

and Talent Experience at Marriott International

Learning and Development, took a different approach to

creating a culture of coaching by developing managers

as coaches. Specifically, he introduced a system of

programs to “imbue managers with a coaching mindset

to lead high-performing and adaptive teams.”  Chris’s

objective was to shift managers’ thinking to provide

“developmental feedback in the moment, foster

collaboration . . . and just-in-time professional

development,” among other things. The program

involved training managers in coaching skills and

creating peer-coaching support groups to encourage this

new mindset. Chris and his colleagues believed this

would be key to exceptional results in the emerging

competitive business climate where change is constant.

This approach is not new. In the early 1970s, senior

executives at Monsanto who worked in what we now call

learning and development, asked coaching pioneer Walt

Mahler to offer courses in coaching skills to selected

executives.  Walt used his Coaching Practices Survey in

a 360-degree format to collect information from the

people these executives were trying to develop.

In the decades since then, learning and development

staff at many organizations have tried to promote this

coaching aspect of the manager’s role more and more—

primarily because managers themselves have become

more focused on development as a reason to remain in a

firm. In other words, managers, research has shown,
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wish to grow and advance through developing people in

their organizations and have found that coaching is an

effective way to do it.

Terry Maltbia of Columbia University’s Coaching

Certification Program feels strongly that the long-term

future of organizations would be best served if all

managers in any organization could become better

coaches. The coaching program at Columbia uses his

model of understanding the conditions, commitment,

competence, and clarity for performance coaching, as

the basis for teaching managers skills and perspectives

on how to include coaching as part of their day-to-day

responsibility.

Of course, to ask managers to add coaching to their

daily efforts means that they will need some training in

why coaching is important in the first place and how to

acquire both a coaching perspective and the skills

required. The skills for developing others, as we have

shown throughout this book, are not the same as typical

management capabilities. One study showed how

training managers in coaching skills improved sales of

their entire teams.  Without such training, managers

are likely to fall back on their personal views of others—

biases that may be as basic as a belief that people can’t

change—which could interfere with how well they come

across to others as caring and interested in others’

development.

This even can help in hospitals and health care. Dr.

Patrick Runnels is not only a psychiatrist but also runs a

fellowship program for doctors finishing their residency

in psychiatry and working in community mental health

sites. In a development program with coaching in which

he was a participant, he experienced and practiced

coaching with compassion. “It hadn’t dawned on me

that when giving feedback in supervisory settings,” he

said, “you can use coaching with compassion to reach

more people.” He was trying to prepare MDs who would

be managing treatment teams to take a growth mindset

and try to frame their work as not managing tasks but
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motivating people. During the program he was running

for the fellows, he asked each to develop his or her

personal vision. He had them practice coaching each

other and then discuss it with peers, using coaching as a

regular part of their supervision (or management) of

others in the hospital. He even made the training into an

experiment. He exposed half of the eleven fellows in the

last cohort to the approach of coaching with

compassion. The other half he did not. He paired them

and asked them to try to motivate the other doctor

through coaching. He said that during the plenary

discussion after the exercise, the room was filled with

excitement. Participants said coaching with compassion

made a lot of sense and it was much more fun than

typical ways people handle motivating others. Their

reactions were, in his words, “amazing.” Even though

they were psychiatrists, he said, “Two-thirds had never

thought of motivating others through the PEA.” Now

many of the fellows have put these methods into

practice.

The larger strategic image is that if a critical mass of

managers saw coaching as part of their day-to-day role

—and did it—coaching would become a new norm rather

than just an occasional practice. It could change an

organization’s culture to one that is more developmental

and compassionate (i.e., caring), which seems more in

tune with the largest group of employees in the emerging

workforce, the millennials. According to international

surveys, not only are millennials demographically as

large if not larger than the baby boomers were; they are

also more purpose driven and they seek development in

their work.

If managers, executives, leaders, and parents viewed

coaching as part of their style—that is, their personal

way of acting in their role—this would also contribute to

a shift in an organization’s and family’s culture. Seeing

coaching as part of your role instills an expectation that

each manager or parent, teacher, doctor, or nurse

should be coaching and helping others. That could
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possibly backfire because it adds another “ought” self to

the helper. In our experience, however, the benefits

outweigh the risk, and individuals enjoy and embrace

the coaching role. And if the expectations are followed

by a change in the helper’s typical, day-to-day behavior,

then it signals to anyone around them that coaching and

developing others is a fundamental part of their job or

role and appropriate behavior. When you change what

people see as the rules of the game, how a person should

act, and what they should value, you have changed the

culture!

As Niloofar Ghods told us, since she arrived at Cisco, her

company has changed the way coaching is delivered in

an organization “in which disruption is a way of life.

Positive psychology is an accelerant of coaching. But we

have to democratize access and broaden the use.

Technology will help.” Niloofar is suggesting that with a

technology company, with staff who are self-selected as

technically oriented, finding ways to meet at a

geographic distance but with high-definition quality

(such as through Cisco’s TelePresence or Webex

Meetings) will make coaching across continents and the

world an easier leap for them.

As authors, our hope and our vision are that as people

begin to learn to coach each other with more PEA, they

soon will start trying the same approach in their work

units as well as in their families, friends, and

acquaintances. Organizations will see the benefits daily,

as will the people within them. With the benefit of

emotional contagion, more and more peer-coaching

groups will start meeting. Soon, a critical mass of the

people in an organization will become involved in a peer-

coaching process (critical mass is estimated as at least

one-third of a group of people). Eventually, coaching

with compassion will become a cultural practice or norm

across organizations, and people will begin sharing



stories globally of how they formed their peer-coaching

groups. A veritable coaching revolution will have begun!

The reality, however, is that not everyone feels

comfortable engaging in personal conversations about

their dreams and building more resonant relationships.

Sometimes individuals have difficulty accessing these

thoughts and feelings. In chapter 9, we will explore how

best to help reluctant participants.

KEY LEARNING POINTS
1. In families and other informal social groups, as well as communities,

a culture of helping others develop and be open to learning would help

us all adapt to an ever-changing world.

2. Creating an effective coaching/helping culture in work organizations

requires careful assessment of need, centralized access to and

allocation of coaches, and sometimes centralized coach training and

certification to ensure quality.

3. There are three basic approaches to offering coaching services in

organizations: (1) encourage and train staff to peer coach in pairs or

teams; (2) train managers and executives to provide coaching to their

direct reports and maybe even peers; and (3) provide access to internal

or external coaches (people professionally trained as coaches and

typically certified by some professional group).

4. A high-quality coaching relationship amplifies both job engagement

and career satisfaction, and can be leveraged to help organizations

develop and retain their best and brightest talent, especially among

special and at-risk groups such as emerging leaders, minority groups,

and women.

5. Peer coaching is simply the coming together of two or more people for

the purpose of personal or professional development. It can be formal

or informal, and within or outside a particular organization. The

developmental purpose can supplement other reasons for the group

existing.

6. Peer-coaching relationships blossom through caring, compassion,

resonance, understanding, and shared purpose. They are durable,

sustainable, and promote a positive emotional contagion that can

become the basis of an organizational norm.

7. Be wary of peer-coaching relationships turning to the “dark side” and

focusing primarily on the negative.

8. MBA programs that focus on team learning and relationships

demonstrate tangible benefits beyond the education phase itself. A

proactive focus on peer coaching can pay for itself down the line by

enhancing the integration of learning for each member.

9. Peer-coaching groups promote an intimate involvement among all

members of the group, which results in enduring social bonds outside

the organization. Evidence suggests that such groups can create and

consolidate a healthy collective identity.



CONVERSATION GUIDE
1. In groups, discuss when you have seen coaching used in leadership

development in an organization.

2. Describe to others the benefits individuals and the organization derived

from the coaching or developmental experiences. Examine the

outcomes of the coaching impact, if any.

3. Examine with others how coaching might be leveraged in your

organization or with clients to help at-risk populations. Further

examine how such coaching might help at-risk members of your

families or other informal social groups.

4. Discuss whether or not your organization formally or informally uses

peer coaching in small groups. What could you do to start or expand

peer coaching?

5. Describe to others who your main peers are both at and outside of

work. Who are the people with whom you feel a social bond?

6. Explore with others any informal or formal groups of which you are a

member that get together and discuss life and work. How often do you

meet? Describe the interactions and discussions. Are they

predominantly PEA or NEA? Are they helpful to you or others? Have

they helped you or others change jobs or improve performance at

work?



CHAPTER 9

recognizing coachable
moments

seize the opportunity

Fall had arrived. The air was cool and crisp, and the

trees were turning from green to bright yellow, orange,

and red. For Ray Lewis, however, this fall was more than

just a change of season; it was also a time of transition in

his life. Ray had decided to embark on an educational

and personal development journey that would prepare

him for the next big step in his career—to assume greater

responsibility in his family’s business.

That path had been laid out for Ray for many years.

Already he was serving as corporate accounts manager

for the company his family founded in 1989 to provide

planned and emergency response services, including spill

cleanup, environmental remediation, and transportation

of waste. Ray’s father was part owner of the company,

and he’d long been grooming Ray to play a more

prominent role.

Not only was Ray’s professional future laid out for

him, certain aspects of his personal future had been

prescribed as well. For example, when the family decided

to sell the home where Ray and his siblings had spent

their childhood, they convinced Ray to help keep it in

the family by buying it and investing money in its needed

renovation.

All of this would have been fine—except that deep

down, Ray knew he wanted something else, although he

didn’t know exactly what that was. Fortunately, the



executive MBA program in which Ray had enrolled,

which included personal coaching, was designed to help

him reflect on and articulate a personal vision for his

future.

When Ray began working with his coach, he admitted

that advancing in the family business felt flat and

somewhat constraining. Yet the coach saw that Ray still

seemed willing to fulfill the career path that had been

carefully crafted for him (with loving intentions) by

others. The “ought” self can be especially powerful when

family relationships get mixed with professional work.

Although he was eager to learn and grow, Ray hadn’t

fully appreciated the power of identifying and pursuing

his true passion.

That is the essence of what we call a coachable

moment. For the coach, manager, teacher, or other

helper, identifying a coachable moment comprises two

aspects: (1) observing a critical situation or learning

opportunity that the individual may or may not be aware

of; and (2) correctly perceiving that the individual is

open and ready for reflection and learning around that

opportunity.

In this chapter, we’ll look at more examples of

coachable moments and then how to determine if a

person is actually ready to be coached. We’ll provide a

practical guide for creating a safe space for reflection

and openness, and we’ll discuss typical “tough” coaching

cases and how the techniques of coaching with

compassion can help.

coachable moments al l  around us

Ray’s situation came to light within a formal coaching

relationship, but when we pay attention, we can see

coachable moments in many scenarios around us. The

senior leader who has been “invited” to take a promotion

that will mean he’ll be traveling three out of four weeks

every month and who is concerned about the toll that

will take on his relationships with his wife and kids. The



friend who feels a calling to start a nonprofit

organization to help disadvantaged high-school students

gain access to higher education—but who’s reluctant to

quit her lucrative corporate career to pursue that calling.

The employee struggling in his new supervisory role who

now realizes he accepted the promotion primarily

because of his family’s ideas about “career

advancement.” The diabetic patient who refuses to

adhere to his treatment protocol even though he knows

there will be dire health consequences. The high-school

senior who’s been accepted at several top universities,

but who is unsure about what she wants to do in life and

is thinking of taking a gap year and traveling around

Europe before starting college. Or any one of the many

professional women who left the workforce to raise

children and years later feel lost as to how to jumpstart

the return to a career.

But there are other key moments too. One major time

when people are open to coaching and help is when

they’re taking on a new position, according to research

by our friend and colleague Claudio Fernández-Aráoz.

He found that the first two years in the job is a critical

time to help someone be more effective.  Claudio is

tapping into a more general category of coachable

moments—times of life or career transition. Additional

examples of coachable moments might include an

upcoming graduation, new job, first home purchase,

getting married, having or adopting a baby, being laid

off or fired, hitting the lottery, getting an inheritance, or

being diagnosed with a lifelong or terminal illness. There

may be other transition moments that might not seem as

earthshaking as the above list, but they are all

opportunities for individuals to rethink their personal

dreams and visions for the future. In an earlier chapter,

we referred to life and career cycles that also create such

moments.

When we fail to recognize coachable moments, we

miss the chance to help others. We don’t do this

intentionally, of course; in the midst of our own hectic
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schedules and daily stresses, it’s easy to miss key

moments in a colleague’s or family member’s life. Or

perhaps we feel that we can’t be helpful because we

haven’t experienced what the person is going through

and don’t have suggestions to offer. Even if we recognize

a coachable moment, however, we’ll likely fall short of

truly helping the individual if we don’t respond to it

effectively. And, as with many things in life, sometimes

timing and readiness are key.

recogniz ing readiness

Whether a coachable moment is associated with a

broader, long-term change effort or a more narrowly

defined issue or opportunity an individual is facing, the

person needs to be ready to be coached or else the

impact will be far less meaningful. Bruce Avolio and

Sean Hannah have studied readiness in the field of

leadership development, which we can apply to coaching

readiness as well. They found that when companies

target employees for leadership, sometimes they need to

assess and enhance, if necessary, the developmental

readiness of those individuals.  Likewise, before trying to

help someone through a coachable moment, coaches or

other helpers should assess and if possible, enhance, the

coaching readiness of the individual.

The model of change developed by James Prochaska

and his colleagues stresses the importance of readiness

to an individual’s change efforts. This model has been

widely adopted in the fields of psychotherapy and

executive coaching and consists of five stages, the first

three of which (pre-contemplation, contemplation, and

preparation) describe levels of readiness.

In the pre-contemplation stage, individuals are clearly

not yet ready to change; the need or desire to change is

not even on their radar. In the contemplation stage, they

still aren’t quite ready to change, but they are at least

thinking about it and trying to get themselves ready to

do so. It is not until they reach the preparation stage
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that they are truly ready to change, however. Until

individuals reach this stage of readiness, they are unable

to effectively move on to the action and maintenance

stages of change (the fourth and fifth stages in the

model, where change is actually made and sustained).

responding to a coachable moment

We sometimes respond to coachable moments by

treating them as problems to be solved. As a result, we

offer advice or solutions rather than coaching. While this

may seem to be an effective way of helping at that time,

it is less likely to lead to learning and growth for the

individual involved. It is just not sustainable. The

difference between advice and coaching is nicely

expressed by the aphorism, “Feed a man a fish so that he

can eat today; teach him to fish so that he can eat for a

lifetime.” Another example is that of a teenager who has

just been told a valuable “life lesson” from his parents—

but he promptly forgets because he hasn’t experienced

the situation himself.

As coaches and professors who advise PhD students

who are typically in their thirties, we can add that when

we give in to the urge to offer advice, the advisee

sometimes (if not often) ignores it. But when we’re able

to recognize and take advantage of coachable moments

in ways that inspire a student’s growth and curiosity,

that’s when we, as advisers, truly become coaches.

Coaching with compassion is how we help a person

frame the situation or opportunity in the context of who

she wants to be as a person and what she would like to

achieve in her ideal future. Such broad framing helps the

person draw on the inner resources most likely to enable

her to learn, change, or grow in meaningful and

sustained ways as she works through that situation,

whatever it may be.

Remember too that coachable moments may also take

the form of something smaller in scale that doesn’t
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necessarily involve a career or life decision. (See the

sidebar “Recognizing Micro-Coachable Moments.”)

recognizing micro-coachable moments

Perhaps a coworker is having a difficult time dealing with a particular member of
your department. The relationship has become strained and dysfunctional and she
doesn’t know what to do to improve the situation. Or maybe a good friend, who was
a standout athlete in college, shares with you that his son (who is also a star
athlete) wants to quit the high-school football team to focus his time and energy on
acting with the school’s drama club and local community theater groups. After
letting his emotions get the best of him and having an explosive outburst at his son
—expressing considerable disappointment, frustration, and anger—he now regrets it
and wants to figure out how to get back on track with him.

While such coachable moments might not involve as deep and comprehensive an
application of the intentional change process as we have described thus far, as a
coach you could still help the individual by applying the process on a smaller scale.
For instance, in the example of the coworker with the strained relationship, you
could ask her what an ideal relationship with the department member would look
like. You could then have her think about the history of their interactions (from both
her own and others’ perspectives) that led to the current state of affairs. Next, you
could have her think of possible strategies to improve the strained relationship with
this person. What has she tried in the past? What new approaches might she try
going forward? Finally, you could encourage her to reach out to other friends and/or
coworkers besides you, who might also support her efforts to improve the strained
relationship.

While these are essentially the same steps you would take in coaching someone
over time through the entire intentional change process, we can see how the
process can also be applied in “micro-cycles” in response to specific coachable
moments. It applies a similar logic but in a more narrowly focused way than the
grander scale of a personal life vision and purpose. Ideally, however, such smaller
cycles should be consistent with and support the broader pursuit of the person’s
ideal self and personal vision. And, the main purpose is still to help people into the
PEA so they can be open to new ideas and possibilities.

challenging coaching cases

As we have discussed throughout this book, coaching

with compassion generally leaves the person being

coached feeling excited, energized, and ready and able

to pursue sustained change. Most people welcome the

opportunity to be coached in this way. After all, who

wouldn’t want someone to help them articulate and then

pursue their dreams of an ideal future? However,

sometimes helping someone can be difficult, even when

you are coaching with compassion. Next, we explore five

typically challenging kinds of coaching situations.

Although the examples we offer here are all from

professional coaching cases, the lessons are the same for

anyone—managers, teachers, parents, and so on—trying



to help another person change. Reviewing these cases

should better enable you to handle them, or similar

cases, should you encounter them.

sat is f ied with l i fe jus t  as  i t  is

Many years ago, when Melvin was just starting out as a

coach using intentional change theory and the coaching

with compassion approach, he ran into a case that really

stumped him. In the short time he’d been coaching with

compassion, he’d come to think of it as “liberation

coaching.” He was amazed at how freeing it was for

individuals to frame the coaching engagement, and what

they hoped to get out of it, in the context of what they

truly wanted to do with the rest of their lives. Tapping

into their passions, dreams, and deepest aspirations as

the overarching frame for their desired change efforts

was transformative for many individuals. And even in

the cases where it wasn’t necessarily transformational, it

seemed to at least be an energizing, positive emotional

experience for almost everyone he coached in this way—

at least, until he met Anjit Singh (not his real name).

At fifty-three years old, Anjit had successfully moved

through significant positions in quality control,

manufacturing operations, and IT in a major US

chemical company. Anjit and his wife Indira, to whom

he had been married more than thirty years, had three

children who were now grown, successfully building

careers and lives of their own.

While most people Melvin coached found it fun and

exciting to reflect on exercises designed to help them

craft their ideal self and personal vision, Anjit found the

exercises difficult and of limited value. From his

perspective, he had a job that he loved, and he had a

wife, family, and overall life that he loved even more.

What was there to dream about? There was really

nothing in his life that he wanted to change.

Having coached some individuals who were initially

hesitant to allow themselves to dream about an ideal



future in an unconstrained fashion, Melvin kept

encouraging Anjit to allow himself to think about an

ideal view of the next phase of his life—even if he was

incredibly happy with where things were today. Still no

movement from Anjit. He saw no value in envisioning

something else other than what he was currently

experiencing.

Melvin was puzzled and wondered if he were doing

something wrong. Why couldn’t he find the “magic

questions” to open Anjit up to the exciting possibility of

envisioning even more for his life than he’d already

experienced?

That’s when Melvin asked his mentor Richard for

help; surely, he had the silver bullet that would open

Anjit up to some desired change he wished to make in

his life. But what Richard said surprised him: for some

individuals, the ICT process is not about making a

desired change to achieve an ideal self. Instead, for some

it is about sustaining or maintaining an ideal self already

achieved. That was an enlightening moment for Melvin

as a coach: the ICT process does not always have to be

about making change. If someone has already achieved

a desirable life, unless and until that image of his ideal

self changes, the process can be more about doing things

that will support and maintain that ideal life.

Melvin shifted his approach with Anjit, and it clicked.

Now Anjit could embrace the intentional change process

as something more than just an exercise that had no real

value to him. Instead he could begin to envision ways to

solidify and sustain the wonderful life that he had

already created. He was able to articulate a vision and

develop a plan to ensure that he was prepared to deal

with any potential factors that could impact his ability to

sustain the ideal life he had achieved.

l iv ing in a repress ive or  oppress ive
env ironment



In 1996, the Weatherhead School of Management

received a grant to offer top executives from a number of

Russian companies advanced techniques and ideas in

modern management and leadership. One participant in

the six-week program was Julia (not her real name), the

CFO of one of the largest engineering manufacturing

organizations in Russia. Richard was her coach in the

program.

Walking into the management building on the third

morning of the program, Richard saw Julia and smiled,

asking how she was doing.

She grimaced and said, “Awful. I was so upset that I

could not sleep.” Richard said he was sorry to hear that

and asked what had upset her. She turned to him and

said, “You!”

Richard, who thought that the seminar and

discussions had gone well, was shocked. He asked,

“What was it I said or did that was so upsetting?” By

then, they had reached the lobby and Richard suggested

they get a coffee and talk.

When they sat down with their coffee, Julia explained:

I am forty-two. I grew up professionally in our

company and advanced rapidly. The leaders liked

what I could deliver and how I managed. But I

have never been asked or allowed to dream. Up

until a few years ago, it was assumed that the top

leadership or party officials would tell you what

your next job was. That was it. As a matter of fact,

if you dreamed about conditions in a desirable

future that criticized the present, you could be

turned in to the authorities as being seditious,

with severe consequences (e.g., being sent to the

Gulag). So you settle into the expectation that

dreaming of better possibilities is a bad thing to be

avoided.

At this point, Julia was hanging her head. Richard

waited before she added, “It feels like such a waste of



talent—all those years and decades. I don’t know if I can

change sufficiently to even create a personal vision.”

Although Julia’s example was extreme, there are many

refugees fleeing countries under conditions of war or

religious, economic, political, or psychological

oppression who have trouble once free. In his classic

analysis, Viktor Frankl documented how he and many

Holocaust escapees and survivors had difficulty for years

in their new home countries because their existence was

entirely focused on surviving or their family surviving.

During the process, many lost hope repeatedly.

In Julia’s case, she would be leaving the program to

return to a dramatically changed environment but with

her old beliefs and ways of dealing with management

issues. The way to handle this coachable moment, then,

was to reduce her anxiety and focus on what kind of

person she wanted to be. By helping her focus less on

what she hoped to do and more on her values—who she

wanted to be and how she acted with others—Richard

was able to help Julia focus on something within her

control. Julia’s values were uniquely her own; reflecting

on them allowed her to return to her authentic self,

which was both grounding and liberating.

When working with people whose environments are

restrictive, the best approach is to focus on their core

values—those beliefs about what is right, good, true—

which are fundamental to being, living, and if

appropriate, leading authentically. From that

foundation, they can often consider behaviors and

actions that can be seen, altered, and experimented with

day-to-day in support of their values. That is often more

feasible than framing a ten- to fifteen-year personal

vision.

torn between equal ly  at t rac t ive and
mutual ly  exc lus ive ideals

Joseph (not his real name) had just gotten his dream job

as CEO of a midsized company. He wanted to advance

5



even further, however, so he was completing a doctorate

at the same time. He had used visioning and planning

his whole life and had even taught the process as an

adjunct professor to MBA students. Joseph had outlined

stages in his coming years with the priorities shifting at

each stage. In his current stage, he wanted to be a better

father and husband, as well as a better human being to

everyone with whom he interacted in contributing to his

community. He wanted less stress in his life and to be

more mindful.

Joseph had three dreams. One was to build the

company and show how effective leadership can work.

The second was to lead a more balanced life and spend

quality time with his family, friends, and others. His

third dream was to write, publish, teach, and be a public

speaker who motivated others to reach for their dreams.

The dilemma was that he could not feasibly

accomplish all of those at the same time. The time and

energy demands of running and growing a business

were, on the whole, incompatible with a more balanced,

less-stressful lifestyle. His coach tried the one thing that

often works with people with multiple dreams, some of

which appear to be incompatible. The coach asked

Joseph to prioritize his dreams—literally, to rank order

them. “If you could only do one of these, which one

would you want to do the most?” Joseph knew that it

was to be with his family more. But he had led a driven

life and work style. So the coach asked, “Which of the

other two could allow you to spend more time with your

family than you do now and still pursue that work

dream?”

Like getting hit by a bolt of lightning, it became clear

to Joseph that he needed to make a specific plan to

transfer leadership of the company within two years.

Before that happened, he was able to begin publishing

and giving lectures at various universities. He tried to

include his family on more of his work trips, planned

more vacation and relaxation time with them, and

promised that after the CEO job was finished, he would



devote a great deal of his time to his wife and children.

Within two years, as he completed his doctorate, he had

transferred ownership of the consulting company and

explored faculty positions. He was hired as a tenure-

track professor at a university that emphasized teaching

and not the publish-or-perish race he wanted to avoid

and that would threaten progress on his other ideal—

spending time with his family. Today, a number of years

have passed, and Joseph reports he has succeeded. But

he could not have gotten to this point without

confronting and reprioritizing his aspirations.

too much invested in the current path to
change direc t ion now

Gabriela (not her real name) was a prosecutor in a

midsized US city. She was intrigued with how coaching

might work and agreed to meet with a personal coach—

but that was about the limit of her willingness to explore

possibilities.

When the coach asked her about her dreams of a

perfect life, she looked at her watch and said, “This is too

self-serving.” The coach understood that she didn’t feel

positive about her future possibilities, but what he didn’t

know was just how hesitant that made her about even

talking about it. The coach asked about her ideal image

of work. Her response focused on resolving present

workload issues. He asked about her dream of an ideal

personal life. She said she didn’t have time for one.

Gabriela had come from a working-class family and

was the first to go to college. She was also the first to

attend graduate school and become a professional. With

a highly prestigious government job, Gabriela had

achieved more than she had ever thought possible as a

young woman. She did it by working harder than anyone

else around her. She had sacrificed when friends were

having fun. She had devoted herself to her work in ways

that others thought a bit single-minded.



But she had made it. Gabriela was now middle-aged

and knew she’d paid a price for her success: she had

missed out on having a family and enjoying the kinds of

personal relaxation she knew others had. This wasn’t

intentional. It had just happened that way. She had

always focused on her career and hadn’t put the same

focus and energy into dating and activities outside of

work. Yet she felt comforted by the knowledge that none

of her friends had gotten as far as she had, both

professionally and socially.

Her coach tried many different approaches to get her

to consider what she wanted out of life and to explore

possibilities for the future. All she could see was the

present. Although at some level, she may have felt

trapped, she literally did not allow herself to think about

it. It had taken too much to get to this point, and she

was not going to give it up! For Gabriela, the coaching

did not translate into new learning, new insights, or new

behaviors. Perhaps at some point in the future, she’ll

have an awakening of some kind, after a crisis or other

kind of transition, and be ready to engage in the process.

But this was clearly not that time for her.

Another variation of someone not ready or willing to

be coached is when the person goes along to “play the

game.” This happened to one of our colleagues, who

tried to help a former coachee, Franklin (not his real

name), who had just been released from prison and was

out on parole. Although they had an engaging initial

conversation, Franklin’s coach walked away unsure

anything would happen as a result. With a history of

multiple convictions and even more arrests, Franklin’s

past did not offer a lot of hope. But his coach knew he’d

started a driving service, and he’d gotten a job as

caretaker for a local community center—so he had at

least a fighting chance to succeed this time.

The challenge was that Franklin couldn’t see anything

beyond his current tasks. He had not a long-range

dream but rather a short-term plan—staying out of jail

and having some form of legal employment. While the



typical “coaching to a long-range vision” method did not

seem to help or even engage him, he at least was willing

to discuss his steps and intention of staying compliant

with the conditions of his parole and making a life for

himself.

That’s when his coach shifted his focus from the future

to the present. “How do you wish to be acting and to be

seen by others now—this week, next month?” the coach

asked. That engaged Franklin. Like many people with

biochemical or behavioral habits that are addictive and

that simply recreate the conditions that got them in

trouble, people in these situations are fighting against

the odds of recidivism and their own past. By focusing

on the present, Franklin was able to work with the coach

to find new social groups and develop a new identity to

make a sustainable change in his life. Besides building

his new business, he wanted to be seen as someone who

was trustworthy, reliable, and approachable. Reflecting

with his coach on this identity he desired gave his life

new meaning.

t rapped in an “ought”  sel f

Recall our opening story of Ray Lewis. He proved to be a

challenging case for his coach. Here was a situation

where the coachee knew that he wanted to do something

other than what he was doing currently. But he was

having a hard time envisioning and articulating what

that might be, and an even harder time imagining how

he could possibly pull away from the path that had been

so clearly established for him.

Ray’s coach, however, could almost see another

version of Ray, inside of a shell trying to break out—but

that shell of his “ought” self was seemingly impenetrable.

His coach tried a number of ways to help Ray imagine

what a self-defined view of his ideal future might look

like, but Ray was so clear on what his father wanted for

him that he couldn’t craft his own vision. And because



he loved his father dearly and didn’t want to disappoint

him, Ray felt truly trapped.

Throughout their relationship, Ray’s coach continued

to challenge him to examine and then follow his heart.

Eventually, Ray decided that it was time to take a bit of a

leap. He could no longer suppress the desire he felt to

explore a life of his own choosing. Ray took a leave of

absence from work and spent some time traveling the

world. During his travels, he reflected on who he wanted

to be and what he really wanted to do with his career

and life. It was during these travels that things finally

clicked for Ray: he knew what he wanted to do and how

he was going to go about doing it.

Sometime after his return, Ray attended an executive

MBA alumni function. He immediately approached his

coach and confidently shook his hand, saying, “Hi. Meet

Ray Lewis.” Ray had finally found himself. He had

discovered his ideal self and, with it, the passion and

confidence to pursue it. He now knew in his heart what

he wanted for his future. With his newfound passion

and confidence, Ray soon left the family business and

cofounded a small business of his own. Since that

moment when he was able to escape the grip of what felt

like a constraining “ought” self to pursue his own ideal

vision, Ray has flourished both personally and

professionally. His relationship with his father (who

eventually understood and respected Ray’s decision) is

as strong as ever, and he is living life with a newly found

sense of joy and adventure.

Recognizing coachable moments so that we can

effectively capitalize on them and being able to handle

challenging cases in addition to the “easy” ones are

important for coaches, managers, and anyone else trying

to help another person. Our approach of coaching with

compassion, and the various nuances we have discussed

in this book, should equip you to do both of these things

well. In chapter 10, we offer final words of inspiration to



prepare you to go forth and, we hope, apply the things

you have learned in this book as you help others through

coaching conversations that inspire them.

KEY LEARNING POINTS
1. A coachable moment involves a potentially critical situation or

learning opportunity of which the person to be coached may or may

not be fully aware, and the coach correctly perceives that the individual

is both open and ready for reflection and learning around that

situation or opportunity.

2. Capitalizing on coachable moments often involves assessing and

potentially enhancing the readiness of the individual to be coached. If

an individual is not ready to be coached, the extent of their coaching-

facilitated change is likely to be limited.

REFLECTION AND APPLICATION
EXERCISES

1. Think about the last time you encountered someone who was in the

midst of what we have described in this chapter as a coachable

moment. Did you recognize and treat it as a coachable moment? How

did the person respond? Was she ready to be coached? Is there

anything that you would have or could have done differently in your

handling of the situation to be most helpful?

2. What are some of the more challenging cases that you have

encountered as a coach, manager, teacher, parent, cleric, or other

person who was trying to help someone? How might you apply some of

the lessons learned from this book to help you in the future more

effectively deal with those situations?

CONVERSATION GUIDE
1. What ideas or techniques from this book are you eagerly looking

forward to trying and developing further?

2. Are you finding coachable moments in one aspect of your life and

work, but not others? How can you become sensitive to such moments

in the other aspects of your life?



CHAPTER 10

the call of compassion
an invitation to dream

Most of us care about others and try to help them. The

source of our caring may be a desire to inspire people

with whom we work to learn and grow or to protect our

children or others. It might also be a desire to help

others improve their performance or live up to their

potential. It might reflect a deeper sense of love. All of

these desires are noble but can easily lead us to do the

exact opposite of what we intend. We can quickly slide

into trying to fix others or prescribing specific ways to

change. Although it may seem more efficient, by this

point in the book we hope you recognize this slip into

wanting to fix others as coaching for compliance

(however well intended) and a catalyst for negative

emotion and stress.

As leaders, parents, teachers, doctors and nurses, and

coaches of all kinds, we are all witnesses to the reality

show called “Life.” We see injustice and people treated

poorly around us. We are offended at people who feel

entitled to “free stuff” and abuse the kindness of

strangers. But most of all, we see people in influential

roles seeming to promote themselves more than helping

or leading others.

In a world of rampant narcissism and self-righteous,

self-centered thinking (after all, this is the generation of

selfies as a popular form of photography and social

media!), we can do our part to reduce defensive behavior

by helping others and building better relationships. The



best antidote to self-centered narcissism is to care for

others. One genuine way that you, the reader, can help

others is to inspire and motivate them toward the best

version of themselves. The positive emotional contagion

created in the process will also help you feel inspired and

positively influence others around you. Compassion is

contagious!

In the earlier chapters, we asked you to reflect on who

helped you the most to become who you are or to get to

where you are in life. We explored how people’s answers

to that question show us how compassion through

gratitude invokes the PEA and all of the good things that

come with it. So let us now ask you a follow-up question:

Whose list will you be on? It may be our most enduring

legacy in life—making a difference in other people’s lives.

compassion as an antidote to self-
centeredness

Through the real-life stories of people becoming

energized by the possibility of a new future, we hope you

have a new appreciation for how and why connecting

positively and deeply with others is beneficial both for

your own personal sustainability and those with whom

you interact in the multiple arenas of your life. We

contend, based on our research, that the one powerful

and accessible way to care for and help others is to coach

with compassion. Not every conversation presents a

coachable moment and coaching in the way we’ve

suggested is not the only way. Coaching for compliance

is needed at times, and in small doses. But too often, we

let the NEA dominate the experience and therefore

shorten the durability and limit the sustainability of any

learning or change. Coaching with compassion is

something we can all do with intention and practice as

the stories throughout were meant to illuminate. Here

are some highlights.

The Greg Lakin, Emily Sinclair, and Amy Szabo stories

(chapters 1, 2, and 6, respectively) showed us how



dramatic the impact on people’s lives can be when we

coach with compassion in contrast to coaching for

compliance. That is, great helpers and coaches inspire,

encourage, and support others in the pursuit of their

dreams and the achievement of their full potential. In

each of these cases, coaching with compassion began by

helping them explore and clearly articulate their ideal

self and a personal vision for the future, and tease out

the distinction between their ideal self and ought self. As

we saw in Mary Tuuk’s case (chapter 5), a personal

vision was a holistic, comprehensive expression of her

ideal self and ideal future, including dreams, sense of

calling, passion, purpose, and core values. The vision

provides meaning in life and work. It helped each of

them continue on the fruitful, but often frustrating, path

to getting closer to their ideal self.

As we saw in Neil Thompson, Darryl Gresham, and

Sean Hannigan’s stories (chapters 2, 4, and 7,

respectively), key resonant relationships helped them

make a leap and move forward. Because emotions are

contagious, the quality of the relationship with the

helper or coach is crucial to inviting the PEA repeatedly.

Beyond the relationship to the helper or coach, a person

is more likely to sustain their learning and change efforts

if they develop a network of trusted, supportive

relationships. Lori Neiswander’s example (chapter 8),

showed how helping others to form peer coaching

groups can feel like simply the coming together of two or

more people for the purpose of personal or professional

development. But the quality of the relationships is

durable and helps the change effort be sustainable while

promoting a positive emotional contagion, which can

become the basis of an organizational or family norm.

As we saw in Aaron Banay’s story (chapter 4), asking

someone an evocative, open, positive question can elicit

new information. We know from research that it

awakens the PEA, activating a specific network in the

brain that triggers hormones called the parasympathetic

nervous system (i.e., renewal). Asking a negative



question or questions pulls a defensive response and

arouses the NEA, activating a different network in the

brain, which triggers hormones that are the sympathetic

nervous system (i.e., stress). In Melvin’s story (chapter

3), such questions activated the ought self, narrowed the

possibilities, and made him feel stuck.

In Ellen’s health story (chapter 6), we saw that

entering the PEA is both a state of being open to new

ideas and a tipping point along the path of sustained,

desired change. We know from others’ research and our

own neuroimaging studies that to sustain a change or

learning process, a person needs to regularly cycle into

the PEA two to five times more often than being in the

NEA. We saw further in Bob Shaffer’s story (chapter 5)

that renewal activities in smaller doses—in terms of time

and more frequent episodes of renewal activities—are

better than longer, less frequent ones. It also revealed

that renewal using a variety of activities is better than

using the same one or two repeatedly.

We witnessed in Melvin’s story how focusing on

strengths and not weaknesses in the context of his

personal vision opened new possibilities. He experienced

a profound sense of freedom and purpose as a result.

The process of change often unfolds in discrete steps,

such as in Sean Hannigan’s experience to become a

better leader by becoming a better listener. Other ways to

invite the PEA include envisioning an exciting future and

creating a plan that was energizing not obligatory, as we

saw in Bassam’s story of change to becoming a more

patient and friendly project leader (chapter 6).

Entering the PEA and coming back to it during

conversations often requires a resonant relationship and

the feeling of care and trust that comes with it. We saw

that build in Karen Milley’s story of talking to her son

(chapter 6). She then transferred her experience to

create different conversations with direct reports at

work. As we saw in Ellen’s story of the conversations with

her teenage daughter (chapter 7), high-quality helping

relationships require helpers to prepare their mindset to



create a positive, meaningful connection through deep,

active listening. This is fundamental and essential for

coaching with compassion.

Ellen’s story of conversations with her daughter also

showed how a coachable moment requires the coach or

helper to be prepared to notice when such a moment is

happening and adopt a coaching mindset. It involves a

potentially critical situation or opportunity to which the

person to be coached may or may not be fully aware,

and the coach correctly perceives that the individual is

both open and ready for reflection and learning around

that situation or opportunity. Capitalizing on coachable

moments often involves assessing and potentially

enhancing the readiness of the individual to be coached.

We referred throughout the book to a number of

organizations that use coaching. But we also illustrated

how coaching can benefit families and a long list of other

helping relationships. There are three basic approaches

to making positive helping a norm in your families,

communities, and at work. They are: (1) encourage

(and/or train as needed) people to coach each other (at

work this would be peer coaching in pairs or teams); (2)

provide access to a variety of internal or external kinds of

coaches or helpers; and/or (3) equip managers,

physicians, and other helpers in positions of influence to

build developmental relationships and provide coaching

to those within their team and organization.

learn to help yourself

Even with the best of intentions, people cannot inspire

and help others to learn and grow when they slip into

the NEA themselves. The personal sustainability of the

helper or coach is central to the ability to continue

effectively helping others be open, develop, and change.

Our recommendation is straightforward but

sometimes difficult to implement amid the stressors of

everyday life and work. The key is to dose yourself with

renewal every day. It is, in fact, the responsibility of



helpers or coaches to sustain themselves and emote the

positive emotional contagion that can only come from

experiencing the PEA more than being in the NEA. In

other words, we suggest that it is not a self-centered act

to make sure you have renewal moments each day.

Helpers and coaches looking to develop a long-term,

sustainable means of reaching and maintaining a level of

effectiveness would benefit from forming peer-coaching

groups with other coaches. Coaches of all kinds need

support just as much as the people they are trying to

help and support.

an invitat ion to dream

A primary theme we’ve stressed throughout this book is

using a personal vision to evoke positive emotions—

essentially, to begin with the end in mind, thereby setting

up the connections in the brain and emotions that will

help us pave the road to the desired end. So now, we

invite you to dream with us for a moment.

Imagine it is ten to fifteen years from now. If you are:

A coach: You have many, many clients and they

come from a variety of cultures. Your clients are

transforming, learning, growing, developing, and

performing. They are living meaningful lives. Most

of all, they are thriving emotionally, physically,

spiritually, and relationally. Some clients have

formed peer-coaching groups, and in some of

your clients’ organizations, peer-coaching groups

have become a norm. What’s more, there is

evidence that in your clients’ organizations, the

cultures are becoming more engaging and

developmental than they’ve ever been.

A manager: Your people are excited and

engaged in their work. They feel a shared sense of

purpose. They are innovating and adapting to

changing market conditions and customers’



needs. They feel that you are connected to the

needs of people and are committed to their

development. You invest in their growth and

advancement. You provide exciting and novel

projects. Your people not only want to stay in your

organization, but also wish they had more time to

spend at work. They are so excited that they’ve

formed peer-coaching groups in which they

reality test, help each other deal with problems,

and envision a better future. In fact, the entire

company culture has changed, with everyone

contributing to one another’s development.

A physician, nurse, or physician assistant:

You have motivated others to achieve wellness.

Your role is to help people truly heal and

maintain health, and your patients’ adherence to

their treatment plans are at 100 percent. Patients

get better faster and stay well longer. All of this

occurs because they take care of themselves. They

are vulnerable to fewer maladies, with a high

quality of life and low health-care costs. If your

work is in palliative care, your patients leave this

life with dignity, feeling loved and at peace.

A parent: Daily events in your home life feel like

an idealized movie version of a loving and caring

family. Your teenage children want to talk to you.

Meals with the family involve interesting

conversations and laughter. When anyone in the

family needs advice, they come to you. Your older

children take you out to dinner periodically, and

you are involved in family vacations with your

children and their families.

A therapist, counselor, pastoral

counselor, or social worker: Your clients are

focused on well-being—beyond their problems.

They want to be well and are motivated to carry

out their therapy or treatment plans. They spend



less time egocentrically focusing on themselves

and more time helping others less fortunate in the

community. They care for others and extend

themselves. They engage their families in loving

and fun activities and strive to improve their work

organizations.

Sound good? Here’s a way to make such visions more

likely to happen, for anyone reading this book. It’s kind

of a “pay it forward” experiment we can all try. Next

month, each day have just one fifteen- to twenty-minute

conversation with a different person to help them

discover and connect with the best version of themselves,

their values, dream life, desired work, or personal vision.

It may sound daunting, but it is likely that you will

work or interact with more than thirty different people in

the coming month, whether you are a parent, manager,

coach, doctor, teacher, cleric, or in some other helping

role. We are asking you to have just one fifteen- to

twenty-minute conversation—within the 960 waking

minutes available to each of us every day—focused on

helping someone experience positive emotions and

discover or reconnect with his or her personal vision. It

could be over coffee, lunch, or driving in the company or

school carpool. Or you could talk with a group at work

about the idea, perhaps as an opener or closer to a staff

meeting. Then imagine each of those people feeling so

inspired that they in turn cascade the conversation to

someone else they know, and so on. As a result of

emotional contagion and social mimicry, the

compounding effect could be tremendous. Large

numbers of people will have had a potentially life-

changing positive emotional experience based on being

coached with compassion and thinking about their

personal vision of the future. All this from one humble

start: a fifteen- to twenty-minute coaching conversation!

We hope the stories and ideas in this book have inspired

you to try a few things to ignite the spark of positive



change in your life and the lives of people around you.

Our deepest wish is that you will feel the hope,

compassion, mindfulness, and playfulness that can

result from caring for others and inspiring them to

enhance their lives. That is the promise of coaching with

compassion.
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